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“For the world is in a bad state, but everything will become still worse unless each of

us does their best.” (Viktor Frankl)





Societal Considerations

Modern societies face great challenges. All over the world, (far too many) human lives

continue to be constrained and threatened not only by poverty, famine, diseases and

corruption, but also by racism, xenophobia, and gender and religious intolerance, to

name a few. Crises in liberal democracies and stronger oligarchical and nationalist

movements are in course while coordinated global response seems to be necessary to

face global human problems, such as climate change, sanitary and disease control (see

the recent/ongoing COVID-19 pandemic), immigration waves, feeding 8 billion people,

exhaustion of natural resources, cyber security, and ethical regulations on artificial in-

telligence and data property, for example. Yet, unfortunately, opposing the astonishing

current levels (and trend) of disinformation and denialism, simplifying stories and ide-

ologies will hardly encompass and fulfill the needs of a complex reality. Hence, empathy

and widening of perspectives and points of view via liable and reliable education are

possibly more urgent than ever.

Regardless personal/group opinions, beliefs and/or interests, Nature has its ways

and the scientific method is committed to finding and describing the physical world

we live in. Indeed, the way gravity works, the behavior of electrons, or the interaction

of light with matter are independent of political views or economical models. Thus,

even though science will be always within knowledge boundaries and by itself cannot

guide the human decisions, it offers a predictable ground on which discussions can be

seriously carried out and decisions can be made. In addition to that, science greatly

benefits from sharing and collaborating, such that one can learn and advance based on

findings from others, rather than waste limited time, effort and resources on repeated

research. Common goals have the power to unify people and build bridges to address

real problems, in contrast to Manichean fears that burn bridges and raise walls.

Synchrotron light sources are large facilities that are used by the international sci-

entific community (and by industry) as powerful microscopes to investigate matter

under various aspects, covering fields from biology to materials sciences, from energy

to cultural heritage, from agronomy to electronics, to name only a few. Thanks to a

recent new generation of the so-called storage rings used to produce synchrotron light,

spatial resolution of structures, as well as time resolution of processes and/or measure-
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VIII Societal Considerations

ment throughput, can be now potentially increased by a few orders of magnitude to

enable unprecedented research opportunities. Nonetheless, to make use of this power,

equivalent advances are required at the experimental stations, the so-called beamlines.

Considering the increased complexity of the systems, the urgent technological problems

and limited financial resources, it has been identified that, as opposed to trial-and-error

or shy best-effort approaches that are often found in beamline instrumentation, alter-

native project development frameworks may be mandatory from now on — at least for

a few critical components.

This thesis describes the High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochromator (HD-DCM),

developed by the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS) in collaboration with

the Dutch mechatronics consultant MI-Partners. The work involved identifying a tech-

nological bottleneck, overcoming some conservative views and ways-of-working in the

synchrotron community, finding a financial and political strategy to carry the project,

integrating expertise from different fields into a multidisciplinary high-end X-ray opti-

cal component, training, and deployment to beamlines at Sirius, the fourth-generation

synchrotron light source in Brazil. The result is a successful high-precision instrument,

exceeding previous state-of-the-art systems by at least a factor five in static operation

and making possible unprecedented high-stability spectroscopic scans to the benefit of

the scientific community — and the society. Therefore, this thesis aims at being a case

study and incentive for how systems engineering, precision engineering and predictive

modeling tools can be used in a science-oriented environment for systematic and de-

terministic problem solving. Finally, beyond the development of a particular machine,

it also proves the potential of bringing communities closely together — in this case,

the synchrotron and the precision engineering/mechatronics communities — to boost

collective knowledge and aid human needs.



Summary

The High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochromator

Synchrotron light sources are research facilities with an essential role in academic and

industrial global research. Working as special microscopes in experimental stations

known as beamlines, a wide range of the electromagnetic radiation spectrum can be

covered (from infrared to hard X-rays), with tremendously broad application fields,

including materials sciences, energy, health and agronomy, to name a few.

Within this context, there is a particular class of instruments known as Double-

Crystal Monochromators (DCMs) that is extensively used at tender and hard X-ray

beamlines to select narrower energy bandwidths out of incoming photon beams with

broader energy bands for specific experimental techniques. In a nutshell, a DCM

consists of an arrangement of two crystals (such as high-purity silicon or germanium

pieces) that must be precisely positioned and oriented with respect to the incoming

beam and each other, so as to provide the desired energy selection according to Bragg’s

law of diffraction and a fixed-offset downstream monochromatic photon beam.

This thesis describes the technological breakthrough provided by incorporating pre-

cision engineering and mechatronic concepts that have been developed and used in the

semiconductors industry over the past few decades to the context of DCMs at syn-

chrotron beamlines. In this sense, it could be argued that the so-called High-Dynamic

Double-Crystal Monochromator (HD-DCM) coins a new sub-class of instruments, with

a novel conceptual mechatronic architecture that not only achieves superior position-

ing control in static operational conditions, but also enables unprecedented scanning

possibilities to the benefit of research in both the scientific community and the industry.

Indeed, the work presented here aims at starting to at least partly address the

call from synchrotron users for better instruments that can comply with requirements

of the emerging fourth-generation light sources. As compared to standard DCMs,

the HD-DCM now allows for, on the one hand, improvements in spatial resolution

of X-ray images and maps, and, on the other hand, higher temporal resolution of

processes and throughput, thanks to its high-performance scanning functionality. The

first two units of the HD-DCM are installed at Sirius, the new-generation synchrotron

at the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS), with applications ranging from
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X Summary

retrieving the structure of SARS-CoV-2 proteins in an X-ray crystallography beamline

to investigating samples emulating Earth’s inner core in an X-ray beamline dedicated

to extreme pressure, temperature and magnetic conditions.

The contributions of this thesis can be split in two main parts. The first part is

dedicated to a detailed description of the mechatronic architecture of the HD-DCM

and the systematic predictive design approach applied to build an innovative, mul-

tidisciplinary and complex high-end machine first-time right. It covers: i) decisions

in the selection of motion degrees-of-freedom; ii) changes related to transforming a

high-stiffness mechanical design into an isolated mechatronic architecture with high-

bandwidth closed-loop control; iii) improvements in mechanical guiding and actua-

tion, as well as in the metrology architecture, for the nanometer-level requirements;

iv) thermo-mechanical functionality decoupling of parts for superior accuracy and dy-

namics; v) reduction of disturbance agents by design; vi) development of mechatronic

models of the plant, according to Dynamic Substructuring methods, and of disturbance

models, following educated guestimates and experimental measurements; vii) controller

design and bandwidth analysis via loopshaping; viii) design convergence according to

the Dynamic Error Budgeting framework; and ix) preliminary performance validation.

The second part of this thesis is more synchrotron-oriented and focuses mostly on

the engineering challenges in integrating this new type of high-end machine into a

beamline environment. It comprises: i) a more high-level overview on the architectural

differences between standard DCMs and the HD-DCM, which also highlights how typ-

ical choices for experimental flexibility may need to be traded for higher performances;

ii) a new positioning problem formulation oriented to scanning, which has a direct im-

pact both in scientific plans and perspective, and in engineering choices, requirements

and limitations; iii) emerging performance requirements that are derived to correlated

beamline instruments, such as the X-ray source and detectors, spanning over aspects

as sensitivity, signal-to-noise ratio, motion and synchronism; and iv) proven perfor-

mance with X-rays at the beamlines in static and scanning operation, making explicit

the achievement of the original goals of the HD-DCM, while fostering advances needed

from the beamline side.

Hence, the content of this thesis addresses the rise of a new type of instrument in

synchrotron beamlines, with promising perspectives for future research. Naturally, all

this research potential is related to at least equally broad research opportunities in

interdependent beamline components and science. Finally, it is worth saying that the

HD-DCM became an edifying project in terms of beamline instrumentation design at

the LNLS. In the last few years, the lessons learned, alongside the developed tools and

framework, have far extrapolated the original scope of the HD-DCM, providing already

the elements for the construction of innovative X-ray mirror systems and multi-modal

microscopes with X-ray nanoprobes at Sirius.
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Chapter1
Introduction

1.1 Beyond the Human Eye

At the turn from the 16th to the 17th centuries, the invention of first optical micro-

scopes and telescopes, together with the rebirth of the scientific method in Europe,

has completely changed the human relationship with the natural world — and the

societies. From that moment on, humanity started to have access to tools that not

only aided daily processes, but widened the sensorial capabilities in many orders of

magnitude — the vision in particular. Then, unrevealed worlds started to be explored,

for example, from the first studies with bacteria in the 17th century in the biological

field, to chemical processes in industrial systems in the 18th century, passing through

the revolutions in Physics. And, until today, knowledge and scientific potential drive

individuals, institutions, organizations and governments, via scientific, economical and

political interests, toward a permanent expansion of the frontiers.

Yet, as depicted in Figure 1.1, it turns out that the visible light in optical mi-

croscopes and telescopes corresponds to just a small fraction of the electromagnetic

radiation spectrum. Indeed, starting from radio waves — with frequency and wave-

length in the order of 104 Hz and 103 m, respectively —, it passes by microwaves,

infrared (IR), visible light, ultraviolet (UV) and X-rays, finally reaching the so-called

gamma rays — with frequency and wavelength in order of 1019 Hz and 10-12 m, respec-

tively. So, as it might be expected, the visible spectrum that is natural to the humans

is related solely to a limited fraction of the information available in the universe, such

that much more can be extracted from the remaining portions of the spectrum.

For instance, an ordinary object that provides information about color, trans-

parency and texture with the naked eye, may offer knowledge about temperature and

surface molecular properties in the infrared domain. With X-rays, the material chem-

ical composition, its structural atomic organization or radiographic images may be

obtained — as an example, a human face seen at different wavelengths is shown in

Figure 1.2. Therefore, specific instruments have been built to increase the spectrum

that is accessible to us, i.e., to convert radiation waves that are outside the visible

light frequency/wavelength range to something that can be seen by the human eye. As

such, today a number of astronomical observations are possible only thanks to radiote-

lescopes, whereas atomic levels can be observed indirectly via X-ray microscopes.
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2 1. Introduction
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Figure 1.1: Electromagnetic radiation spectrum, indicating the ranges of: radio waves,

microwaves, infrared, visible light, ultraviolet, soft and hard X-rays, and gamma rays.

Scales are provided for the radiation frequency and wavelength, along with objects of

comparable sizes for general reference. Also shown is the corresponding photon energy

scale, according to the wave-particle duality concept. The synchrotron light is pointed

out to cover a broad spectral range from infrared up to hard X-rays.

Longwave IRMicrowaveRadio wave Shortwave IR Near IR Visible Ultraviolet X-ray

Figure 1.2: Human face as seen using different sensors types over the electro-

magnetic spectrum. From radio waves to X-rays, not only the image resolu-

tion and contrast are altered, but also wavelength-specific information can be

extracted from the interaction between radiation and matter. (Adapted from

http://www.chemistryland.com/CHM107/Final/FinalWritten.html).

1.2 The Importance of Synchrotron Light Sources

From all the experimental tools ever invented, synchrotron light sources are among

those with the greatest potential and impact in the knowledge and development of

materials [5–7]. This is because they are used as special microscopes, covering the

broad range from infrared to X-rays, as also indicated in Figure 1.1. Hence, organic
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and inorganic materials, in a variety of states of complexity and conditions, may be in-

vestigated multidisciplinarily and in multiscale. As such, characteristics and processes

that are natural or artificially induced can be understood and developed in favor of

the society and its technologies. Indeed, over the past 60 years, synchrotron radiation

has revolutionized a wide range of academic and industrial research fields, as demon-

strated by countless research papers, academic theses and industrial patents, as well as

a number of Nobel Prizes [5, 6]. As briefly illustrated in Table 1.1, research fields are

virtually unlimited, spanning over medical, pharmaceutical, agronomical, environmen-

tal, energy, materials science, structural biology, paleontology, and cultural heritage

studies, to name a few. Many of these fields are critical to the well-being of the society

and the sustainability of the planet in the coming decades.

Table 1.1: Examples within a few research fields covered by synchrotron science.

Field Example Description

Health

SARS-CoV-2 genome

and proteins screened

via X-ray crystallography

at the Diamond Light

Source (reprinted from [1]).

Agronomical

Comparison between healthy

and diseased wheat florets

using phase-contrast X-ray

imaging (reprinted from [2]).

Materials

X-ray tomography and

images for a crack growth

in Mg (reprinted from [3]).

Cultural

Heritage

Summary of artistic materials

analyzed by X-ray absorption

at the European Synchrotron

Radiation Facility (reprinted

and adapted from [4]).

Paleontology

Samples analyzed via high-

resolution computed X-ray

tomography at the European

Synchrotron Radiation Facility

(reprinted and adapted from [4]).
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In modern facilities, synchrotron radiation is typically produced in large particle

accelerator structures known as storage rings, with circular-like geometry and perime-

ters varying from a few hundred meters to a few kilometers. The emission of photons

follows from Maxwell’s equations, with light relativistic particles (generally electrons,

but also positrons) being accelerated by different arrangements of magnetic fields —

either in dipoles of the permanent storage ring magnetic lattice or in complementary

components known as insertion devices. Then, the so-called beamlines are defined by

particular sets of components used to transfer the photon beam from the source to the

experimental stations, while tailoring the beam properties to the desired specifications

— namely, photon energy, beam size, beam divergence, photon flux, temporal and/or

spatial coherence, and polarization [8]. An example of such a facility is provided in

Figure 1.3 by Sirius, at the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Source (LNLS), in Brazil [9].

This research work addresses a particular class of synchrotron beamline instruments

known as Double-Crystal Monochromators and the engineering paradigm shift that was

necessary to overcome the existing bottlenecks and improve scientific conditions in the

hard X-ray domain. The following subsections are dedicated to a contextualization

and an overview of this project.

Tunnel

LINACBooster

Transport

Lines

Storage ring

Storage ring

magnetic lattice section

Aerial View Accelerator

structures

Beamline

Front-end

Primary optics

End-station

Tunnel interface

Sirius Light

Source

Figure 1.3: Sirius synchrotron light source at the LNLS, in Brazil. Center: schematic

drawing of the facility. Top left: aerial view. Top right: top view schematic of the

electrons accelerator structures, starting with the linear accelerator (LINAC) and going

through transport lines, first to the booster ring for energy ramp-up, and finally to

the storage ring ; the main tunnel around the accelerators for radiation protection is

also indicated. Bottom right: CAD drawing of the magnetic lattice of the storage

ring. Bottom left: beamline CAD drawing, indicating front-end components inside the

tunnel interface, a primary optics set (in an optical hutch, not shown), and end-station

elements (in an experimental hutch, not shown). (Adapted from LNLS’ archive.)
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Figure 1.4: X-ray sources brilliance (or spectral brightness) evolution from the first X-ray

tubes to the last generation synchrotron light sources. As an evidence of the scientific

and technological drive, its growth rate is seen to exceed even that of the Moore’s law

for the number of transistors on a microchip. (Adapted from CNPEM’s database and

https://ourworldindata.org/.)

1.3 New-Generation Synchrotron Light Sources

At the beamlines, intense photon beams from infrared to hard X-rays can be used

in a variety of experimental techniques and methods to investigate how matter works

at different length scales (see also Figure 1.2), down to the atomic and molecular

levels [5–7, 10]. Hence, synchrotron scientists are always after brighter sources, since

higher brightness can be advantageous for almost any experiment [5,10], be it because

of smaller probe beam sizes — often related to spatial resolution — or higher fluxes —

with influence on signal-to-noise ratio, overall experiment time and/or time-dependent

processes. In other words, brighter sources have the potential of enabling unprece-

dented spatial and temporal resolutions, as well as increasing scientific throughput and

beam time efficiency.

As depicted in Figure 1.4, this drive is so strong that the rate of synchrotron

brightness gain over the years even beats the well-known Moore’s law for the fast

improvement rate of semiconductors — with an 1000-fold factor taking roughly 20

years for the number of transistors whereas about 12 years for synchrotron brilliance.

From a fundamental aspect, the path toward ultimate synchrotron brightness is related

to the pursuit of the so-called diffraction-limited storage rings (DLSRs). In this case,

the radiation emittance is limited by the diffraction-limited photon emittance while

the electron emittance can be significantly smaller1 [6, 11]. To achieve this, however,

1The emittance is a quantity given by the product of the beam size by its angular divergence,

being also defined by the convolution between the electron beam parameters and photon properties

at a given wavelength.
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extreme focusing capabilities for the electron beam in the storage ring is required,

posing severe theoretical and engineering challenges. The latest major step in this

direction, namely, the emergence of the so-called fourth-generation light sources, took

a couple of decades to move from conceptual levels to technically and economically

feasible projects (see Figure 1.4).

Compared to the previous generation, one to two orders of magnitude gain in bright-

ness have become possible thanks to technological progress mainly in: small-aperture

vacuum systems, precision machining and alignment, and non-linear beam dynamics in

accelerator technology2 [6, 10, 12]. Yet, beyond the technical challenges in the design,

development, installation and control strategies of the accelerators per se [14, 15], in-

creasingly more stringent requirements are expanded to special foundations, buildings

and infrastructure as well [16–18]. Indeed, over the years, experience has shown that

consistent delivery of bright and stable sources to the beamlines are strictly dependent

on aspects such as: i) ground motion and vibrations, resulting from settling, water-

content effects and earthquakes to other natural and cultural sources; and ii) thermal

effects in the accelerators [19–22].

As new green-field facilities, the MAX IV, in Sweden, started operation in 2015,

whereas Sirius/LNLS, in Brazil, had its first experiments in 2020. In parallel, many

other facilities are at different phases of upgrade from existing third-generation storage

rings, including: the ESRF (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility) and Soleil, in

France; the DLS (Diamond Light Source), in the UK; the ALS (Advanced Light Source)

and the APS (Advanced Photon Source), in the USA; and the SPring-8, in Japan [6,12].

The ESRF took the lead, already resuming user operations in 2020 after a relatively

short shut-down time.

In a nutshell, this last step in the reduction of the emittance and the gain in bright-

ness comes from a corresponding reduction in the horizontal emittance of the electron

beam in the storage ring — once third-generation storage rings already operate with

vertical emittances near the diffraction limit [12]. Now, the largely asymmetric beams

that were typical from previous generations become much more symmetrical. Figure 1.5

shows an example through section-view intensity simulation results of 10 keV photon

beams at the source position. Parameters of a second-generation (UVX/LNLS) and

a fourth-generation (Sirius/LNLS) light sources are used: in addition to a maximum

intensity increase by more than seven orders of magnitude in this particular case, the

beam in the bottom graph is tiny and far more symmetrical then in the top one.

These changes also promote an increase in the transversal coherence of the light,

particularly at higher energies (i.e., smaller wavelengths), which allows for unprece-

dented scientific opportunities thanks to: higher illumination uniformity for imaging

experiments, broadened options for coherence-based characterization methods, higher

resolution possibilities in some spectroscopy (i.e., analysis as a function of energy)

methods, and extreme nanofocusing limits [6, 7, 10,12].

2A detailed description of accelerators physics and technologies go beyond the scope of here, but a

comprehensive discussion can be found in [5, 6, 10–13] and the references therein.
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Figure 1.5: Photon source size comparison between the UVX storage ring, the former

second-generation light source at the Brazilian Synchrotron (LNLS), and Sirius, its new

fourth-generation light source. The intensity-plot simulations show the photon flux in

a window of 0.4 mm in vertical by 6 mm in horizontal considering an undulator source

(insertion device) and the photon energy of 10 keV. The wide aspect ratio required for

the windows provides a sense of the large asymmetry of the photon sources of earlier-

generation synchrotrons, whereas the direct comparison between plots highlights the

significant beam size (and asymmetry) reduction. The caption indicates the tremendous

increase in intensity/flux. [Courtesy of Sergio Lordano from LNLS’ Optics Group]

1.4 Next-Generation Beamlines Challenges

Naturally, with the new generation of storage rings, the quality of the new science will

be limited by the performance of the weakest component in this chain [10], such that

a parallel effort has been, and will continue to be, necessary in the development of

beamline instrumentation to completely explore the potential offered by photon beams

with higher brightness and coherence level. Indeed, similarly to the progress achieved

in the accelerators domain, enabling technologies are needed at the beamline side to

make the foreseen scientific opportunities possible [8].

For instance, in X-ray optics, improvements in windows, absorbers, mirrors and

monochromators are required to reach optimal transfer of transversal coherence from

the source to the sample [8]. As a reference number, X-ray mirrors may be specified

with sub-Angstron surface quality, and slope errors in the order of tens of nrad RMS

(root mean square) for wavefront preservation [8, 23], which needs to be accomplished

including manufacturing and metrology limitations, fixation and thermal management.

Regarding detectors, clear demands include reaching shorter timescales, down to the

milli- and microsecond range, and extending operation toward higher photon energies

(> 20 keV) [8, 24, 25]. Furthermore, data management is a crucial aspect, since many

beamlines already today easily generate multiple terabytes of data per experiment [8].

This places serious charges in terms of data acquisition, storage, transfer and analysis,

with the likelihood of increase by orders of magnitude in the near future, given the

ever pushing tendency of increase in spatial and temporal resolutions.

At this point, it is worth noting that fulfilling nominal optical layouts and detection

schemes for beamline designs in reality carries many other very specific needs. First of

all, regarding radiation safety in terms of X-rays and gamma rays, shielding hutches

and access protocols must be present, along with dedicated safety components that

include collimators, shutters and beam stops, as well as local shielding around specific

optical components [26, 27]. These not only narrow down design freedom, but also
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consume significant design effort and financial resources, which might otherwise be

redirected to other performance-related ends.

Next, managing photon beams that may exceed 10 kW in total power and reach

hundreds of W/mm2 in power density is one of the main challenges in beamline compo-

nents — whether in complementary masks, slits and shutters, or the extremely sensitive

mirrors and monochromators [27–30] —, which require water and cryogenic cooling so-

lutions that go beyond the technology available from similar fields, such as high energy

lasers [31]. Another ubiquitous part of beamline design is vacuum technology, often

ultra-high vacuum (UHV), which is required not only to prevent/reduce photon absorp-

tion and scattering in the beam path but also to physically preserve sensitive optical

elements and samples (see [32] for an example). Lastly, just as experienced at the stor-

age ring domain, an increase in the sophistication and sensitivity of the experiments

— with smaller photon beam sizes reaching a few tens of nanometers in the new X-ray

microscopes, and the rise of longer beamlines reaching hundreds of meters — has been

pushing special foundations, buildings and infrastructure requirements also in beamline

designs [16, 33–36].

To the purposes of this thesis, particular interest concerns two correlated themes

that are well-established in other industries (such as semiconductors) but have emerged

only very recently (virtually along with and as part of this research project) in the

beamline instrumentation scope, namely: i) positioning control in the order of single-

digit nanometers and nanoradians; and ii) high-performance continuous motion scans.

The first is related to improved spatial resolution, whereas the latter span from reduced

radiation damage to samples and higher throughput to time-resolved studies and new

experimental approaches [34, 35, 37–40]. In that sense, elements defining the photon

probe as well as sample systems must be considered, while unprecedented challenging

transient thermal effects may arise and need to be dealt with. This trend, however,

leans toward design and optimization charges that are in contrast with standard beam-

line development workflows.

1.5 Difficulties in Beamline Design Optimization

A beamline is composed of tens to hundreds (or thousands) of sub-components. Some

of them, such as masks and shutters, may face mainly challenging thermo-mechanical

stresses due to up to multi-kW power loads, for instance. Some photon detectors, in

turn, may be quite expensive and require radiation hardness, large dynamic ranges,

and sufficient spatial and temporal resolutions. Yet, for being more case-specific and

multidisciplinary, sample environments and optical components tend to be the most

critically affected by a number of practical challenges in beamline design for optimiza-

tion and ultimate performance, as discussed below.
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1.5.1 Physical Boundaries and Application Match

First of all, the very same physics that allows for the investigation of different materials

properties using different photon wavelengths creates fundamental absolute boundaries

for beamline instrumentation. This means that the realization of reflective, refractive

or diffractive optics, as well as the sensitivity and efficiency of photon beam sensors and

experimental detectors, may be very specific — and not only considering the wide range

from the infrared to the X-ray domain, but even within relatively narrow wavelength

ranges, due to, for example, absorption and critical angle effects.

Hence, just as constructing an ideal and universal X-ray detector has thus far proved

impossible, with a diversity of detection technologies and concepts being developed for

families of applications [8], also absorbers, mirrors and monochromators have been de-

veloped with specific technologies, which can be roughly organized in generic groups

or classes. Furthermore, each beamline optical design tends to be tailored to the par-

ticular properties of each storage ring, source type, experimental method and main

scientific cases. As such, it turns out that every beamline optical component in the

world is subject to essentially a unique condition, creating hurdles in achieving (or

evolving toward) ultimate design optimization, as compared to other high-end indus-

trial systems with serial production. Indeed, given the costs and timescales involved,

developing completely new beamline systems for each individual application is often

seen as a not viable approach [8].

1.5.2 Financial and Personnel Constraints

Another fact is that synchrotron facilities are generally associated to national or inter-

national research centers which rely on governmental funding, being subject to dynamic

political scenarios. Thus, managers have already a limited amount of financial resources

to handle priorities of many stakeholders in accelerator, beamline and infrastructure

projects inside the institutes — since: i) the storage rings are under continuous evolu-

tion; ii) synchrotron facilities typically host a few tens of beamlines with various de-

mands and scientific programmes; and iii) multiple complementary systems are needed,

including power, water and cryogenic plants, preparation labs and computer centers,

to name a few. And, on top of that, there is also the continuous competition with other

governmental plans and a large uncertainty in terms of cash flow, which, in terms of

dedicated long-term development projects, face completely different challenges than

those found in private businesses and relatively stable/predictable markets.

In many cases, heavier instrumentation research programmes find their way via

collaborative projects established among a few facilities, sharing costs and mitigating

the sensitivity to local fluctuations, but at the same time increasing the complexity

of these programmes due to, for instance, broadened scopes, larger numbers of stake-

holders, increased communication and documentation needs, and different cultures and

policies. Also related to the financial boundaries and collaboration needs is the fact the

institutes are capable of keeping only a limited number of people in their staff, which
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must share: i) scientific and technical demands; ii) development and operational needs;

and iii) a wide range of technical fields and applications. This makes the development

of tens to hundreds of instruments with ultimate performances distributed over the

many beamlines an unfeasible target.

1.5.3 Suppliers Constraints

So, another fundamental pool of actors in synchrotron beamline technology is the com-

panies with business in scientific instruments and beamline instrumentation. Indeed,

with different backgrounds, from university and/or synchrotron spin-offs to market

diversification in larger groups, these companies are able to complement synchrotron

in-house technical capabilities, boost the development of common synchrotron needs,

and eventually reach higher expertise levels. However, many of these companies work

on narrow profit margins and/or have constrained infrastructure resources, which may

limit their capacity of taking risks or realizing innovative designs. Added to that, are

the facts that: i) standardization for commercial purposes may be difficult for different

beamline customers, while also going against application-specific optimization, partic-

ularly concerning optical components; ii) the companies are oftentimes assigned with

a limited scope of a given beamline component/project, so that globally optimized

solutions may be out of reach; and iii) from the outside, it can be difficult to raise an

exhausting set of specifications, and/or to react to higher-level project changes, which

certainly impairs ultimate operation.

1.5.4 Culture and Way of Working

All these points, together with the exploratory nature of a research environment —

which is prone to continuous changes — and the dynamic aspect of the cases of interest

in the scientific community, have historically promoted a pragmatic best-effort approach

in beamline instrumentation design. Surely, for several decades, most of the times it

has been reasonable and advantageous to design and install instruments that, even if

not ideal, would be able to work to some extent and allow sufficient operational levels

to quickly provide meaningful scientific output. Later, incremental upgrades might be

proposed, after experimentally finding that actually a different cooling strategy might

be needed, or a different set of crystals would be preferable, or a different combination

of motion axes for the sample would offer extended capabilities.

Still, the effectiveness of this approach partly relies on forgiveness factors associated

to the experimental analyses being carried out, whether in terms of time, spatial and/or

spectral resolutions. Then, some of the questions that started to be raised in some of

the third-generation light source beamlines and are now strongly reinforced for the

fourth-generation ones are about: i) the sufficiency of this way of working, or the

“radius of convergence” for this solution; and ii) what alternatives there are to the

extreme cases, when needed.
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1.6 Double-Crystal Monochromators

Monochromators are beamline instruments used in experiments or processes that re-

quire specific energy and/or angular distributions — i.e., photons limited within a

narrow band of energy and/or beams with controlled divergence — to achieve the de-

sired sensitivity, focusing capacity and/or signal-to-noise ratio (see also Section 1.1).

Thus, energy and divergence can be filtered from the incoming synchrotron photon

beam according to each beamline optical layout, which may be performed by different

elements in different types of embodiment.

For instance, various arrangements with diffraction gratings and slit systems can

be used for visible, ultraviolet, or extreme ultraviolet light, whereas multiple solutions

and designs based on monocrystalline crystals or multi-layered structures are typically

found for X-rays. Hence, each beamline may choose from none to more than one

monochromator (used alternatively or in series) in its layout, depending on its par-

ticular experimental methods and scientific cases. When present, they are commonly

part of the primary optics set, in an optical hutch close to storage ring tunnel (see

Figure 1.3), but many examples can be found at other positions as well. And then,

they are often considered the “heart” of the beamline, because many of the properties

of the experimental beam will only be as good as the monochromator makes them.

Among the different types, a Double-Crystal Monochromator (DCM), represented

in Figure 1.6, is defined by an arrangement of two crystals in which: i) the desired

photon energy/wavelength is selected by the incidence angle θ of the beam with respect

Figure 1.6: Double-Crystal Monochromator (DCM) conceptual representation. Right: Side-

view showing the two crystals used to filter the desired energy/wavelength from the

incoming so-called white beam as a function of the incidence angle θ, with a nominal

fixed offset H for the monochromatic beam given by the distance between crystals g.

The geometrical effect of small angular variations between the crystals compromises the

nominal parallelism between the beams and moves the virtual source around, disturbing

the nominal beam size and position. Top left: Front-view depicting a disturbed virtual

source due to mechanical instabilities in the crystals. Bottom left: Example of the

varying distance g for two different working angles.
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to the surfaces of the crystals according to Bragg’s law of diffraction [41]; and ii) the

monochromatic beam is kept at a fixed offset H with respect to the incoming beam by

adjusting the distance g between the crystals as a function of θ [42,43]. With crystals

typically made of pure blocks of silicon or germanium, this configuration is suitable for

beamlines working in the range of tender to hard X-rays, i.e., from about 2 to 100 keV.

And the main interest on DCMs, making them one of the most popular choices, is

truly its fixed-exit characteristic, ideally creating a “perfect source” that would spare

complementary beamline realignment regardless the selected operational energy.

The high complexity related to the design and operation of monochromators is

derived from the many topics discussed in the previous sections. Indeed, severe opera-

tional conditions in UHV environment, high power loads and densities, high radiation

levels, and high-precision positioning accuracies (for different objects with respect to

the beam and each other) are frequently combined in a single instrument. Besides that,

it is impossible for designers to address unique sets of parameters and requirements

in absolute long-lasting solutions, which becomes a serious issue toward ultimate per-

formances. And yet, the recent advances in accelerators technology and experimental

techniques started to place unprecedented pressure on monochromators operations.

1.6.1 The Need for a Breakthrough

In 2014, the European synchrotron, the ESRF, in Grenoble, hosted the Workshop on

X-ray Double-Crystal Monochromators [44], gathering most of the worldwide experts

in the field. The conclusion was that, notwithstanding significant dedicated design and

upgrading efforts in the previous years, many DCMs had become bottlenecks to their

beamline performances and, in addition to that, no existing DCM would be able to

meet some of the requirements of the new-generation beamlines and storage rings.

Specifically, apart from challenging thermal effects resulting from the interaction

of the X-rays with the crystals, the main and ubiquitous issue consisted in mechanical

vibration levels. This is because errors/changes in the angle between the crystals,

may: i) violate the diffraction tolerance limits and harm the outgoing monochromatic

beam intensity, if the mismatch is sufficiently large; or ii) even if the angle difference

is small, shift the monochromatic beam and its virtual source, as also illustrated in

Figure 1.6. Hence, vibrations caused by environmental and operational disturbances

may move the probe with respect to the point of interest in the sample and/or increase

the apparent beam size, depending on the acquisition rate (or integration time) of the

experimental detectors. How critical these effects are in practice is something that is

case-specific, depending on the overall optical design of the beamline, the particular

experimental method being used, the sample setup and, naturally, the nominal beam

sizes and achievable vibration levels in the DCM. Yet, a common understanding of

existing limitations was clear.

At the time, it was agreed that for most cases vibration levels in the order of 10

to 20 nrad RMS (root mean square) would be required to preserve the quality of the

sources of third and fourth-generation synchrotrons — for source sizes of about 5µm.
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Preferably, this should consider the frequency range between 1 Hz and 2.5 kHz, that

covers most of beamline experiments acquisition rates. Nonetheless, after many years of

incremental upgrades of traditional DCM designs, the state-of-the-art performance in

fixed-energy operation was still limited at 20 and 50 nrad RMS [45,46], for horizontal-

and vertical-offset DMCs, respectively3. But yet, during motion, due to additional dis-

turbances introduced by stepper motors and mechanical bearings, angular variations

easily exceeded the µrad levels. Hence, if stand-still operation of DCMs already tended

to negatively affect the beam delivery, their scanning perspectives were orders of mag-

nitude far from realizing the potential of spectroscopy experiments that would become

available with the unprecedented brightness of the new-generation light sources.

1.7 The High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochromator

With a tradition in in-house development, and the technical and financial opportunity

created by the construction of Sirius, the LNLS therefore decided for a novel approach

to face the DCM challenge. The outcome of this endeavor is the so-called High-Dynamic

Double-Crystal Monochromator (HD-DCM), which gives rise to a new sub-class of

instruments within the DCM universe.

This thesis addresses technical aspects related both to the machine with its unique

architecture and to the emerging implications regarding its integration in a beamline

environment. In that sense, the main research questions under consideration were:

� Given an apparent saturation from the beamline instrumentation technology for

DCMs, what kind of architecture would be necessary to overcome the existing

limitations? How deep would the changes need to be to enable both stand-still

operation with higher stability and equivalent scanning capabilities?

� How to manage the risks of a significantly different design considering the techni-

cal challenges, the required investment and the timeline, with the need of the first

units already in the early commissioning phase of the first beamlines of Sirius?

Would the potential performance gains be truly worth it?

� How a different technology would propagate in the beamline environment? What

differences would be found in interfacing/integrating the new instrument with

other beamline components for an optimized operation?

The following subsections present how this thesis answers each of the questions

posed above.

3In fixed-energy operation, horizontal-offset DCMs, i.e., those in which the beam is deflected in the

horizontal plane and a horizontal offset is created between the incoming beam and the exit monochro-

matic beam, historically tended to achieve better levels than their vertical-bounce counterparts. This

was due to different mechanical arrangements and static disturbance effects. Yet, the choice for

one type or another in a beamline is not completely free, since it may depend, for example, on the

polarization properties of the photon beam.
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1.7.1 Mechatronic Architecture

Mapping the DCM technological scenario and studying the standard designs, one would

find machines characterized by a high-stiffness mechanical design concept, operating

either in open-loop or low-bandwidth closed-loop control [45–53]. Moreover, the main

design rules might be roughly defined by: i) handling the beam power via water or

liquid nitrogen cooling, as needed; ii) being careful about crystal clamping and beam-

related thermal deformations; iii) providing a generous set of stacked moving stages

covering the degrees of freedom required for positioning and aligning the crystals with

respect to the beam and each other; iv) keeping, whenever possible, design flexibility to

add/remove crystal sets or change operation parameters for different scientific purposes;

v) keeping control dependence to a minimum, preferably relying on “simple, easy to

use and reliable” motion options based on stepper motors and piezo-steppers, proven

for maintainability and little risk to beamline routine operation; vi) applying standard

best-effort practices for mechanical stiffness and attenuation of flow-induced vibrations;

and vii) minding vacuum levels and radiation damage.

Yet motion-wise, a closer look would reveal that the fine-positioning and scanning

requirements for a next-generation DCM would be actually more closely related to

those of modern lithography machines in the semiconductors industry. Indeed, using

mature technologies, miniaturization and efficient throughput in chip manufacturing

relies on multiple relatively large masses being accurately positioned and/or moved at

high speeds and accelerations with resolutions reaching sub-nanometer levels [54, 55].

Hence, the HD-DCM design documented in this thesis proposes an answer to the

DCM technological problem by respecting the synchrotron-specific boundary conditions

while implementing an entirely different mechatronic architecture according to a high-

bandwidth closed-loop control concept.

First of all, this means embracing a control-based solution, with extended capabili-

ties at the expense of a higher complexity in design and operation. Next, a compromise

between desirable science-driven design flexibility and the required high-performance

levels must be found. This is related to converging and committing to a finite and

pragmatic set of specifications via scientific-engineering iterations during the concep-

tual phase of the project. Then, a systemic approach is absolutely essential, with

mechanical, thermal and control aspects being simultaneously and continuously con-

sidered and optimized for the machine as a whole since the very beginning.

The desired performance for the HD-DCM is achieved with a DCM embodiment

reinvented from scratch, following strict precision engineering principles and high-

performance mechatronics design rules [56,57]. A high-dynamic module is implemented

in the so-called crystal cage, allowing an inter-crystal closed-loop control bandwidth

in the order of 200Hz for superior disturbance-rejection and setpoint-tracking capabil-

ities. It adopts an isolated mechatronic architecture, based on a minimal set of degrees

of freedom in a parallel-kinematic arrangement, using flexural guiding and force ac-

tuators, and including a reaction mass that works as a dynamic filter. Sufficiently

fine and fast feedback is provided by a short metrology loop using embedded optical
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interferometers. High-bandwidth control can be reached thanks to a mechanical design

with high-frequency internal modes and a control rate of 20 kHz implemented in a dig-

ital controller using FPGA (field-programmable gate array) and a real-time operating

system. Simplifying control strategies result from a collocated design and loop shaping

technique [57–59]. Lastly, a decoupled thermal management solution allows for the

cryogenic operation of the crystals while preventing thermal expansion issues, preserv-

ing the system dynamics, and minimizing flow-induced vibration effects. In addition,

a long-stroke stage for the crystal cage and a main rotary system for the Bragg angle

complement the in-vacuum portion of the HD-DCM, whereas an integrated granite

bench can be used for the primary alignment of the instrument with respect to the

synchrotron beam (see Figure 1.7 for a basic impression) — all respecting the global

dynamic needs.

1.7.2 Development Framework

Beyond certain levels of complexity, design approaches based on trial-and-error and/or

best-effort may prove to be upsetting and unrewarding, perhaps never meeting the end

goals. Thus, once again benefiting from the experience and know-how from the semi-

conductors industry, the development of the HD-DCM relies on fundamental predictive

modeling and management tools toward a first-time-right result. Regarding project

management, systems engineering disciplines, including methodical requirements en-

gineering, project phasing, risk assessments, and documentation [60], are key assets.

Concerning modeling, besides hand calculations and more common finite-element mul-

tiphysics simulations, Dynamic Error Budgeting is a crucial tool in iteratively guiding

the mechatronic design and converging to a solution with a predictable performance

that fulfills the specifications [61].

Complying with these techniques, satellite experimental setups are carried out along

with the design work to mitigate risks and extract data for the models. Some of the

relevant themes for the HD-DCM are: i) vacuum compatibility, radiation hardness

and disturbance characterization of actuators and sensors; ii) flow-induced vibrations

caused by the liquid nitrogen cooling of the crystals; and iii) floor vibration measure-

ment campaigns. Therefore, all considered, even though an entirely new architecture

for the HD-DCM is proposed, the predictive design approach presented in this thesis is

arguably capable of minimizing development risks to levels that are close to zero when

compared to the unpredictable traditional best-effort way. By systematically reducing

the uncertainties and increasing the confidence in the instrument under development,

there can be not only technical assertiveness but also clearer budgetary estimates and

delivery milestones.

1.7.3 Integration to the Beamline Environment

In static operation, related to experiments realized with fixed-energy, the HD-DCM

can be seen in practice as a stand-alone unit in the beamline environment. This is
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approximately the case in asynchronous energy-varying step-scan spectroscopy exper-

iments as well, in which parameters in the beamline X-ray source, mirrors and detec-

tors may need to be correlated to the DCM at every data point but independently

set in between, i.e., without any control cross-talk or interdependence. In this case,

it suffices to have a consistent network communication and enough settling time for

the instruments for each scan step. The fixed-offset high-performance continuous-scan

(fly-scan) capabilities introduced by the HD-DCM, however, motivates a large review

in the beamline integration architecture, in the optical and performance requirements

of related instruments, and in the operation strategies.

For one thing, probably as a significant difference with respect to the operating

scenario of lithography machines, the X-ray emission in tunable beamline sources and

the diffraction in the DCM are highly non-linear physical phenomena. As such, an

otherwise presumably straightforward energy scan for a given range (say 1 keV) at a

given rate (say 0.1 keV/s) may actually require displacement, velocity and acceleration

setpoints that differ by several orders of magnitude, depending on the absolute energy

values. Besides motion, severe transient thermal effects may also take place and require

unprecedented solutions. Hence, scientific interests must be case-specific planned, while

scanning optimization strategies must respect energy-tuning tolerances, occasional op-

tical correction needs, and engineering boundaries in the whole beamline optical chain.

Furthermore, communication, triggering and synchronization needs between different

beamline elements are taken to a completely new level, since very heterogeneous pieces

of hardware and software begin to be required to work together as a single and much

broader macrosystem that must be managed by a central orchestrator.

These aspects combined foster complex research fields in beamline instrumentation

performance and optimization, which claim for dedicated efforts before many of the

promising scientific opportunities can be ultimately explored to their full extent. In

this thesis, initial steps involving the HD-DCM are reported, having been proven at the

MANACÁ (Macromolecular Micro and Nano Crystallography) and the EMA (Extreme

Methods of Analysis) beamlines, two of the beamlines that are already regularly open

for users at Sirius.

1.8 Thesis Outline

The distribution of the content of this thesis reflects one of the goals of this work,

namely, bridging and bringing closer the precision mechatronics and the synchrotron

engineering communities. As demonstrated by the HD-DCM, it truly seems that the

first could be of greater assistance in aiding solving part of the many engineering

challenges faced by the latter, which, in turn, has a direct impact on the global scientific

output and societal advances.

The four main chapters of the thesis consist of peer-reviewed publications, which

are self-contained but intimately interconnected, as schematically outlined within a

V-model systems development representation in Figure 1.7. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3
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Figure 1.7: Schematic overview of the thesis chapters distributed in a V-model represen-

tation, with scientific and system requirements, design, implementation, testing and

validation that have the HD-DCM as the central character but expand over correlated

instruments at the beamline. The insets show a picture of the HD-DCM under assem-

bly in a clean room and representative illustrations of each chapter.

are presented as published in Precision Engineering. The first provides an introduc-

tion to the DCM problem, the requirements that were elaborated to the HD-DCM,

and a comprehensive description of its innovative mechanical design and mechatronic

architecture. The latter explores the predictive modeling framework and compares

predictions with experimental results. Within the Dynamic Error Budgeting evalua-

tion, plant and disturbance models are discussed and used in a bandwidth optimization

analysis, according to a decentralized control approach for single-input-single-output

controller design via loop shaping.

Moving on to the synchrotron domain, Chapter 4 was published in the Journal of

Physics: Conference Series (JPCS) after the 14th International Conference on Syn-

chrotron Radiation Instrumentation (SRI2021). It proposes a short review with a di-

dactic examination on the fundamental conceptual differences between the HD-DCM

and standard DCM mechanical architectures. Furthermore, an early global beamline

integration architecture including other beamline instruments is considered, and stand-

still and preliminary scanning performances at the beamline are displayed. Chapter 5,

published in the Journal of Synchrotron Radiation, provides the latest status of HD-

DCM at Sirius beamlines, overcoming some of the initial beamline integration issues

and already enabling unprecedented high-performance fixed-exit scanning spectroscopy

experiments — with time reductions of up to two or three orders of magnitude as com-

pared to conventional step-scan standards. A dedicated motion analysis for the posi-

tioning problem in scanning operation, a tuning/synchronization tolerance evaluation

method, and noise-related challenges in achieving X-ray-based performance measure-

ments for the HD-DCM are addressed as well.

Conclusions and recommendations are summarized in Chapter 6. Finally, to close
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the thesis, a complementary set of sections is presented as appendices, extending the

discussion of a few topics beyond the scope of the publications presented in chapters

2, 3, 4 and 5. Firstly, Appendix A adds to Chapter 2 in what concerns geometri-

cal parameters that guided the specifications and design choices for the HD-DCM.

Then, Appendix B expands the mathematical description regarding the Dynamic Sub-

structuring modeling work and the chosen modal state-space representation within the

Dynamic Error Budgeting methodology. Its main purpose is to provide to the less

experienced reader a more comprehensive step-by-step modeling summary guide than

what is explicitly shown in Chapter 3. Lastly, Appendix C provides additional in-

formation on the experimental control implementation aspects of the HD-DCM, by

addressing position- and machine-specific considerations, as well as plant identification

and controller design details.
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Chapter2
The Mechatronic Architecture and Design

of the High-Dynamic Double-Crystal

Monochromator for Sirius Light Source

Abstract
The High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochromator (HD-DCM) has been in development

since 2015 for X-ray beamlines of Sirius, the 4th-generation light source at the Brazilian Syn-

chrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS). Being the first DCM to implement an isolated mecha-

tronic architecture with high closed-loop performance, its development was based on predic-

tive design via the Dynamic Error Budgeting (DEB) workflow to deliver positioning perfor-

mance improvements by factors of 5 and 100 with respect to state-of-the-art DCMs, in fixed

and scanning modes, respectively — which not only increases beam stability in conventional

operation, but also enables unprecedented high-stability spectroscopy perspectives. After in-

troducing the role of the instrument within the scope of X-ray beamlines, this paper discusses

its innovative architecture through its detailed mechanical design. The achieved inter-crystal

parallelism of 10 nrad RMS (1Hz-2.5kHz) results from a systems approach, following strategic

control-oriented design, thermo-mechanical decoupling, the minimization of moving degrees-

of-freedom, disturbance management, including flow optimization and the selection of smooth

force actuators, and the implementation of embedded short-loop high-accuracy metrology.

This chapter has been published as Geraldes et al. (2022c)

21
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2.1 Introduction

Synchrotron light sources are broad-band-spectrum photon sources, producing small

and highly collimated beams of photons from infrared up to hard X-rays, which allow

for broad-band scientific research and industrial applications, with so-called samples

in fields ranging from biology, chemistry and medicine, to earth, energy and materials

sciences. Since a few years, a 4th generation of storage ring light sources have been

emerging to push the X-rays brightness and coherence fraction to unprecedented levels

in the field, so that a breakthrough has been expected in science opportunities in

terms of temporal and spatial resolutions [1, 2]. Sirius, shown in Figure 2.1, is a 4th

generation 3GeV low-emittance electron storage ring, at the Brazilian Synchrotron

Light Laboratory (LNLS), at the Brazilian Center for Research in Energy and Materials

(CNPEM), in Campinas, Brazil [3]. By the end of 2021, 5 beamlines were already

open for external users and around 10 more in different stages of design, assembly and

commissioning.

Beamlines are the beam transport lines, i.e. arrangements of: optical elements, used

to collect, monochromatize and focus the beam to the sample; sample manipulators, to

position the sample with respect to the beam, and sample setups, with special sample

environments for gases, temperature, pressure and magnetic fields, for example; and

detectors, that finally capture the outcome of the interaction of the photons with the

sample, generating the data to be analyzed. With absorption, scattering, diffraction,

fluorescence and imaging techniques, among others, matter properties and processes

can be investigated in unmatched ways [4]. As an example, Figure 2.2 shows the

optical layout of the MANACÁ (MAcromolecular Micro and NAno CrystAllography)

diffraction beamline, the first to start operating in Sirius and to use the monochromator

presented here.

The so-called monochromators are beamline instruments used in experiments or

Beamline

Experimental Hall

Accelerator

Tunnel

LINAC
Service

Area

Long beamline

extension

Figure 2.1: Sirius 4th-generation 3 GeV low-emittance synchrotron light source at the

LNLS/CNPEM, Campinas, Brasil. Left: Aerial view. Right: Schematic orthograph-

ical view, highlighting: the linear accelerator (LINAC); the accelerator tunnel; the

beamlines; the experimental hall and the beamline extensions; and the inner service

area. [Source: CNPEM archive]
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Figure 2.2: Optical layout of the MANACÁ crystallography beamline at Sirius, with: the

undulator, as the photon source; slits; the monochromator (HD-DCM); the focaliz-

ing mirrors (M1 and M2); the sample; and the detector. The distances between the

monochromator and the source and the sample are shown out of scale for reference.

[Source: Sirius MANACÁ Group]

processes that require specific energy and/or angular distributions (i.e. photons limited

within a narrow band of energy and/or beams with controlled divergence) to achieve

the desired sensitivity, focusing capacity and/or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Thus,

energy and divergence are filtered from an incoming beam depending on the beamline

requirements, which may be performed by different elements in very different types of

monochromators. For example, various arrangements with diffraction gratings and slit

systems can be used for visible, ultraviolet (UV), or extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light,

whereas multiple solutions and designs based on monocrystalline crystals or multi-

layered structures are typically found for X-rays.

The high complexity related to the design and operation of monochromators starts

with the typical combination of severe operational conditions, such as: ultra-high vac-

uum (UHV) environment, to prevent contamination of the optical elements and disper-

sion of the beam from interaction with gas molecules; high power loads and densities,

that may reach the kW range and hundreds of W/mm2, respectively, leading to high

thermal stresses and deformations and requiring sophisticated water and cryogenic

cooling schemes; high radiation levels; and high-precision positioning accuracies for

different objects with respect to the beam and to each other. On top of that, beam-

lines typically have a unique set of parameters and requirements, making it impossible

for monochromator designers to reach absolute long-lasting solutions. Nevertheless, to

allow the experiments to profit from the progress of the new-generation storage rings,

the beamline instruments must perform accordingly.

The instrument described in this paper belongs to a particular class of monochroma-

tors, namely, the so-called fixed-exit X-ray Double-Crystal Monochromators (DCMs).

Since the first instruments developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s [5–9], incre-

mental upgrades have been gradually implemented over these four decades to adapt
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to more stringent requirements of synchrotrons over time [10–17]. In general, this evo-

lutionary approach has remained in the synchrotron community even after the Work-

shop on X-ray Double-Crystal Monochromators (DCM), held in 2014 by the European

Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble [18], in which a great number of

worldwide experts in the field concluded that no existing DCM would be able to meet

some of the requirements of the new-generation beamlines.

Taking the challenge with a different approach, the LNLS started the development

of a new type of DCM in 2015, with strong paradigm changes. Indeed, in its core,

the so-called High-Dynamic DCM (HD-DCM) [19–21], which is depicted in Figure 2.3,

replaces the existing open-loop or low-bandwidth high-stiffness mechanical designs by

an isolated mechatronic architecture with high-bandwidth closed-loop control. This

allows it improving some key performance indicators by up to two orders of magnitude

with respect to corresponding vertical-bounce state-of-the-art DCMs, not only meeting

clearly stricter requirements of new-generation beamlines, but also eventually creating

new scientific opportunities with enabling technology. By the end of 2020, two units of

the HD-DCM were already available for the commissioning and early operation of the

MANACÁ and the EMA (Extreme condition x-ray Methods of Analysis) beamlines

at Sirius. Next, by 2022-2023, two more beamlines will receive a new member of the

HD-DCM family, the so-called HD-DCM Lite, which is currently under development

for slightly different specifications.

This article presents in details the innovative mechatronic design of the HD-DCM.

Figure 2.3: The HD-DCM, developed by the LNLS for Sirius X-ray beamlines, according to

an innovative isolated mechatronic architecture for improved positioning performance.

For visibility of the in-vacuum mechanics, the system is shown in the assembly clean-

room before the vacuum vessel is mounted.
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First, a background about DCMs is introduced in Section 2.2; next, the engineering

specifications are described in Section 2.3; then, the architecture of the HD-DCM and

its mechatronic design, reached via the predictive modeling approach using the Dy-

namic Error Budgeting (DEB) [22], is detailed in Section 2.4; after that, conclusions

and discussions are elaborated in Section 2.5; lastly, a list of abbreviations is provided

in Section 2.A. The associated DEB, including the detailed predictive modeling work-

flow, and comparisons between predictions and experimental results at the MANACÁ

beamline are presented in [23]. A further elaborated discussion on geometry aspects,

together with calibration strategies and commissioning results with the synchrotron

beam, is given in [24].

2.2 Background

Before presenting the specifications and diving into the details of the design of the

HD-DCM, it is necessary to start by explaining the nominal DCM geometrical concept

and the associated limitations that have been recently found in traditional DCM de-

signs, so that the architectural alternatives proposed by the HD-DCM can be properly

understood.

A DCM in an X-ray beamline is defined by an arrangement of two crystals (typically,

pure blocks of silicon or germanium) according to two basic requirements. Firstly, the

desired photon wavelength or energy is defined by the incidence angle of the beams

with respect to the surfaces of the two subsequent crystals according to Bragg’s law of

diffraction [25]

2d · sin(θB) = n · λ, (2.1)

where d is the lattice parameter (also known as d-spacing) of the given crystal, θB is

the so-called Bragg angle, n is a positive integer that defines the diffraction order1, and

λ is the photon wavelength (simply related to energy E via Planck’s constant h and the

speed of light c as E = hc/λ). Secondly, the monochromatic beam has to be kept at a

fixed offset H with respect to the incoming beam, which is achieved by geometrically

adjusting the gap g between the two crystals.

This concept is depicted in Figure 2.4 for Bragg angles θB1 and θB2 , and gaps g1
and g2, where it can be seen that the position and pointing vector of the outgoing beam

and, consequently, its projection as a virtual source, directly depend on the positioning

of the crystals, with respect to each other and to the beam. Thus, in addition to the

appropriate matching between g and θB, the alignment and dynamic angular errors

between crystals, i.e. of relative tip-tilt rotations Rx’ and Rz’, around the Ux’ and Uz’

axes, respectively, in the rotated coordinate system (CS), are critical. After navigation

naming conventions, Rx’ and Rz’ are typically referred to as pitch and roll angles.

As exemplified in [10–17], traditional DCM designs have always been based on a

high-stiffness concept, the most commonly used designing approach in precision engi-

1For the sake of simplicity, without compromising generality, only the first harmonics will be

considered hereafter, i.e., n = 1.
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Figure 2.4: DCM concept with a geometrically-symmetric arrangement of crystals at two

incidence angles with respect to the rotation point O, showing that the offsetH between

the monochromatic and incident beams is preserved in the two Bragg angles θB1 and

θB2 if the gaps g1 and g2 are adjusted. The coordinate systems are represented out of O

for readability, with rotating coordinate systems in prime notations. The incident beam

axis is aligned with the Uz-axis and the main rotation axis is the negative Ux-axis.

neering, in which the position of the parts is determined by a high mechanical stiffness

between them [26]. Motion axes, for general alignment or actual positioning during

experiments, are typically based on stepper motors and piezo stepper actuators op-

erating in open-loop, even when iteratively following some sort of feedback signal.

Therefore, traditional DCMs might be seen as high-resolution automated instruments,

rather than high-performance mechatronics systems, here understood as closed-loop

control systems in which the controlled quantity is constantly measured, compared

with a reference value, and actuated in case of discrepancies between them.

In former light sources, with the larger photon source sizes, and experiment times

limited either by photon flux statistics for sufficient SNR and/or detector architecture,

DCMs have been generally used in one of the two operational modes: fixed-energy

mode, the most basic operational condition, in which a given energy is preselected

during setup and maintained over the whole experiment; and step-scan mode, which

is the classical approach in standard spectroscopy experiments, based on subsequent

data acquisitions steps for a discrete number of energy values over a determined energy

range.

Regarding disturbance agents, here understood as undesired variables in the sys-

tem that tend to adversely affect the variables of interest [22], in fixed-energy mode

the positioning errors between crystals over time is mostly affected by floor and cool-

ing disturbances, and by thermal drift. This is essentially the case also in step-scan

mode, provided that sufficient settling time is allowed for every step, but with two

additional remarks: corrective realignment, either from look-up tables or iterative feed-
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back2, might be necessary between steps to compensate parasitic motion errors; and

thermal loads and scattering effects might vary over the scanning range. Thus, active

control and motion disturbances, as well as setpoint limitations, have never played a

significant role in the specifications of these machines.

As the experiments have gradually become more sensitive to positioning errors in

the DCMs over the years, synchrotron engineering teams and suppliers have responded

with incremental design improvements. However, with limited capacity for reducing

masses and inertias of the assemblies with the crystal, the main alternatives to decrease

dynamic positioning errors of the crystals within this high-mechanical-stiffness design

concept are either increasing the stiffness of the mechanical links and interfaces, or

decreasing the levels of the disturbances. It had been with work in these two threads

over a few decades that by 2015 the short-term pitch vibration amplitude between

the crystals of state-of-the-art vertical-offset DCMs reached about 50 nrad RMS (root

mean square) for the frequency range between 1 and 2.5 kHz in stand-still fixed-energy

condition [11].

Now, the smaller beam sizes and higher fluxes provided by 4th-generation syn-

chrotrons bring stricter positioning error budgets at the same time that, together with

recent developments in the field of detectors, start to push experiment times to be

reduced by one or two orders of magnitude. In particular, a third DCM operational

mode, the so-called fly-scan mode may be more generally explored. In this case, exper-

imental data of the sample is continuously recorded during beam energy variation over

the desired energy range, i.e. as the Bragg angle and the gap between crystal change

on the fly. Consequently, pitch errors around 10 nrad RMS over kHz bandwidth for fast

detectors has become an ideal requirement in all operation modes. By 2015, this value

was already 5 times smaller than what had been seen as stand-still performance in the

best systems. Moreover, as hard motion disturbances act on traditional DCMs during

fly-scans — mostly due to the high-bandwidth energy content of stepping actuators

—, pitch errors often exceed 1µrad RMS [11], which exceed the new requirements by

two orders of magnitude.

Considering that high-mechanical-stiffness designs and mitigation of disturbances

would be close to practical limits [18], and believing that no existing solution would

handle fly-scan needs, the LNLS, in collaboration with the consultant in mechatronics

MI-Partners, started in 2015 the project of the HD-DCM for Sirius [19–21], with this

target of 10 nrad RMS in pitch errors up to 2.5 kHz for all operation modes. It has

been the first DCM to implement an isolated mechatronic architecture capable of reach-

ing 250Hz-bandwidth closed-loop mechatronic performance [26], based on predictive-

modeling design and DEB to realize it “first time right”.

By 2018, independent parallel further results in high-stiffness DCMs were reported

2Iterative feedback is here understood as the simple correction method in which a motion reference

is commanded in open-loop for stepper motors or piezo steppers and only after the given trajectory

is finished the result is compared with the reading of some sort of external signal of interest, with a

few iterations being possibly required until convergence within a given error band.
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by a synchrotron instrumentation vendor and by the ESRF. The first claimed remark-

able 15 nrad RMS (up to 2 kHz) in fixed-energy mode at factory tests (still to be proven

at the beamline), but no perspectives for scanning were envisioned [12]. The latter

presented the revisited design concepts of their ongoing project [13], but no practical

results. More recently, in 2021, a project update has been given in [17], unfortunately

still without dynamic position stability performance numbers. In 2020, the Shanghai

synchrotron (SSRF) has reported measurements of existing DCMs with fixed-energy

pitch errors above 150 nrad RMS up to 1 kHz [15]. Then, in 2021, upgrades in the

SSRF system were presented, but pitch errors above 75 nrad RMS are shown even in

a low measurement bandwidth of only 30Hz [16].

Thus, the HD-DCM, with its control-based enabling technology, is, to the best

of our knowledge, the only one to have proven angular errors between crystals below

15 nrad RMS up to 2.5 kHz also during energy scans [20]. The overall specifications

and the design of the HD-DCM are detailed in the following sections.

2.3 Specifications

The engineering choices and specifications in beamline X-ray DCMs result from a large

number of factors. Firstly, they depend on the accelerator parameters, such as electron

beam current and energy, and electron bunch (or package) sizes. Next, the type of

photon source, i.e. if it is a bending magnet or one among different types of the so-

called insertion devices, plays and important role. Then, the beamline optical layout,

placing the monochromator as a first optical element or after filters or mirrors, for

example, leads to different requirements. Finally, the type of crystal and the specific

operational energy range of the beamline may drive completely different specifications.

As every beamline in the world is essentially unique with respect to the combination

of all of these parameters, every DCM might be unique as well.

Moreover, from Bragg’s law of diffraction (see Equation (2.1)), the conversions of

variables from the photon energy domain, which is the quantity of interest to experi-

ments, to distances, projections and motion, which are needed for engineering, follow

trigonometric equations. As a result, not only does the whole beamline arrangement

affect the design choices of a DCM, but even within the same instrument, the op-

erational variables and sensitivities may vary by several orders of magnitude. As an

example, relevant variable parameters at low and high-energy limits in the specific case

of the HD-DCM project are given in Table 2.1, highlighting: source sizes; power loads

in the crystals; power densities in the 1st crystal (since in the 2nd crystal it happens to

be negligible); and power load variations, angular strokes and gap strokes for energy

ranges of 1 keV, which would be typical for energy scans.

The engineering requirements of the HD-DCM are summarized in Table 2.2, whereas

their derivation from the scientific requirements goes beyond the purpose of this article

and will be discussed in a future work. The HD-DCM geometry is specified as depicted

in Figure 2.5. At the beamline, the inertial beam coordinate system (BCS) is leveled at
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Table 2.1: Set of relevant variable parameters in the HD-DCM at its low and high-energy

limits for a general gist of the non-linear relation between photon energy and engineering

parameters.

Parameter Low Energy High Energy

Vert. source (FWHM) [µm]: 20 6

Hor. source (FWHM) [µm]: 55 45

Max. beam power 1st cr. [W]: 150 150

Min. beam power 1st cr. [W]: 40 130

Power dens. 1st cr. [W/mm2]: ≤ 50 ≥ 2.8

Max. beam power 2st cr. [W]: 0.2 1.5

Min. beam power 2st cr. [W]: ≈ 0 0.1

Power variation for 1 keV [W]: ≤ 40 ≤ 2

Angular stroke for 1 keV [°]: ≤ 23 ≥ 0.1

Gap stroke for 1 keV [mm]: ≤ 6 ≥ 0.001

Figure 2.5: HD-DCM geometry according to the fixed beam impact point concept at the

rotation axis O, showing two Bragg angles θB1 and θB2 , and the corresponding gaps

g1 and g2. The coordinate systems are represented out of O for readability. The

main coordinate system (MCS) in the HD-DCM has positioning degrees of freedom

(DoFs) with respect to the inertial beam coordinate system (BCS) for pre-operational

alignment, whereas the rotating coordinate system (RCS), in prime notations, has one

controlled DoF with respect to the MCS in the Rx-axis (rotation around the Ux-axis)

for energy-selection operation. The incident beam axis is aligned with the Uz-axis, the

main rotation axis θB is the negative Rx-axis, and the Uy-axis is parallel to gravity for

upwards vertical offset.
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Table 2.2: HD-DCM specifications.

Parameter Description

Geometry:
· Upwards vertical-offset

· Fixed beam impact point

Crystal sets: · Si(111) and Si(311)

Set selection (UxBCS):
· range: ± 35mm

· accuracy: < 0.1mm

MCS height (UyBCS):
· range: ± 2.5mm

· accuracy: < 50 µm

MCS align. (RyBCS):
· range: ± 2mrad

· accuracy: < 0.14mrad

MCS align. (RzBCS):
· range: ± 2mrad

· accuracy: < 0.25mrad

1st cr. align. accuracy:
· Uy′1: < 50 µm

· Rx′1,Ry′1,Rz′1: < 0.25mrad

Main rotation (θB)

· range: 3 to 60◦

· accuracy: < 0.15 µrad

· error: < 0.15 µrada

· max. speed: 1 °/s

Nominal offset (H): · 18mm

Gap (Uy′)

· range: 9 to 18mm

· accuracy: < 0.3 µm

· error: < 0.3 µma

· max. speed: 0.5mm/s

Pitch (Rx′)

· range: ± 1mrad

· accuracy: < 150 nrad

· error: < 10 nrada

Roll (Rz′)

· range: ± 1mrad

· accuracy: < 90 nrad

· error: < 90 nrada

Crystal temperature:
· 1st: 78K (indirect LN2)

· 2nd: 155K (braids)

Vacuum level: · < 5× 10−8 mbar

aRMS in frequency range between 1 Hz and 2.5 kHz.

the nominal floor height, with the Uyb-axis aligned with the gravity vector but pointing

upwards and the Uzb-axis defined by the nominal beam direction. Then, the nominal

incoming beam travels 1.4m above the floor, parallel to the Uzb-axis, in UybUzb-plane

of the BCS.

Next, being specified with a non-translating 1st crystal and upwards vertical offset,

the main coordinate system (MCS) of the HD-DCM can be defined by having the main
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rotation axis in the negative Ux-axis and the UxUz-plane coincident with the nominal

diffraction surface of the 1st crystal at θB = 0. Finally, a rotating coordinate system

(RCS) (using prime notation) for the crystals can be defined with coincident MCS

origin O and Ux-axis.

Having a non-translating 1st crystal is related to cooling boundary conditions (see

Section 2.4.2.1), whereas having the diffraction surface nominally through the Ux-

axis allows for a fixed-beam-impact-point concept, keeping the 1st crystal as short as

possible and minimizing detrimental transient thermal effects related to the high-power

incoming beam walking over the diffraction surface. Still, to provide more flexibility

regarding energy ranges and different filtering bandwidths, two sets of silicon crystals

should be alternatively selectable3. Thus, keeping a plane of symmetry in the core of

the HD-DCM, the UyUz-plane (also Uy’Uz’-plane) is actually a mirror plane, with one

set of crystals in the right half-plane at −35mm and the other set mirrored in the left

half-plane at +35mm along the Ux-axis.

So, the nominal positions (xMCS,yMCS)BCS of the MCS at the beamline in millimeters

are either (-35,1400)BCS, for the operation with of the rightmost set of crystals, or

(35,1400)BCS, for the operation of the leftmost set of crystals, with the MCS orthogonal

to the BCS. Yet, in the overall alignment of HD-DCM with respect to the beam there

are two forgiving degrees of freedom (DoFs). Firstly, zMCS, i.e. the position of the

HD-DCM along the beamline, is indeed a free parameter, with no strong requirement

or impact in performance. Secondly, the orthogonality between the MCS and the BCS

in Rx, i.e. the level of the HD-DCM bench with respect to gravity in Rx, can be quite

forgiving if the residual remaining angle can be simply compensated for the crystals

with the RCS.

Regarding the MCS, except for the selection between sets of crystals, with the longer

required motion range of at least 70mm, the remaining positioning range requirements

are limited to a few millimeters and milliradians, mostly to overcome: manufacturing

tolerances, floor unevenness and positioning limitations and uncertainties during in-

stallation at the beamline. The accuracy requirements, in turn, are within a few tens

or hundreds of micrometers and microradians. Yet, these are relatively soft require-

ments, since they are meant mainly to an ideal minimization of parasitic effects over

different Bragg angles, which, in practice, are of second-order importance and can be

still partly compensated with other DoFs.

The 1st crystals of the two sets, which are by design fixed to the RCS, should

comply with similar accuracy alignment budgets, including: Uy′1, which affects the

fixed-beam-impact-point concept; and small-angle orthogonality errors for Rx′1, Ry
′
1

and Rz′1 because of similar parasitic effects over different Bragg angles. In this case,

also as relatively soft accuracy requirements, the ultimate condition is that residual

alignment errors (and their indirect effects) can be properly compensated either with

the main rotation or the 2nd crystals.

3The two sets have Si(111) and Si(311) crystallographic orientations, following the standard Miller

indices notation [25].
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The main operational angular range is 3◦ ≤ θB ≤ 60◦ and the nominal vertical

beam offset is H = 18mm. Thus, the 2nd crystals operational gap 9mm ≤ g ≤ 18mm

is required over the Uy’-axis. In addition to that, positioning of the 2nd crystals must

comply with the range of ±1mrad for pitch Rx’ and roll Rz’, such that angular offsets

from manufacturing and assembly with the crystals can be compensated. Maximum

speeds for these motion DoFs are given according to expected fly-scan experiments at

the most stringent energy limits. In operation, either at fixed-energy mode or during

scans, the maximum positioning RMS errors in the frequency range between 1 Hz and

2.5 kHz are specified as: 0.15µrad for the main rotation; 300 nm for the gap; 10 nrad for

pitch; and 90 nrad for roll. Again, it was this pitch strict requirement that motivated

the conceptual innovation in the HD-DCM. Regarding positioning accuracy, it must

be reached via internal metrology and calibration, or by means of external feedback.

To conclude, in order to handle the power loads up to 150W and the power densities

up to 50W/mm2, the 1st crystals are cryocooled to 78K with liquid nitrogen (LN2)

via indirect flow through copper heat exchangers. As for the 2nd crystals the power

loads are at least two orders of magnitude lower, i.e. below 1.5W, the power densities

are negligible, and the temperature setpoint is higher at 155K4, a simpler solution of

indirect cooling via copper braids is possible. Finally, the vacuum level should be kept

ideally below 5×10−8mbar, so that the crystals are preserved in their interaction with

the X-rays, and heat exchange is limited primarily to predictive conduction and to

radiation.

In the following section, the architecture, the essential design concepts and the

embodiment of the HD-DCM, developed within the DEB methodology to meet these

specifications, are described in details. The DEB workflow itself is presented in [23],

whereas some complementary information on thermal management is available in [28].

2.4 Architecture and Design

The architecture of the HD-DCM can be summarized in the schematic mechanical

model shown in Figure 2.6. The alignment of the MCS with respect to the beam is

achieved outside vacuum by means of a two-level granite bench GR1 and GR2. At the

interface with the floor GND, a system with levelers allows for the alignment of the

height UyBSC, tip RxBSC (which is redundant with the main rotation axis, but results

from the solution with independent levelers) and tilt RzBSC. Then, between granite

blocks, air-bearings are used for the remaining set selection UxBSC and orthogonality

RyBSC. The main rotation function Rx is implemented already inside the vacuum

vessel VES by means of a so-called goniometer, which, in this case, consists of two

symmetrically-arranged commercial rotary stages with mechanical bearings and direct

drive, with their stators STA and the rotors ROT.

4Silicon has a negative thermal expansion coefficient below 125K, such that equivalent diffraction

conditions due to equal lattice parameters are met at 78 and 155K. Yet, the first are set to 78K for

superior thermal conductivity. For more information on silicon cryogenic thermal properties, see [27].
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Figure 2.6: HD-DCM schematic mechanical model, consisting of: ground (GND); bot-

tom and top granite blocks (GR1 and GR2); vacuum vessel (VES); stators (STAs)

and rotors (ROTs) of the two direct-drive rotary stages; main rotating frame (GOF);

auxiliary frame 1 (AF1); 1st crystals (CR1s) and their metrology frame (MF1); cooling

manifold (CMF); long-stroke structure (LOS); 2nd crystals (CR2s) and the short-stroke

frame (SHS), as their metrology frame; and balance mass (BMS). Fixed and moving

connections are represented by their standard symbols, folded leafsprings (FLSs) by

L-shaped forms. The rotation axis is represented by the horizontal center line. The

cooling connections between the CMF and the CR1s and CR2s are represented by the

dashed lines. Action and reaction forces of the actuators are represented by arrows,

and metrology between parts by dials.
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The 1st crystals CR1s are mounted to a common metrology frame MF1, which,

in turn, is fixed to the main rotating goniometer frame GOF via the auxiliary frame

AF1. This auxiliary frame also holds the cooling manifold CMF, from where a LN2

circuit is derived for cooling of the CR1s and where braids are connected for cooling of

the 2nd crystals CR2s. For the CR2s, three voice-coil (VC) actuators and three laser

interferometers are used to control the position of the short-stroke frame SHS (also

known as metrology frame 2, MF2) in Uy′, Rx′ and Rz′ over a tangential arrangement

of three folded leafsprings (FLSs). Then, to avoid the excitation of reaction dynamics

in controlling the SHS, a balance mass BMS is used with an equivalent arrangement

of FLSs. Finally, both the SHS and the BMS are actually connected to an additional

low-bandwidth long-stroke structure LOS, which complements the required Uy′ stroke

of the CR2s. Guided by an arrangement of six FLSs, the LOS is driven by a stepper

motor and measured by an absolute optical encoder.

Functionally, these parts may be organized in modules and submodules. In the

so-called Core Module there are four submodules: the Module 1, containing the CR1s,

the MF1, the AF1 and the CMF; the Module 2, containing the CR2s, the SHS and

the BMS; the LOS Module, containing the LOS; and the GOF Module containing the

GOF. Then, there are the Goniometer Module, containing the STA and the ROT, and

the Bench Module, containing the GR1, the GR2 and the VES. The embodiment of

the HD-DCM, according to this classification, is made clear in the mechanical design

shown Figure 2.7.

In the following subsections, the main conceptual choices are firstly introduced, to

set the appropriate technical background, then, the mechanical design of each module,

including their parts and accessories, is presented in details.

2.4.1 Design Concepts

The most fundamental idea in this project was turning the traditionally passive or

slow positioning of gap Uy′, pitch Rx′ and roll Rz′ DoFs into servo error specifications

of a high-bandwidth closed-loop control system. First of all, for a crystal-to-crystal

control bandwidth in the range of 200 to 250Hz — for sufficient noise suppression and

trajectory following capacity during scans (see also [23]) —, the mechanical eigenfre-

quecies related to the crystal mounts, which are typically found at most around a few

hundred Hz in traditional DCMs, needed to be taken to the kHz range. Next to that,

innovative actuation, metrology and cooling schemes needed to be developed. The key

conceptual choices that distinguish the HD-DCM from traditional DCMs are: minimal

positioning DoFs; long-stroke and short-stroke arrangement; smooth motion guiding;

smooth actuation; inter-crystal metrology; crystal mounting; and decoupled cooling.

These building blocks are individually addressed here before the mechanical design of

each module is presented in section 2.4.2.
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Figure 2.7: The HD-DCM mechanical design, according to the color code in Figure 2.6 and

to the modular classification: Module 1, Module 2, LOS Module and GOF Module,

building the macro Core Module; the Goniometer Module; and the Bench Module. The

vacuum vessel is hidden for visualization purposes.

2.4.1.1 Minimal Positioning DoFs

Given the demanding dynamic requirements, a mechanical design concept with only

the essential positioning DoFs was envisioned, i.e.: wherever possible, the assembly

is carefully constrained and statically determined by design. This can be understood

as an to effort reduce as much as possible the number of positioning stages that are

typically found in the core of DCMs, such that the number of parts and components,

interfaces, guiding elements, actuators and sensors can be minimized — which not only

may help in cutting costs, simplifying maintenance and reducing outgassing in vacuum,

but also supports the predictive modeling approach and the pursuit of performance

optimization.

Concerning the core, from the fixed-beam-impact-point requirement, the CR1s can

be directly mounted to the MF1 and aligned with respect to the main rotation axis

by construction. Then, for the CR2s on the SHS, only the three essential Uy’, Rx’

and Rz’ DoFs between crystals are made active. In this case, the cost of intention-

ally not having translational freedom in Uz’ for the CR2s, as often found in DCM

designs, is twofold: larger CR2s are needed to handle beam-walk at different angles
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(see Figure 2.5); and additional design effort is required in terms of concepts, material

selection, manufacturing tolerances, and assembly alignment strategies. Regarding the

bench, preventing stacks of several positioning stages, the positioning DoFs for the

alignment of MCS with respect to the BCS share only two interface layers, namely:

the levelers interface between the floor and the GR2 for UyBSC, RxBSC, and RzBSC; and

the air-bearings interface between the GR2 and the GR1 for UxBSC and RyBSC (see

Section 2.4.2.3).

2.4.1.2 Long-Stroke and Short-Stroke Arrangement

The cascade arrangement of a coarse long-stroke stage and a fine short-stroke stage is a

well-known concept that is extensively used in high-performance mechatronics systems

in which motion resolution and range have a span of several orders of magnitude,

typically above 105 or 106 [29, 30]. In the HD-DCM, the SHS, which is responsible for

the high-dynamic performance with nanometer-level control error for Uy’, Rx’ and Rz’,

would not be able to cover the 9mm required gap stroke. Thus, the LOS is introduced

for complementary Uy’ stroke, with independent actuation and feedback.

2.4.1.3 Smooth Motion Guiding

Appropriate guiding mechanisms and interfaces in the core are essential to achieve the

desired dynamics, nanometer-level control error and repeatability in the so-called crys-

tal cage (CCG). Therefore, all positioning DoFs in the core are guided by means of

elastic (or flexural) elements, with much better modeling and calibration perspectives

than rolling elements alternatives, that would have lubrication issues and friction ef-

fects, in addition to the risk of mechanical noise from the very rolling elements during

motion. Indeed, when properly designed, such elastic systems benefit from an infinite

lifetime and no maintenance, whereas the intrinsic high-repeatability concept allows

for superior calibration schemes of non-linearities and parasitic errors.

A parallel-kinematic approach is adopted to provide the three positioning DoFs of

the SHS in a single motion layer, as opposed to the more conventional concept of stack-

ing stages for complementary functions. Fortunately, Uy’, Rx’ and Rz’ form the classic

piston-tip-tilt configuration, which is a convenient parallel-kinematic combination that

was even extended to the linear motion of the LOS. This is achieved via arrangements

of FLSs (see Section 2.4.2.1.2), generically illustrated in Figure 2.8a, which individually

act as single-DoF constraints (w-axis) with translational and rotational stiffnesses that

can be easily modeled from the material properties and the geometry [31].

Rolling bearings did eventually remain in the HD-DCM in locations where the

impact on the overall performance was less critical. This is the case in the actuator

mechanism of the LOS, still within the Core Module, and the commercial rotary stages

of the Goniometer Module. In both cases, more convenient solutions can be modularly

replaced in future upgrades if necessary, without significant impact in the general

architecture.
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Figure 2.8: Motion-related design concepts used in the HD-DCM: (a) folded leafspring

(FLS) elastic mechanism as a single-DoF constraint (w-axis), with translational and

rotational stiffnesses resulting from the material properties and the geometry: arm

lengths l1 and l2, bending length L and thickness t; and (b) voice-coil (VC) actuator,

for contactless axial force between the coil and the magnet with the yoke.

Finally, although less relevant to motion errors because of its basic alignment na-

ture, rolling bearings have also been eliminated from the design of the bench. The

major benefit is in dynamics, as a stack of bearings is replaced by the intermittent

air-bearing layer between the GR1 and the GR2. Indeed, the combination of embed-

ded air-bearings with commercial items can be turned-off during operation, virtually

creating a monolithic structure for the system (see Section 2.4.2.3).

2.4.1.4 Smooth Actuation

Concerning actuation, an essential step for performance was partly replacing well-

established designs based on stepper motors, which have always been extensively used

at beamline instrumentation as cost-effective and reliable options. Indeed, steppers are

still conveniently used for the bench and the actuator of the LOS5, but for the SHS they

would severely limit the control bandwidth and also become an internal disturbance

source due to its nature of motion in discrete steps.

Next, in principle, the nanometer-level resolution necessary for the SHS could be

realized by means of position-based or force-based actuators. The first, represented

by piezo stacks or piezo walkers, are historically far more common in synchrotron

instrumentation, being the typical choice in existing DCMs. The latter, idealized with

voice-coils (also known as Lorentz actuators), depicted in Figure 2.8b, on the other

hand, open rather interesting possibilities6.

Indeed, piezo actuators are inherently stiff, so that the final dynamics would be

limited both by the masses and mass moments of inertia of parts to be controlled, and

5In future upgrades of the LOS actuator, the stepper may be replaced together with the rolling

bearings.
6Linear motors would have the same working principle of VCs, but are geometrically less favorable

in such a compact arrangement as the core of the HD-DCM.
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by the stiffness of the actuators and their decoupling elements. As a result, the control

strategies and achievable closed-loop bandwidth would also become limited to the range

of 20Hz for the SHS. Moreover, piezo stacks alone would have insufficient range for this

application, whereas piezo walkers had three major disadvantages: friction effects, such

as gripping, stick-slip or wear, which are particularly critical in vacuum; stepping high-

frequency disturbance injection, much like the steppers, during fly-scans; and speed

limitations. Both friction and stepping disturbances are difficult to be characterized

and modeled, complicating or impairing the predictive modeling approach.

In turn, being a contactless type of actuator, VCs are free of friction and nearly

free of stiffness (seen as position dependence of force) between the actuator parts (coil

and magnet), so that different dynamic concepts may be envisioned. The chosen one

has the SHS and the BMS decoupled from the LOS between 6 and 10Hz, and the BMS

as a low-pass filter for the control of the SHS, suppressing observable high-frequency

resonances and allowing for a control bandwidth in the range of 200 to 250Hz (see [23]).

In addition, VCs can be made with convenient displacement and force ranges, and can

be very accurately characterized and modeled.

2.4.1.5 Inter-Crystal Metrology

In the core of standard DCMs, optical encoders or capacitive sensors have been typ-

ically used as stand-alone signals for open-loop iterative feedback in stacked stages

driven by stepper motors or piezo steppers. Eventually, external feedback from beam

position monitors (BPMs) might be also be available. Yet, in neither case inter-crystal

metrology was absolutely essential within these high-stiffness instruments.

In the HD-DCM, on the other hand, aiming at ultimate active positioning con-

trol between crystals, an appropriate choice for inter-crystal feedback is crucial. The

three basic conditions to be simultaneously fulfilled are: nanometer-level resolution,

already considering sensor noise over the large control bandwidth; compatibility with

the operational gap stroke of 9mm and the pitch and roll ranges of 1mrad; and up-

date rate between 10 and 20 kHz, for sufficient phase margin at the desired closed-loop

bandwidth.

Three alternatives have been considered, namely: external beam feedback, embed-

ded autocollimator and embedded distance measurement instruments. The first was

ruled out because of beamline optics dependence and sensor technology limitations re-

garding sensitivity and rate. The second was disproved as well because of technological

limitations regarding sensitivity and rate. Thus, although unable to rigorously provide

absolute inter-crystal metrology, as the first two options might do — but, rather, indi-

rect metrology between metrology frames —, the latter alternative, relying on mature

technologies with sufficiently high update rates and resolutions, has been selected.

From the long list of commercially available measurement options, including optical

encoders, capacitive probes, inductive sensors and confocal sensors, among others, the

only one that, to the best of our knowledge, simultaneously complied with all require-

ments was the laser interferometer. This choice became even more attractive thanks
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to the fortuitous timing of the commercial release of a few innovative compact optical-

fiber-based Michelson and Fabry-Perot interferometers, illustrated in Figure 2.9a, which

perfectly suited the integration to the MF1 and the SHS in this application.

2.4.1.6 Crystal Mounting

A robust mechanical design for a 200 to 250Hz closed-loop control bandwidth in the

crystal cage pushes the so-called suspension frequencies of the crystals on the MF1

and the SHS towards the kHz range. With limited options regarding the mass and

inertia of the crystals, the subject of their mounting stiffness to the frames becomes a

critical point. Moreover, in addition to control issues, the highest mounting stiffness

is desired because of the indirect-metrology limitations. Indeed, the feedback is blind

not only to the actual position of the crystals beyond their resonances, but also to

the displacements between the crystals and their frames due to direct forces acting on

them, such as those resulting from the cooling scheme (see Section 2.4.1.7).

To fulfill the high-stiffness mounting requirements with acceptable thermal stresses

and deformation in the crystals, resulting from different temperatures and thermal ex-

pansion coefficients between the crystals and their frames, a semi-kinematic mounting

design concept is used. It consists in fixing the crystals to the frames at three pads

with specifically compliant design. Indeed, the symmetric embedded flexural structure

(EFS) shown in Figure 2.9b can be made compliant in one translational and two ro-

tational DoFs (u-axis, Rv-axis and Rw-axis), and stiff in the remaining DoFs, with

all translational and rotational stiffnesses easily modeled from the material properties

and the geometry. Thus, this mounting concept works as a flexural alternative to the

classical Maxwell Kinematic Coupling, here creating a quasi-exactly-constrained as-
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Figure 2.9: Metrology-related design concepts used in the HD-DCM: (a) SmarAct’s Pi-

coscale fiber-optics Michelson laser interferometer head (IFH) [32]; (b) embedded flex-

ural structure (EFS), with translational and rotational stiffnesses resulting from the

material properties and the geometry: length l, height h and thickness t; and (c) sim-

plified 1D dynamic model for the decoupled cooling concept with respect to one of the

1st crystals (CR1s), including: the main cooling manifold (CMF), the metrology frame

1 (MF1) and the auxiliary frame 1 (AF1), with stiffness links k between parts, and

liquid nitrogen flow-induced force disturbances FLN2 acting on the CR1 and the CMF.
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sembly7 with a thermal center (TC) for the crystals that is, in principle, less sensitive

to non-deterministic friction effects.

Moreover, on top of predictable mechanical performance, these flexures allow for

predictable thermal properties. Indeed, by selecting the appropriate material with the

desired Young’s modulus and low thermal conductivity, the thickness t, height h and

length l parameters can be tuned for the desired mechanical stiffness and high thermal

resistance for cryogenic isolation8. In fact, because of the convenient combination of

mechanical and thermal performances, this solution with EFSs was applied in the HD-

DCM not only with the crystals, but also for thermal isolation in the MF1, the VCs

and the cooling braids.

2.4.1.7 Decoupled Cooling

Decoupled cooling can be understood both as different cooling solutions for the CR1s

and the CR2s, and, especially, as decoupled cooling and positioning functionalities

within the design. Indeed, the indirect inter-crystal metrology concept requires that

the position of the crystals be defined by the MF1 the and SHS, respectively, not by

parallel cooling structures.

This concept can be discussed via the simplified 1D dynamic model for the CR1s

presented in Figure 2.9c, in which the parts are coupled by their respective stiffness

links k and there are force disturbances FLN2, caused by the so-called flow-induced

vibrations (FIV), acting on the CR1 and the CMF. For a proper correlation between

the CR1 and the MF1, kMF1 CR1 must be as high as possible, so that their relative

displacement, caused either by FLN2 CR1 or elastic forces resulting from a relative dis-

placement between the CR1 and the CMF, can be minimized. Indeed, displacements

of the CMF with respect to the CR1 and the MF1 are inevitable due to thermal ex-

pansion (mainly during cooldown) or reaction to FLN2 CMF . Then, minimizing these

parasitic elastic forces on the CR1 requires that kCMF CR1 be as low as possible, while

providing LN2 to the CR1 and preserving dynamics. As detailed in Section 2.4.2.1.1,

this could only be achieved with a design based on multiple thin pipes, replacing the

typical thick pipes found in most water-cooled or cryocooled DCMs. Finally, mini-

mizing the relative displacement between the CR1 and the CMF requires that both

kAF1 MF1 and kAF1 CMF be high-stiffness links.

Similar reasoning applies to the CR2s, except that the position of the SHS is actively

controlled and the complex LN2 pipes of kCMF CR1 can be replaced by compliant copper

7The three pads, constraining three DoFs each, result in an overdetermined design. Additional

elastic hinges could be used to reach an exactly-constrained mounting in six DoFs, but at the cost of

lower mounting stiffnesses. As a compromise, the embedded flexural structures, the internal stiffness

of the crystals and the manufacturing specs were designed to allow for tolerable crystal deformations

with optimized mounting stiffnesses.
8Simple analytical calculations for stiffness were found to be systematically within at least 80% of

agreement with more sophisticated finite element (FE) simulations. For thermal resistances, however,

a simple formulation was used as a first estimate, but needed to be refined via FE simulations, so that

the strong gradients and non-linear effects would be included.
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braids kCMF CR2 (see Section 2.3), which is essential for the long gap stroke and the

angular stroke of the SHS.

2.4.2 Detailed Mechanical Design

Once the specifications have been presented and that the architecture and the main

design concepts have been introduced, the mechanical design of the HD-DCM can be

thoroughly explained according to the aforementioned modular classification.

2.4.2.1 Core Module:

2.4.2.1.1 Module 1 It is the sub-assembly with the 1st crystals. As shown in

Figure 2.10, it essentially consists of: the two crystals CR1s and their calibrated shims

SH1s; the metrology frame MF1, holding the crystals, three plane mirror MIRs as

the interferometer targets and the so-called homing pins HP1s; the cooling manifold

assembly, with the main cooling manifold CMF, the cooling manifold extension CMX

and the crystal cooling blocks CCBs; and the auxiliary frame AF1, which makes the

interface with the main rotating frame GOF (see Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7), holds the

MF1 via complementary isolation pads CIPs, and supports the manifold assembly via

leafprings MLSs.

2.4.2.1.1.1 First Crystals (CR1s) The CR1s are made of high-purity silicon

ingots and their design, shown in Figure 2.11, results from simultaneous beam accep-

tance, mechanical, dynamic, thermal and manufacturing boundary conditions. The

unusual shape, as compared to DCM crystal standards, allows for deterministic fixa-

tion to the MF1 at three points – with optimized Rx’ rotational stiffness, for dynamic

performance, and high Rx’ bending stiffness, to minimize mechanically-induced defor-

mations of the diffraction planes – and efficient symmetric lateral cooling over a total

area of about 3600mm2, which is essential to minimize the detrimental effects of the

thermal gradient imposed by the X-ray beam.

Manufacturing limitations result in crystal height deviations of a few tenths of mil-

limeters with respect to the nominal value and, more critically, of parallelism deviations

of up to 0.2◦ (or 3.5mrad) between the diffraction planes and the bottom mounting

surfaces. With the calibrated SH1s the height difference between CR1s can be reduced

to about 0.01mm and the deviations in parallelism, to 0.002◦ (or 0.035mrad). Thus,

both crystals can be simultaneously aligned to the rotation axis, and the operational

angular tolerances in the interferometers of approximately 0.05◦ (or 1mrad) are pre-

served. Grade 5 titanium is used for the SH1s to make their flexural design with EFSs

— which is necessary for thermal expansion, since they are in parallel with the CR1s

and with the EFSs in the MF1 in the Ux’Uz’-plane —more robust and to increase ther-

mal resistance to the MF1. Additionally, flexural extensions in the SH1s have threaded

holes and serve as joint nuts to facilitate the mechanical fixation of temperature sensors

to the CR1s.
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Figure 2.10: Mechanical design of the Module 1 in the HD-DCM. Top: Symmetrical cross-

sectional view with reference dimensions given in millimeters, highlighting the main

components: crystals (CR1s), shims (SH1s), metrology frame 1 (MF1), plane mir-

rors (MIRs), homing pins (HP1s), complementary isolation pads (CIPs), main cooling

manifold (CMF), cooling manifold extension (CMX), crystal cooling blocks (CCBs),

manifold mounting leasfsprings (MLSs) and auxiliary frame 1 (AF1). Bottom: Par-

tially exploded view.
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Figure 2.11: Mechanical design of the 1st crystals (CR1s) in the Module 1 of the HD-DCM.

The crystal in the negative Ux’-axis hemisphere is shown for reference, whereas the

one in the positive Ux’-axis hemisphere is simply the mirrored design. Top: side view

for maximum beam footprint and beam clearance at 3◦ and 60◦, respectively, with

the nominal vertical beam offset of 18mm. Bottom: side and top views with main

dimensions in millimeters and indications for the through-holes for the fixation to the

metrology frame (MF1), and for clamping of the crystal cooling blocks (CCBs) and a

temperature sensor.

Clamping to the MF1, through the SH1s, and between the CCBs is made by means

of long bolts and stacked steel disk spring washers, so that preloading forces and thermal

expansion can be properly handled.

2.4.2.1.1.2 Metrology Frame 1 (MF1) The C-shaped design of the MF1,

shown in Figure 2.12, results from both a viable distribution for the EFSs and a

convenient arrangement for the MIRs. Two sets of three flexures hold the CR1s and

another set of three flexures is used for the fixation to the AF1, creating TCs for the

shrinkage of the cold parts at different temperatures. The orientations of the flexures

respected volume restrictions and prioritized dynamic performance over the resulting

positions of the TCs, because the application is rather insensitive to small offsets in

the Ux’Uz’-plane. These flexures, together with the interface stiffness in the SH1s,

define the supporting stiffness kMF1 CR1 of Section 2.4.1.7, which is addressed in [23].

Regarding the MIRs, their distribution is basically defined by the geometry of the
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Figure 2.12: Mechanical design of the metrology frame (MF1) in the Module 1 of the HD-

DCM. The top view highlights the three sets of embedded flexural structures (EFSs)

for the 1st crystals (CR1s) and the fixation to the auxiliary frame 1 (AF1), and their

respective thermal centers (TCs). The positions of the interferometer target mirrors

(MIRs) are at the vertices of the equilateral triangle in dash-dotted lines. The dimen-

sions are given in millimeters.

SHS (see Section 2.4.2.1.2). The triangle over a radius of 100mm optimizes rotational

Rx’ and Rz’ resolutions and provides equal sensitivity to them. The region between

the downstream mirrors in the Uz’-axis must be preserved for the propagation of the

diffracted beam at high angles (see the top Figure 2.11).

The 40mm-thick frame is made of Invar36® because of its specific modulus (Young’s

modulus over mass density), to achieve sufficient dynamics, and, more importantly, be-

cause of its thermal properties. Indeed, the low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)

and the low thermal conductivity make it a suitable material to minimize the thermal

distortions with existing temperature gradients over the frame9. In fact, the particu-

lar combination of thermo-mechanical properties in Invar36® is essential to make the

thermally-insulating EFSs concept feasible. Indeed, most of the temperature gradients

9CTE of Invar36® is below 2 × 10−6 K−1 over the entire temperature range between 77K and

room temperature. Thermal conductivity is in the range of 10 to 15Wm−1 K−1, common to stainless

alloys.
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between the CR1s, the MF1, and the AF1, at 80K, 150K and room temperature (RT),

respectively, lie in the thin flexures, which may not stand large short-scale thermal de-

formations in many materials.

Yet, given the larger masses involving the MF1 and the parts on it, the MF1

fixation flexures reaches a practical limit in the compromise between thermal isolation

and dynamic performances. So, to limit the power required for thermal management

of the AF1 at RT, the CIPs made of zirconia (ZnO2) are implemented in series with

these flexures. Taking the interfaces stiffnesses into account, they define together the

supporting stiffness kYMF MF1 of Section 2.4.1.7, which is addressed in [23] as well. As

done for the crystals, clamping to the AF1 is made by means of long bolts (through

the MF1 and the CIPs) and stacked disk spring washers.

The HP1s work as extensions of the MF1. They are also made of Invar36® and serve

an equivalent alignment purpose as the SH1s, in this case, shortening the alignment loop

between metrology frames MF1 and SHS. Together with their respective counterparts

in Module 2 (see Section 2.4.2.1.2), these spacers are used as start-up and alignment

references for the interferometer heads, making the parallelism between frames better

than 0.05◦ (or 1mrad), as limited by the interferometers, and working as a gap reference

parameter for the crystals.

2.4.2.1.1.3 Auxiliary Frame 1 (AF1) In addition to simplifying manipula-

tion of Module 1 and its assembly to the GOF, the AF1 fulfills two important function-

alities. Firstly, it holds the complex LN2 distribution system, which must be positioned

with respect to the crystals and connected to them, but ideally with as low mechanical

coupling as possible, to minimize FIV. Then, it defines a RT interface between the

Module 1 and the rest of the system via active temperature control. Material selection

for 5083-O aluminum was based on the following characteristics: high thermal con-

ductivity, minimizing temperature gradients; good specific modulus for dynamics; low

density, for overall weight; UHV compatibility; and costs.

2.4.2.1.1.4 LN2 Distribution System The flow of LN2 in the HD-DCM is

controlled by an independent closed-circuit cryocooler commercial unit, which is capa-

ble of flow rates up 20L/min and pressures between 2 and 10 bar for power loads up

to 3 kW [33]. Unfortunately, in spite of the known detrimental flow-disturbance effects

created in corrugated pipes [34], they cannot be avoided either between the cryocooler

and the vacuum vessel, for positioning freedom on the bench, or inside the vessel, to

comply with the large angular stroke of the core (see Section 2.4.2.1.3). In the latter

section this is at least partly mitigated by minimizing the length and the number of

corrugated pipes, i.e. a single pair for feed and return lines, and by using an inner

metal mesh.

Within the Module 1, however, to minimize the FIV disturbances, a quieter circuit

is created by exclusive use of smooth continuous pipes with deterministic fixed geom-

etry, as seen in Figure 2.10. Moreover, specially tailored smooth inner channels are
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Figure 2.13: Mechanical design of the main cooling manifold (CMF), the crystal cooling

block (CCB) and the colling manifold extension (CMX) in the LN2 distribution system

in the Module 1 of the HD-DCM, which are made transparent to highlight the smooth

inner channels to minimize flow-induced disturbances. The dimensions are given in

millimeters.

designed in the CMF, CMX and CCBs cryogenic parts, as depicted in Figure 2.13.

The CMF is an AISI 316L stainless steel part, made by additive manufacturing, with

an arterial-based concept, such that: the main LN2 flow is received from a stainless

steel pipe with an inner diameter of 7mm; then, the flow is split into nine thin stain-

less steel distribution pipes with inner diameters of 2mm; finally, the returning flow

is similarly collected from the thin distribution pipes into the common main outlet.

One inlet-outlet pair of these distribution pipes feeds the internally-cooled CMX, an

oxygen-free copper (OFC) part that works as a cold finger (or heat sink) for the copper

braids that cool the CR2s. The eight remaining C-shaped pairs feed and collect LN2

from the four OFC internally-cooled CCBs that are used to sandwich the two crys-

tals (see Figure 2.10). As such, the relatively compliant link required by kCMF CR1 in

Section 2.4.1.7 results from the parallel stiffness of four of these pairs per crystal, for

which the tube diameter and C-shape geometry are essential. To improve tempera-

ture homogeneity and partially balance flow-induced forces, each CCB has two parallel

channels running the fluid in opposite directions. As additive manufacturing for OFC

was not yet readily available, the CMX and the CCBs are made of sectioned parts that

are brazed together. Eventually, the tubes in the manifold assembly are either brazed
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or welded to the parts, resulting in a single piece.

The CMF and the CMX are stiffly connected by AISI 316L stainless steel parts

and this set is fixed to the AF1. To achieve sufficiently high stiffness for kAF1 CMF

in Section 2.4.1.7 and sufficient thermal isolation a solution equivalently to the EFSs

is used. Three Grade 5 titanium sheets (with a fourth geometrically redundant sheet

for the stiff inlet and outlet tubes) are arranged in a triangular geometry that assures

exact constraining and defines a TC for the set. Although the CTE of titanium is six

times larger than that of Invar36®, the higher thermal stresses can still be handled

by its 6-fold higher strength, thus, making titanium an alternative in these thermally-

decoupling solutions.

2.4.2.1.2 Module 2 It is the sub-assembly with the 2nd crystals and the high-

dynamic control capabilities. As shown in Figure 2.14, it consists of: the two crystals

CR2s, their calibrated shims SH2s, and their high-conductivity and compliant cooling

braids HBR and CBRs; the short-stroke frame SHS (also known as MF2), holding

the crystals, three fiber interferometer assemblies IFAs, the homing pins HP2s and

the coils VCCs of the three VC assemblies VCAs; the balance mass BMS, with the

magnets VCMs of the VCAs; and the auxiliary frame AF2 — not shown in Figure 2.6,

but actually making the interface with the long-stroke structure —, which holds the

two sets of three FLSs for the SHS and the BMS, the motion end-of-strokes EOSs and

the so-called gravity compensators GRCs for the SHS and the BMS, and drives the

HBR.

2.4.2.1.2.1 Second Crystals (CR2s) The design of the CR2s, also made of

high-purity silicon ingots, is shown in Figure 2.15. Their length is severely impacted

by the minimal-positioning-DoF approach (see Section 2.4.1.1), since it must cope with

the changing beam footprint and, especially, the beam-walk over the complete main

angular stroke. On the other hand, as compared with the CR1s, their height can

be shorter, being defined by dynamics and the bending stiffness around the Ux’-axis.

Deterministic fixation to the SHS and alignment correction is again achieved via three

points through the Grade 5 titanium SH2s. As the SH1s, the SH2s also have flexural

extensions with threaded holes as joint nuts, in this case, to facilitate the mechanical

fixation of temperature sensors and the CBRs. Also as in the Module 1, clamping to

the SHS is made by means of long bolts and stacked steel disk spring washers.

2.4.2.1.2.2 Short-Stroke Frame (SHS) The main aspects of the design of

the SHS are shown in Figure 2.16. For exactly the same reasons discussed for the

MF1, the SHS is also made of a 40mm-thick Invar36® block. Also as in the MF1, two

sets of three flexures in the SHS hold the CR2s, taking the thermal gradient between the

CR2 and the SHS — which operate at 155K and 250K, respectively —, and creating

TCs for the shrinkage of the crystals. Again, the orientations of the flexures respected
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Figure 2.14: Mechanical design of the Module 2 in the HD-DCM. Top: Symmetrical cross-

sectional view with reference dimensions given in millimeters, highlighting the main

components: crystals (CR2s), shims (SH2s), high-conductivity cooling braid (HBR),

compliant cooling braids (CBRs), short-stroke frame (SHS), interferometer assemblies

(IFAs), homing pins (HP2s), short-stroke folded leafsprings (FLSSHS), short-stroke

gravity compensators (GRCSHS), short-stroke end-of-strokes (EOSSHS), balance mass

(BMS), balance mass folded leafsprings (FLSBMS), balance mass gravity compensators

(GRCBMS), balance mass end-of-strokes (EOSBMS), voice-coil assemblies (VCAs), and

auxiliary frame 2 (AF2). Bottom: Partially exploded view.
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Figure 2.15: Mechanical design of the 2nd crystals (CR2s) in the Module 2 of the HD-DCM.

The crystal in the negative Ux’-axis hemisphere is shown for reference, whereas the one

in the positive Ux’-axis hemisphere is simply the mirrored design. Top: side view for

beam footprint and beam-walk at 3◦ and 60◦ with the nominal vertical beam offset of

18mm. Middle and bottom: top and side views, respectively, with main dimensions in

millimeters, and indications for the through-holes for the fixation to the short-stroke

frame (SHS), and for clamping of the compliant cooling braid (CBR) and a temperature

sensor.

volume restrictions and prioritized dynamic performance over the resulting positions

of the TCs.

Differently from the MF1, however, with the long crystals and out of the path of the

beam, a more convenient triangular symmetry can be obtained. Also, differently from

the MF1, instead of having its position defined by the EFSs, the SHS is supported on

the AF2 by the three FLSSHS, whose stiffnesses are addressed in [23]. The triangular

arrangement of the FLSs, with their folding lines on the Ux’Uz’-plane symmetrically

constrain the Ux’, Uz’ and Ry’ DoFs. With the 121mm lever-arm, sufficient compli-

ance and stroke capability is achieved for Uy’, Rx’ and Rz’, whereas the Ry’ stiffness is

increased. Using 0.25mm-thick AISI 301 stainless steel FLSs, for its Young’s modulus,
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Figure 2.16: Mechanical design of the short-stroke frame (SHS) in the Module 2 of the

HD-DCM. The top view highlights the two sets of embedded flexural structures (EFS)

for the 2nd crystals (CR2s), the set of three folded leafsprings (FLSSHS), and their

respective thermal centers (TCs). The positions of the interferometer assemblies (IFAs)

and the coils (VCC) of the voice-coil assemblies (VCAs) are at the vertices of the

equilateral triangle in dash-dotted lines. The dimensions are given in millimeters.

availability as sheet metal and high strength (as compared to 304 or 316 alloys, for

instance), the SHS is capable of maximum functional strokes of ±3mm and ±20mrad,

which are limited by the EOSSHS on the AF2, and EOSSHS-BMS between the SHS and

the BMS. The operational ranges are eventually smaller, about ±1.5mm in translation,

to minimize power dissipation in the VCs, and ±1mrad, because of the tolerances in

the interferometers. The CBRs are braids with limited conductivity, but compliant

enough for these ranges of motion with low forces.

The FLSSHS also create a TC for the SHS and take the gradient between the SHS

and the AF2, which operates at RT. Regarding the Uy’-axis, it is important to have

the plane of folding lines of the FLSs as close as possible to the center of gravity of the

SHS together with its related parts, because this reduces coupling in controlling Uy’,

Rx’ and Rz’ DoFs. Moreover, the perpendicularity between the sections within each

FLS is important for the appropriate alignment of the SHS with respect to the AF2.
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Figure 2.17: Mechanical design of the metrology and actuation assemblies in the short-

stroke frame (SHS) in the Module 2 of the HD-DMC: (a) fiber interferometer assembly

(IFA), with the interferometer head (IFH) and its alignment frame (IFF), providing

tip-tilt (in Rx’ and Rz’ axes) adjustment via flexural hinges; (b) coil (VCC) of the

voice-coil assembly (VCA) and its mounting frame (VCF), which is fixed to the short-

stroke frame (SHS) via a set of three embedded flexural structures (EFSs). (Arbitrary

scale for clarity.)

Finally, the sharpness in the folding lines of the FLSs is a critical aspect, since it is

related to how close these elements effectively are to the desired theoretical single-DoF

constraint. In the FLSSHS, a bending radius of 0.5mm is specified.

Having this specific configuration and 100mm lever-arm for the IFAs and the VCAs:

nanoradian-level metrology and control can be achieved with the sub-nanometer-level

resolution of the interferometers; reasonable torque can be obtained from relatively

small forces; and the highly-desirable collocated control can be implemented. As de-

tailed in Figure 2.17a, the IFAs are composed of the interferometer heads IFHs and

Grade 5 titanium frames IFFs, used for fixation and manual offline alignment of the

IFHs, with a range of ±20mrad and resolution below 0.5mrad.

Shown in Figure 2.17b is the mounting concept of the three VCCs to the SHS via

the mounting frames VCFs. The three EFSs provide convenient thermal resistance

between the VCCs and the SHS, such that the SHS still works as a heat sink for the

heat generated in the VCCs, but the coils are kept above 240K, as specified by the

supplier10. Naturally, the flexures also provide compliance for the relative expansion

of the aluminum frame of the coil with respect to the SHS. The original material

selected for the VCFs was Invar36®, but it was found to lead to non-linear negative

stiffness effects within the motion range of the VCs because of stray magnetic fields in

the commercial VCs. Indeed, depending on the relative position of the magnets in the

BMS with respect to the coils in the SHS during operation, residual leaking fields would

interact differently with the VCFs and cause inconvenient variable attraction forces,

10Initial estimates for the temperature of the SHS were 210K. In practice, because of stronger

black-body radiation effects, the SHS was found to operate at 250K.
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which would required additional control efforts. Thus, the material was changed to

Inconel 625, which is another convenient non-magnetic option for EFSs with thermal

isolation.

Finally, as with the HP1s, the three Invar36® HP2s work as extensions of the

SHS, shortening the alignment loop between the metrology frames MF1 and SHS, and

defining the reference for the offline alignment of the IFFs with respect to the MIRs in

the MF1.

2.4.2.1.2.3 Balance Mass (BMS) The AISI 316 stainless steel frame of the

BMS follows the same triangular shape of the SHS, such that, together with the

magnets of the VCs (VCMs, not shown) and accessories, the sub-assembly results

in mass and mass moments of inertia that are similar to those of the SHS sub-assembly

(see [23]). Moreover, it is supported on the AF2 by the set of three FLSBMS, which are

identical to the FLSSHS, reaching similar suspension frequencies between 6 to 10Hz.

Thus, reaction forces in the control of the SHS can be filtered over most of the fre-

quency range in which dynamic effects are critical, whereas the displacement of the

frame can be maintained within reasonable limits — i.e. the stiffness is sufficiently

high, so that the operational forces do not lead to excessively large motion.

With the EOSBMS on the AF2, the BMS stroke is also ±3mm, which results in

maximum relative displacement between the SHS and the BMS of 6mm, within the

range of 6.5mm of the VC11. Also the aforementioned maximum angular range of

±20mrad given by the EOSSHS-BMS is defined by the clearance in the VCs. Finally, as

the BMS works at RT, having magnets on it allow not only the SHS assembly to be

as light as possible, reducing actuation forces and power dissipation, but also the cold

SHS to properly drain the heat generated in the coils.

2.4.2.1.2.4 Auxiliary Frame 2 (AF2) Analogously to the AF1 in the Module

1, not only does the 5083-O aluminum AF2 simplify the manipulation of the Module

2 and its assembly to the LOS, but it also defines a RT interface for the rest of the

system via active temperature control. Moreover, in addition to the hard-stops EOSSHS

and EOSBMS for the SHS and the BMS, the AF2 also holds the gravity compensators

GRCSHS and GRCBMS for both sub-assemblies.

As the name suggests, GRCs are nearly-constant-force low-stiffness springs that

can be adjusted to make the SHS and the BMS float around their nominal positions,

minimizing gravity-related offsets and actuation efforts. In particular, the DCM ge-

ometry leads to the following effect: as the main angle increases, the Uy’-axis gravity

component decreases, such that the constant force of the GRCs further pulls both the

SHS and the BMS in the positive Uy’-axis direction, which happens as the gap between

crystals also needs to increase (see Figure 2.5). Consequently, a natural outcome of

the rotation causes the GRCs to partly compensate the gap adjustment requirements,

reducing otherwise larger actuation forces of the VCs and/or displacement in the LOS.

11The hardware models are detailed in [23].
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The AF2 also makes the mechanical intermediate interface between the Module 2

and the HBR cooling braid, which is connected to the CMX at its cold end. Thus, a

traveling heat sink is created over the motion range of the LOS, such that the forces of

this high-conductivity stiffer braid can be managed with minimum influence on the SHS

and the CR2. In this interface, thermal isolation is achieved by means of embedded

flexures in a Grade 5 titanium part mounted in series with a low-conductivity PEEK

plastic part.

2.4.2.1.3 LOS and GOF Modules Shown in Figure 2.18, they are the largest

structures within the core of the HD-HDM, being responsible for the long linear and

rotational operational ranges, respectively. The LOS Module consists of the long-

stroke frame LOS, the FLSLOS, and the scale of the absolute linear encoder ENCLOS.

In turn, the GOF Module, is composed of: the main rotating goniometer frame GOF;

the reading head of the ENCLOS; the long-stroke actuator sub-assembly LSA; coupling

membranes MEMs, struts STTs and strut clamps STCs to the goniometer; a local

radiation shield RSH; and the cryogenic cooling tubes CCTs.

2.4.2.1.3.1 Long-Stroke Frame (LOS) Made of a single 5083-O aluminum

block for mechanical-tolerance budgets, the LOS is supported on the GOF by two

sets — one at the bottom side and one at the top — of stronger 0.8mm-thick AISI

301 FLSs, whose stiffnesses are addressed in [23]. For them, a bending radius of

1mm is specified due to the higher thickness. Each set of FLSLOS alone has the same

triangular symmetry used in the SHS and the BMS, i.e. with piston-tip-tilt free DoFs.

Yet, by separating the two sets in the Uy’-axis — in this case, by a distance slightly

over 0.5m —, the free rotational DoFs become mutually constrained, such that only

the piston motion remains. Technically, 5 FLSs would be sufficient to constrain the

required DoFs, however, this over-constraining with 6 FLSs was intentionally made for

dynamic reasons, with advantageous symmetry and stiffness results for the LOS and

no detrimental influence on Module 2. The maximum feasible linear stroke of ±6.5mm

in Uy’-axis is eventually reduced to an operational range of about ±3mm, since part

of the total gap stroke of 9mm is fulfilled by the SHS (see the discussion in the sub-

section about the AF2 in Section 2.4.2.1.2). This is beneficial to minimize changes in

the rotational inertia of the core over the full rotation and to reduce the torque in the

rotary stages.

2.4.2.1.3.2 Long-Stroke Actuator (LSA) The stepper-driven ball-bearing-

based LSA, depicted in details in Figure 2.19, has a cam concept and lies under the

GOF, acting on the LOS from below. The motor drives a worm wheel that is locked

to an eccentric shaft, which, in turn, drives the plunger over a limited section of a cir-

cumference of radius of 12mm, working as a two-bar mechanism. With microstepping

and high-resolution metrology, the position of the LOS can be controlled within about

10 nm with an encoder resolution of 5 nm.
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Figure 2.18: Mechanical design of the LOS and GOF Modules in the HD-DCM. Top: Or-

thographical view with reference dimensions given in millimeters, highlighting the main

components: long-stroke frame (LOS), long-stroke folded leafsprings (FLSLOS), long-

stroke absolute linear encoder (ENCLOS), long-stroke actuator (LSA), main rotating

frame (GOF), coupling membranes (MEMs), coupling struts (STTs) and their clamps

(STCs), radiation shield (RSH), and cryogenic cooling tubes (CCTs). Bottom: Par-

tially exploded view.
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For alignment and motion, the plunger, which is made of STAVAX (stainless steel

AISI 420) for high yield strength, is connected to the LOS via a set of crossed hinges

with Rx’ and Rz’ compliance, thus creating a high-stiffness single-axis actuator. For

the LOS, it is important to have the EOSLOS at the worm-wheel side of the actuator,

instead of directly at the load, so that excessive tension and/or compression in the

crossed hinges — given by the large mechanical leverage of the actuator mechanism

—, can be prevented.

2.4.2.1.3.3 Goniometer Frame (GOF) Also made of a single aluminum 5083-

O block for mechanical-tolerance budgets (except for a complementary stiffening plate

around the LSA and for a few balancing weights), the GOF is supported on the go-

niometer by the MEMs, STTs and STCs. As illustrated in Figure 2.20, the MEMs,

made of thick 5083-O aluminum plates, are machined in a way to create a reinforced

flexural membrane between their outer rings — which are connected to the GOF —,

and their inner rings — fixed to the rotors of the rotary stages. Each membrane is

stiff in the Uy’, Uz’ and Rx’ axes, but compliant in the remaining DoFs. Indeed, since

each stage individually defines a rotation axis, the MEMs prevent over-constraining in

the full assembly. Therefore, the system can safely handle machining and alignment

tolerances over the assembly chain, as well as wobbling and eccentricity in the stages,

and thermal expansion effects. The relative distance between the MEMs mutually con-

strain Ry’ and Rz’ DoFs of GOF, just as in the LOS Module with the FLSLOS. The

Ux’-axis, however, would remain free. Once no translational free DoF is desired in the

GOF, this is corrected as a final assembling step, by the AISI 316 stainless steel STTs

and STCs, also shown in Figure 2.20. They work in parallel with the MEMs, between

the GOF and the rotors of the goniometer with the STTs being more compliant than

the MEMs in Uy’, Uz’, Rx’, Ry’ and Rz’ axes, but axially stiff in Ux’.

The GOF anchors the inlet and outlet ways of the flexible corrugated pipes and the

stiff smooth pipes of the CCTs, which is the part of cryogenic circuit between the vessel

and the Module 1. Thermal isolation in the anchoring points is achieved once again via

PEEK parts, whereas RT is maintained via local active temperature control. Finally,

the GOF also holds a small assembly of 3mm-thick tungsten blades that make the

shield RSH. The heavy metal covers as much solid angle as possible around the impact

point of the incoming beam on the CR1s, reducing the extent of parasitic diffracted

beams (glitches) and scattered X-rays within the core of the HD-DCM, which might

lead to unpredicted heat loads on different parts and damage of parts and electronic

components.

2.4.2.2 Goniometer Module

It is the interface between the Core Module and the Bench Module, being responsible

for the main rotation of the instrument in the Rx-axis with respect to the incoming

beam over the operational range between 3◦ and 60◦. The maximum angular range

between −5◦ and 65◦ is mainly limited by the corrugated pipes of the CCTs, but it
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Figure 2.19: Mechanical design of the long-stroke actuator (LSA) in the GOF Module

of the HD-DMC: Top: Orthographical cross-sectional view, highlighting the stepper

motor, the worm-gear coupling, the end-of-stroke EOSLOS, the eccentric shaft on ball

bearings, and the plunger with crossed hinges with Rx’ and Rz’ compliance. Bottom:

Side cross-sectional view, with the eccentric geometry of 12mm of radius as a two-bar

mechanism. (Arbitrary scale for clarity.)
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is anyhow broader than the limitations imposed by the beam and the crystals. As

shown in Figure 2.21, it consists of: the rotary stages made of the stators STAs and

the rotors ROTs; the supports SUPs to the base flange of the vessel VES (interfacing

to the bench); and safety optical switch SSW and hard-stops EOSGOF.

Having bearings at both sides of the core distributes the payload and balances the

system, allowing for better dynamics. Commercial rotary stages have been selected to

reduce initial development costs. They can be both active stages, or, as in the first

units of the HD-DCM, a combination of an active stage, with a direct drive motor

and an optical encoder, at one side, and a simpler passive bearing, at the other side.

The current choice breaks the control symmetry and concentrates the power in a single

motor, but simplifies control needs and reduces costs of additional hardware. With a

high-resolution encoder and control bandwidth around 20 to 30Hz (see [23]), typical

positioning control level at stand-still has been around 25 nrad RMS.

The SUPs have been designed to fit the rotary stages with high-stiffness connections

in all DoFs. They are made of 5083-O aluminum blocks with V-shaped seats for the

STAs, including a flexural hinges to accommodate possible machining mismatching

regarding the perpendicularity of the housings of the stages. The purpose is optimizing

the local contact between the STAs and the SUPs for stiffness and reducing the risks of

extra stresses on the bearings. In addition to the constraints imposed by the V-seats,

a complementary connection point at the base plate of the housings improves Ux, Ry
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Figure 2.20: Mechanical design of the membranes (MEMs), struts (STTs) and strut clamps

(STCs) in the GOF Module in the HD-DMC. (a): Quarter-sectional view of the MEM,

highlighting its inner ring, connected to the rotor (ROT) of the goniometer, its outer

ring, connected to the goniometer frame (GOF), and the decoupling reinforced flexure

in between; (b) Cross-sectional view of the STT and the STC, highlighting the four

crossed hinges of the STT, the interface of the STT with the GOF, the interface of the

STC with the MEM, and the conical clamp between the STT and the STC.
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Figure 2.21: Mechanical design of the Goniometer Module in the HD-DMC. Orthographical

view with reference dimensions given in millimeters, highlighting the main components:

goniometer rotors (ROTs) and stators (STAs), mounting supports (SUPs), end-of-

stroke (EOSGOF), and safety optical switch (SSW). The bottom flange of the vessel

(VES), to which the SUPs are connected, is also shown for a reference. The inset depicts

the V-shaped seat for the rotary stages with a flexural hinge for fitting optimization.

and Rz constraints for each stage. For maximum stiffness, the SUPs are directly bolted

to the bottom flange, which, in turn, is directly bolted to upper granite block of the

bench.

2.4.2.3 Bench Module

As depicted in Figure 2.22, the Bench Module includes the granite supporting structure

and the vacuum infrastructure for the system. It consists of: the four levelers LEVs;

the two-level granite bench GR1 and GR2; the stepper actuator GAC; embedded air-

bearing pads EAPs, commercial air-bearing pads CAPs, a timing belt BLT and its

clamp BLC, absolute linear encoders ENCGRA, and safety hard-stops EOSGRA between

GR1 and GR2; laser-tracker targets LTTs for global alignment at the beamline; the

vacuum vessel VES, including electric and LN2 feedthroughs, vacuum sensors, valves,

safety seals and viewports; and the main ionic pump ION. The height of the system is
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Figure 2.22: Mechanical design of the Bench Module in the HD-DCM. Top: Orthographical

view with reference dimensions given in millimeters, highlighting the main components:

four levelers (LEVs); granite frames (GR1 and GR2); stepper-motor-based actuator

(GAC), absolute linear encoders (ENCGRA) and safety hard-stop (ENCGRA) for posi-

tioning of GR1 in Ux-axis; laser-tracker targets (LTT) for alignment procedures during

the installation at the beamline; the vacuum vessel (VES), and the ionic pump (ION).

Bottom: Partially exploded view, highlighting the embedded (EAP) and commercial

air-bearing pads (CAP), the driving belt (BLT) at GR1 and the belt clamp (BLC) at

GR2, as the mechanical solution for positioning of GR1 in Ux-axis with respect to the

incoming beam at the beamline and user selection between the silicon crystal sets.
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mainly resulting from the height of the beam, nominally 1.4m above the floor, whereas

the footprint is mainly dictated by the sizes of the core and the goniometer modules.

As the HD-DCM must be correlated with the beam source over tens of meters and

beamline feedback is an uncertain variable, low-stiffness suspension and low-frequency

decoupling of the instrument with respect to the floor may not be feasible. Thus, as a

first approach, the bench is supported on four high-stiffness wedge-type LEVs, which

have originally been designed in house for Sirius storage ring, with maximum stroke of

±2.5mm and resolution of 1 µm. They are driven by stepper motors and linear gauges

are used as feedback to measure the distance between the GR1 and the floor at the

four specific locations. Together, they allow for adjustment of the MCS in Uy, Rx and

Rz axes. The four-point suspension was chosen for symmetry, load distribution and

accessibility reasons, but might lead to imbalance, which are overcome with simple

positioning strategies with open-loop iterative feedback.

For the main structures, granite has been selected not only due to its thermal and

mechanical properties, but also its availability and costs. Indeed, given the low CTE,

low thermal conductivity and large thermal inertia (given their large masses), together

with the controlled environment of beamlines, drifting effects become significantly re-

duced. Moreover, granite has its Young’s modulus comparable to that of aluminum

and is mechanically extremely stable, with negligible aging effects. Equivalent per-

formances with steel or aluminum alternative concepts would come with higher costs

and/or complexity.

The GR1 and the GR2 exist as separate parts to complement the LEVs, i.e. to

allow for positioning of the core with respect to the beam in Ux and Ry axes. Since all

motion in the bench is part of initial setup, but not of operation of the HD-DCM with

the beam, the interface between the GR1 and the GR2 is made by means of the EAPs

and CAPs, which can be turned off at convenience, assuring a high-stiffness interface

that is free of lubrication, wear and regular maintenance. This solution also allows for

the implementation of the two DoFs through a single interface layer, which prevents

additional elements and interfaces in the stiffness chain.

The EAPs consist of four air-pads sculpted in the GR2, defining deterministic lever-

arms for the distribution of loads and moments. Again, three pads would be the ideal

configuration to prevent four-point imbalance, however, the geometry and loads were

not favorable to it. To mitigate this risk, the top block was designed to be thick

enough for the distribution of forces, but simultaneously thin enough to deform and

accommodate residual manufacturing lapping deviations of a few microns with the

distributed load. The CAPs, in turn, are arranged in two sets of two commercial pads

that are fixed to the GR2 and run in a groove at the top side of the GR1. Thus, a

translational axis driven by the GAC and the BLT is created, with maximum stroke

of ±50mm and resolution around 1 µm, which is operated by the scientists and users

for the selection of the desired set of crystals for each experiment.

By manual adjustment — or motorized adjustment with upgrade modules — of the

CAP sets in the Uz-axis inside the groove, a small Ry rotation for alignment is possible.
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Feedback for Ux and Ry are obtained by means of combinations of the readings of the

two ENCGRA, positioned upstream and downstream, with the scales fixed to the GR1

and the heads to the GR2. As the Ry adjustment is small, it stays within the yaw

angular alignment tolerances of the encoders of ±12mrad. The EOSGRA are present

upstream and downstream between the GR1 and the GR2 to prevent excessively large

displacements of the GR2, which might result in critical vacuum and/or mechanical

accidents.

2.5 Conclusions and Discussions

Standard X-ray DCM designs have gradually evolved over four decades on the basis of

high-stiffness mechanical architectures, which may have reached insurmountable limi-

tations regarding positioning errors and scanning capabilities as required for the new

challenges of 4th-generation synchrotron light source beamlines. Without doubt, the

critical limitation is keeping the angular stability between crystals within about 10 nrad

RMS over frequency ranges of up to 1 or 2 kHz for compatibility with fast detectors.

Indeed, not only do DCMs suffer from design challenges in making large rotations of

typically several tens of degrees in the core, together with relative translations in the

crystals by several millimeters, but they also respond to several disturbance agents, in-

cluding flow-induced vibrations. While typical stand-still fixed-energy angular stability

currently spans from 50 to several hundreds of nrad RMS in different vertical-bounce

DCMS, as motion disturbances act on traditional systems during fly-scans the errors

often exceed several µrad RMS.

The HD-DCM is the first beamline vertical-bounce DCM to achieve the range of

10 nrad RMS up to 2.5 kHz, not only in stand-still condition, but even during fly-

scans — which is only possible due to its decoupled mechatronic architecture, that

is capable of reaching a closed-loop control bandwidth around 250Hz for sufficient

noise suppression and trajectory-following capabilities. Compared to state-of-the-art

standard DCMs, it shows improvements of even a hundred fold (or more), allowing for

increased quality of existing experiments and processes, and eventually enabling new

science opportunities.

These “first-time-right” achievements from scratch would not have been possible

without the systems approach incorporating the Dynamic Error Budgeting workflow

that is presented in [23]. Here, the engineering requirements, the overall architec-

ture and the mechanical design of the several modules that build the HD-DCM are

presented in sufficient detail to share with the community the principles and insights

that are aligned with the required predictive design methodology. In addition to the

innovative control-based architecture, the original design concepts include minimal po-

sitioning DoFs, long-stroke and short-stroke arrangement, smooth motion guiding and

actuation, inter-crystal metrology, crystal mounting, and decoupled cooling, which are

deep paradigm changes within this class of instruments.

To conclude, this is only the first DCM of its kind, such that there are still many of
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opportunities for upgrades and customizations in the years to come. This is important

because, as an instrument in the core of a research environment, science opportunities

will be continuously pushing. Thus, even though the basic original specifications have

been met, investigations including alternative control strategies, optimizations in the

core, and changes in the long-stroke actuator, in the goniometer and in the bench are

currently ongoing. With the HD-DCM-Lite project, many of these aspects will already

be covered in the near future.
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2.A List of Abbreviations

AF1 Auxiliary frame 1

AF2 Auxiliary frame 2

BCS Beam coordinate system

BLC Timing belt clamp

BLT Timing belt

BMS Balance mass

BPM Beam position monitor

CAP Commercial air-bearing pad

CBR Compliant cooling braid

CCB Crystal cooling block

CCG Crystal cage

CCT Cryogenic cooling tube

CIP Complementary isolation pads

CMF Cooling manifold

CMX Cooling manifold extension

CNPEM Brazilian Center for Res. Energy and Materials

CR1 1st crystal

CR2 2nd crystal

CS Coordinate system

CTE Coefficient of thermal expansion

DCM Double-Crystal Monochromator

DEB Dynamic Error Budgeting
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DoF Degree of freedom

EAP Embedded air-bearing pad

EFS Embedded flexural structure

ENC Encoder

EOS End of stroke

ESRF European Synchrotron Radiation Facility

EUV Extreme ultravioleta

FE Finite element

FLS Folded leaf-spring

FIV Flow-induced vibrations

GAC Granite actuator

GOF Goniometer frame

GND Ground/floor

GR1 Bottom granite block

GR2 Top granite block

GRC Gravity compensator

HBR High-conductivity cooling braid

HD-DCM High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochromator

HP1 Homing pin 1

HP2 Homing pin 2

IFA Fiber interferometer assembly

IFF Fiber inteferometer frame

IFH Fiber inteferometer head

ION Ionic pump

LINAC Linear Accelerator

LEV Leveler

LN2 Liquid nitrogen

LNLS Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory

LOS Long-stroke structure

LSA Long-stroke actuator

LTT Laser tracker target

MCS Main coordinate system

MEM Coupling membrane

MF1 Metrology frame 1

MF2 Metrology frame 2

MIR Plane mirrors

MLS Manifold leaf-springs

OFC Oxygen-free copper

RCS Rotating coordinate system

RMS Root mean square

ROT Goniometer rotor

RSH Radiation shield
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RT Room temperature

SH1 Calibrated shim 1

SH2 Calibrated shim 2

SHS Short-stroke frame

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio

SSRF Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility

SSW Safety optical switch

STA Goniometer stator

STC Coupling strut clamp

STT Coupling strut

SUP Goniometer support

TC Thermal center

UHV Ultra-high vacuum

UV Ultraviolet

VC Voice-coil

VCA Voice-coil assembly

VCC Voice-coil coil

VCF Voice-coil frame

VCM Voice-coil magnet

VES Vacuum vessel
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Chapter3
Predictive Modeling through Dynamic

Error Budgeting applied to the

High-Dynamic Double-Crystal

Monochromator for Sirius Light Source

Abstract
To address recent and more stringent nanometer-level requirements in positioning stabil-

ity, the High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochromator (HD-DCM) has been in development

since 2015 for X-ray beamlines of Sirius, the 4th-generation light source at the Brazilian Syn-

chrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS). The unprecedented 10 nrad RMS (1Hz-2.5kHz) inter-

crystal parallelism in fixed and scanning modes represents improvements by factors of 5

and 100 with respect to state-of-the-art DCMs, respectively — which became possible only

due to its innovative isolated mechatronic architecture with high closed-loop performance,

rigorous precision engineering principles, and predictive design via Dynamic Error Budget-

ing (DEB). This work demonstrates the DEB methodology applied to the HD-DCM via a

three-dimensional-space mechatronic model based on a lumped-mass system of 11 rigid bod-

ies. Special attention is given to the disturbance models based on measurements and to

performance prediction in fixed-energy operation mode, which is finally compared with ex-

perimental results in the real system. Hence, this article presents the step-by-step predictive

modeling process of the HD-DCM as a successful case study on the efficient development

of innovative high-performance mechatronic machines, which could be a game changer in

synchrotron beamline instrumentation.

This chapter has been published as Geraldes et al. (2022b).

67
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3.1 Introduction

The High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochromator (HD-DCM) is introduced in [1],

as an innovative mechatronic system that has been in development since 2015 for X-

ray beamlines of Sirius, the 4th-generation light source at the Brazilian Synchrotron

Light Laboratory (LNLS) at the Brazilian Center for Research in Energy and Materi-

als (CNPEM), in Campinas, Brazil [2]. The motivation for this was overcoming core

limitations in existing fixed-exit X-ray Double-Crystal Monochromators (DCMs) via

deep paradigm changes, such that positioning errors could be improved in up to two

orders of magnitude, as required to take the most out of the exceptional properties

of this new-generation light sources [3, 4]. Indeed, with superior static and scanning

performances, the HD-DCM allows for enhanced quality in existing applications and

may eventually enable new science opportunities in fields ranging from biology, chem-

istry and medicine, to earth, energy and materials sciences, to name a few. By the end

of 2020, the MANACÁ and the EMA beamlines (see [1]) were already under commis-

sioning or in early operation at Sirius, relying on the HD-DCM as the monochromator.

Next, by 2022-2023, at least two beamlines should be supplied with new members of the

HD-DCM family, the so-called HD-DCM Lite, which is currently under development

for slightly different specifications.

The greatest achievement of the HD-DCM is its capacity of keeping the angu-

lar stability between its energy-defining silicon crystals within about 10 nrad RMS

(root mean square) in the frequency range between 1Hz and 2.5 kHz, either at fixed

wavelength or scanning modes [5, 6], whereas existing corresponding vertical-bounce

DCMs would respectively perform at best from 50 nrad RMS to several microradi-

ans [7]. The key change consists in replacing the classical open-loop or low-bandwidth

high-mechanical-stiffness designs by a decoupled mechatronic architecture with control-

based high-bandwidth closed-loop performance. Indeed, this has proven to be an essen-

tial enabling technology for the HD-DCM to reach sufficient disturbance-suppression

efficiency in handling cryogenic cooling, floor and motion disturbances, while complying

with the well-known severe operational conditions that include an ultra-high vacuum

(UHV) environment, high power loads and densities, and high radiation levels (see [1]).

Aiming at maximum efficiency in development time and costs, the HD-DCM project

has been realized according to a predictive modeling approach relying on the Dynamic

Error Budgeting (DEB) technique [8–12], as depicted in Figure 3.1. After specifications

were defined and system disturbances were identified, a conceptual design was elabo-

rated. From there, an iterative loop including the mechanical design, a mechatronic

model, controller designs and disturbance models was refined until requirements were

fulfilled and the final design could be obtained. In this way, the effects of the distur-

bances on the closed-loop dynamics of the mechatronic model of the instrument could

be investigated a priori, allowing for countless design changes and optimizations, and

building confidence towards the desired performance and the feasibility of the system,

thus allowing the development of a complex and entirely new instrument “first time
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Figure 3.1: The HD-DCM design process with the Dynamic Error Budgeting (DEB)

methodology (adapted from [9,10]).

right”.

Empowered by Dynamic Substructuring techniques [13] for the development of the

plant models, the DEB methodology has been used with high-modularity advantages at

various degrees of complexity. The analyses have spanned from selection of masses and

stiffnesses, to investigations on bandwidth and robustness, to parasitic stiffness effects

in flexural structures (due to non-linearities or misalignment), to damping and metrol-

ogy alignment effects, to name a few. This work presents the DEB toolbox that has

been developed over the course of this project and some of its results being compared

with experimental data, demonstrating its potential not only for early predictions but

also for continuous optimization.

The background about DCMs at beamlines and the engineering specifications, the

architecture and the detailed mechanical design of the HD-DCM can be found in [1],

which serves as an introductory reference to this work, including concepts and nomen-

clature. Here, its modeling framework is described and DEB results are presented.

Firstly, a short background and the step-by-step process concerning the creation of

the models and the application of the DEB methodology are presented in Section 3.2;

next, the actual mechatronic model of the HD-DCM is described in Section 3.3; after

that, the DEB results for fixed-energy operation mode are shown and compared with
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experimental data in the real system in Section 3.4; conclusions are elaborated in Sec-

tion 3.5; lastly, a list of abbreviations is provided in Section 3.A, and design-to-model

details in Section 3.B.

3.2 Modeling Methodology

Error budgeting is a well-known design tool in precision engineering, through which ge-

ometrical, thermal and measuring errors are explored as an attempt to predict machine

performances in terms of resolution, accuracy and repeatability [14, 15]. Traditional

static error budgeting, however, is not capable of evaluating the dynamic behavior of a

closed-loop control system and its disturbances, which is an essential aspect in mecha-

tronic machines with nanometer-level performance, such as the HD-DCM. To overcome

this limitation – by investigating how disturbances propagate through a closed-loop

system – DEB tools have been developed and successfully used over the last decade

in high-end applications, particularly in the semiconductors industry [8–12]. Hence,

the HD-DCM DEB modeling framework has been oriented to efficient concept valida-

tion and design assistance since the early phases of development. From preliminary

versions, the models have been modularly updated and refined as desired towards

higher-dimensional space and more degrees of freedom (DoFs), with higher degrees of

complexity and fidelity.

Regardless its particular development stage, the HD-DCM mechatronic model can

be described by the basic control loop diagram shown in Figure 3.2. It is worth noting

that in addition to the measured outputs, a model-based design has access to the true

outputs, i.e. the real states of the system, which in practice can never be probed —

Figure 3.2: Closed-loop control block diagram of the HD-DCM. In addition to the reference

inputs, a distinction is made between the true outputs, as the real states of the system,

and the measured outputs, which is a subset of these states as filtered by the sensors and

contaminated by their noise. The digital-to-analog converters (DACs), amplifiers, actu-

ators, mechanical structure, sensors and sensor electronics form the electromechanical

plant, which can be transformed via the input and output decoupling matrices Tu and

Ty, respectively, into the decoupled plant, as finally seen by the controller. The system

disturbances include DAC noise, amplifier noise, sensors noise, floor disturbances and

liquid nitrogen (LN2) disturbances.
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either because of unavailability of metrology or sensor noise contamination —, but via

the model may bring extended analyses possibilities, as explored in Section 3.4. The

disturbance agents that impact the closed-loop performance of the mechatronic system

in static operation, i.e. in the so-called fixed-energy mode (see [1]), are also made

explicit in the figure. In the so-called flys-scan mode (see [1]), in turn, mechanical

disturbances (from bearings, for example) and sensor errors (such as cyclic errors), as

well as reference-tracking limitations, may exist and be included in the models, but

these will not be addressed here for conciseness.

In the following subsections, the main DEB considerations, the choices for construc-

tion of the mechanical model, and the integration of the complete mechatronic model

using Matlab® for the extraction of DEB outputs are briefly explained.

3.2.1 Dynamic Error Budgeting Background

As detailed descriptions of DEB can be found in [9,10,12], only the main concepts and

assumptions are summarized here for completeness. The primary consideration is that,

in many applications, mechatronic systems can be sufficiently well described as linear

time-invariant (LTI) systems. Then, while the effects of deterministic disturbances can

be directly evaluated in LTI systems, the DEB method allows the effects of random

processes to be predicted as well.

Predictability can be achieved by considering the disturbances as stationary and

ergodic random processes or signals, i.e. those that can be described by their average

µ and their variance σ2, which are, by definition, not only invariant with time, but

also obtainable from a sufficiently large collection of samples. The characteristics of a

random process, defining the probability of a given sample falling in a certain range,

is defined by its Probability Density Function (PDF), whose most frequent example is

the Gaussian (or normal) distribution.

The reason behind the universal presence of the Gaussian distribution goes back

to the Central Limit Theorem [16], which states that the sum of independent random

variables will approach a Gaussian distribution as the number of variables increase,

even if the individual distributions are not Gaussian. As in nature, and in mechatronic

systems, in particular, systems generally depend on a large number of variables, they

tend to approach Gaussian distributions. Next, although correlated signals can be

handled if necessary, another practical assumption in the DEB is the consideration of

uncorrelated signals, i.e. signals with zero covariance, so that the resulting variance σ2
0

of n signals becomes

σ2
0 =

n∑
i=1

σ2
i . (3.1)

Moreover, as the PDF and the variance alone do not say anything about the time

behavior or the spectral signature of a random signal, its power spectral density (PSD)

S(f) can be considered for the analyses in the frequency domain. Then, it can be shown

(see [11]) that the Cumulative Power Spectrum (CPS) CPS(f), which is obtained by
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integration of S(f) from zero up to frequency f , is related to the variance as

CPS(f) = µ2 + σ2(f), (3.2)

where µ is the mean of the signal. In practice, for DEB purposes, µ can be considered

zero, as many of the variables and processes under analysis actually have zero mean,

and occasional static error components can be eliminated by the control loop or offsets

(see [10]). Furthermore, it can also be shown (see [11]) that the PSDs Si(f) and So(f)

of an input and an output signals, respectively, through an LTI system are related

according to the given transfer function (TF) H(f) with

So(f) = |H(f)|2Si(f). (3.3)

Then, from Equation (3.1), Equation (3.2) and Equation (3.3), the contributions of

several uncorrelated random disturbances to the output of a given closed-loop system

mechatronic model, such as the HD-DCM in Figure 3.2, can be independently investi-

gated over frequency via the squared Bode magnitudes of the corresponding TFs, and

added to a final performance prediction. In particular, via CPS plots (see Section 3.4)

the contributions can be graphically compared and the dominant frequencies can be

directly identified, assisting the iterative design work in the plant and/or the controller.

3.2.2 Mechanical Structure Model Formulation

Referring to Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, it is clear that the appropriate representation

of the mechanical design as part of the plant model in the closed-loop control diagram

is essential in the design process and performance predictions. To this end, from the

very beginning of the project until today, a lumped-mass description with rigid body

assumptions has been choice for the HD-DCM mechanical models.

Arguably, this remains a viable and sufficiently accurate alternative in this ap-

plication thanks to the systematic design of the mechanical parts and interfaces, as

explained in [1] and further discussed in the following sections. Compared with Finite

Element Analysis (FEA) alternatives, for example, the lumped-mass representation

allows for the DEB workflow to run with quicker iterations and simpler parametriza-

tion even before any detailed mechanical design is available. Within this construction,

the dominant characteristics of the system can be pragmatically explored with minor

setting and computing efforts, whereas even internal dynamics may be addressed as

specific additional lumps. Still, nothing prevents reduced FEA models or experimental

modal data from being used in the future.

The lumped models are built according to the Dynamic Substructuring (DS) or

Structural Dynamic Modification (SDM) techniques, which are equivalent approaches

that have been used for over five decades as powerful tools in the field of structural dy-

namics [13,17]. Yet, here, instead its original application in combining highly-complex

finite-element models, the concepts are used to create effective and versatile relatively

small lumped models. Indeed, within this concept, the final dynamic models are built
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from substructures, which are discrete structures that can be described as elements (or

functions) with a finite set of DoFs and coupled to each other at connection points.

An example for a single rigid body with three DoFs in a two-dimensional space is

illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Starting with a representation in the physical domain, the rigid bodies and supports

can be simply described by block-diagonal stacked matrices for mass Ms, damping Ds

and stiffness Ks, according to a stacked vector s for the DoFs. Then, by using the

concepts of Boolean B and Boolean localization L matrices and the primal formulation

in the physical domain (see [13]), the respective primal-assembled matrices M, D and

K can be obtained, and s can be reduced to the physical vector p, containing the

set of DoFs of the CoGs of the rigid bodies in a convenient basis in up to 6 DoFs

(i.e. Ux, Uy, Uz, Rx, Ry and Rz ). This DS process can be summarized in the steps

in Figure 3.4. Finally, including adapted damping Df and stiffness Kf matrices to

address the external forces that are created by displacements of the floor, the complete

equation of motion of the system can be written as

Mp̈+Dṗ+Kp = f +Df ṡf +Kfsf , (3.4)

where f is the force vector related to p, and sf and ṡf are the displacement and velocity

external inputs from the floor in the corresponding floor interface DoFs of the stacked

vector s.

Here, to comply with the LTI requirements, the matrices must be constant. Nonethe-

less, the effects of known variations and non-linearities in inertia and stiffness, for

example, can be investigated if desired by running complementary analyses with mod-

ified matrices. Furthermore, while the mass matrices can be easily obtained either

by analytical approximations (especially for initial models) or from a CAD software,

and the stiffness matrices can be — together with assumptions for contact stiffness —

approximated analytically or extracted from finite element simulations, the definitions

Mass element CoG

��

��

�

Support element

Force point

Metrology point

Connection point

��

Figure 3.3: Lumped mass model of a single body with three degrees of freedom (DoFs)

(Ux, Uy and Rz ) in a two-dimensional space, exemplifying Dynamic Substructuring

(DS) with a mass element (1) and its center of gravity (CoG), and support elements

(2 and 3), coupled at connection points. Also illustrated are points of interest for force

and metrology, which can be geometrically related to the CoG for disturbance points,

actuators and sensors in the subsequent mechatronic model.
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models.
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Figure 3.5: Dynamic Error Budgeting (DEB) workflow for the HD-DCM with proportional

damping approximation. DS stands for Dynamic Substructuring, TF for transfer func-

tion, PSD for power spectral density and CPS for cumulative power spectrum.

for damping, on the other hand, may not be as obvious.

The HD-DCM models have been developed with proportional damping approxima-

tion, for the sake of simplicity, but also due to: 1) relatively clear decoupling strategies

for different DoFs (see [1]); and 2) to separate intrinsically low-frequency dynamics

with higher damping — related to the floor, bearings, meshed braids and actuators

(as detailed in Section 3.3.1) — from small-damping high-frequency resonances in vac-

uum. As such, the undamped system can be initially fully described by M and K

matrices, whereas damping can be more easily applied from a modal representation.

In this case, the damping fractions can be estimated from experience or measured from

complementary experimental setups.

Lastly, the mechanical model can be conveniently written in a linear state space

form for the subsequent modeling steps. That way, points of interest out of the center of

gravity (CoG), as exemplified in Figure 3.3, can be considered via the state space input

vector and matrix — for forces related to mechanical disturbances and actuators —

and the state space output vector and matrix — for displacements related to metrology

sensors (see also [18] for an example on such transformations).

3.2.3 Mechatronic Model Formulation for DEB

Over the course of the development of the HD-DCM project, a toolbox for DEB based

on DS has been written by the authors in Matlab®. A summary describing the process

of taking user inputs and building state-space models up to the performance predictions

with CPSs is given by the diagram in Figure 3.5. In the particular case of proportional

damping, the undamped and unforced dynamic model is created first and animated

mode shapes are used for the identification of the system modes (see Figure 3.8), such

that the damping ratios can be applied individually. In the following section, the

application of the described methodology to a system with nanometer-level positioning

errors is given with the latest HD-DCM model.
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3.3 HD-DCM Model

The HD-DCM modeling work started with a few bodies in one-dimensional space (i.e.

in a single axis) and single-control-loop models to guide the overall design concepts [19].

In particular, the main purpose was to prove the need for a conceptual change in the

fine positioning of the diffracting crystals in the so-called crystal cage (CCG), i.e. re-

placing the conventional high-stiffness piezo-driven DCM designs with limited control

bandwidth (BW) by a low-mechanical-stiffness and high-bandwidth mechatronic archi-

tecture, with force actuators and a balance mass (see [1] for the detailed discussion).

With time and successive iterations in the DEB development loop, the models have

been increased towards higher dimensions (multiple axes) — up to three-dimensional-

space models including all translations and rotations, i.e. Ux, Uy, Uz, Rx, Ry and

Rz axes —, more bodies and multiple control loops. In the following subsections,

the latest electromechanical plant model is first described in Section 3.3.1. Then, the

controller structures and decoupling matrices are discussed in Section 3.3.2. Finally,

all disturbances are detailed in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Electromechanical Plant Model

The electromechanical model is developed according to Figure 3.6, which is adapted

from [1]. Here the overscore is used to differentiate the model bodies from the physical

parts that are described there and mentioned in the following paragraphs for direct

correlation (see Section 3.A for a complete list of abbreviations). It consists of a

lumped-mass model with 11 bodies, reaching a total of 66 DoFs in the mechanical

model.

One actuator and one sensor are used between the granite bench (GRA) and the

rotor (ROT) as part of the Bragg control loop BRG in the θB-axis (negative Rx-axis)

— which is related to positioning the 1st crystals (CR1s) with respect to the X-ray

incoming beam for energy selection (see [1]). Additionally, three actuators and three

sensors are used for the three high-performance control loops in the CCG, namely:

GAP, PTC and RLL, in the Uy, Rx and Rz axes, respectively — which are related to

positioning the 2nd crystals (CR2s) with respect to the CR1s regarding the gap, and

the pitch and roll angles (see [1]). The actuators are placed between the short-stroke

frame (SHS) and the balance mass (BMS), whereas indirect metrology between the

CR1s and the CR2s is provided by the sensors between the metrology frame (MF1)

and the SHS. The remaining positioining DoFs described in [1], including the actuation

mechanisms for the GRA and the long-stroke frame (LOS), can be statically considered

as passive stiff links. The disturbances from floor vibrations are indicated in the ground

(GND), whereas liquid nitrogen (LN2) flow forces are depicted in the main rotating

frame (GOF) and in the CR1s (see [1]).
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Figure 3.6: Schematics for three-dimensional-space 11-body model of the HD-DCM. (Details

are given in the text.)

3.3.1.1 Mechanical Structure Model

The mechanical structure parts related to the lumped masses are shown in Figure 3.7,

while the more detailed correlation between them is given in Section 3.B for complete-

ness. With the drawings, the mass and mass moments of inertia with respect to the

CoG for each body, summarized in Table 3.1, can be automatically extracted from the

CAD software by the developed toolbox and used in the construction of the stacked

mass matrix.

Regarding the stacked stiffness matrix, the support stiffnesses must be specified,

whereas the geometric parameters are also automatically obtained from the CAD soft-

ware. The supports and stiffness numbers are summarized in Table 3.2, having started
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Figure 3.7: Parts of the mechanical structure (out of scale) related to the lumped masses

for the three-dimensional-space 11-body model of the HD-DCM (see [1]).

Table 3.1: Mass and mass moment of inertia parameters extracted from CAD for the 6-DoF

11-body model of the HD-DCM.

Body m [kg] Ixx [kg.m2] Iyy [kg.m2] Izz [kg.m2]

GRA 4.7e3 1.3e3 1.5e3 1.5e3

ROT 2.2e1 1.2e–1 1.1e–1 1.1e–1

GOF 1.9e2 1.1e1 8.0e0 1.5e1

MF1 6.2e0 1.5e–2 3.1e–2 1.8e–2

CR1 4.6e–1 2.6e–4 2.3e–4 1.7e–4

LOS 4.5e1 1.6e0 9.0e–1 1.8e0

SHS 5.9e0 1.8e–2 3.2e–2 1.8e–2

CR2 4.0e–1 8.5e–4 8.4e–4 1.1e–4

BMS 6.5e0 2.2e–2 4.1e–2 2.2e–2

as educated guesses and being gradually refined with FEA simulations and experi-

mental validations. Most of the local rotational stiffnesses K are dominated by linear

stiffnesses at given known distances, thus, they are mostly approximated to zero and
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Table 3.2: Translational and rotational stiffess parameters for the creation of stacked stiff-

ness matrix in the three-dimensional-space 11-body model of the HD-DCM: kx, ky and

kz are translational stiffnesses given in main coordinate system (MCS), whereas ku,

kw and kv are translational stiffnesses according to the embedded flexural structures

(EFSs) or folded leaf-springs (FLSs) conventions; Kx, Ky are Kz are rotational stiff-

nesses given in the MCS. See [1] for more details.

Body Base
Support

(Instances)

kx or ku
[N/m]

ky or kw
[N/m]

kz or kv
[N/m]

Kx

[Nm/rad]

Ky

[Nm/rad]

Kz

[Nm/rad]

GRA GND LEV (4) 3e8 7e8 (and 2e8) 3e8 0 0 0

ROT GRA Bearing (1) 1e8 2.5e8 1.6e8 2500 2.7e5 2.7e5

GOF ROT MEM + STT (1) 3e8 1e9 8e8 1e7 0 0

GOF GRA
Bearing +

MEM + STT (1)
7.2e7 2.2e8 1.4e8 0 0 0

MF1 GOF
EFS +

Interfaces (3)
2.5e7 5e7 5e7 0 0 0

CR1 MF1
EFS +

Interfaces (3)
4e6 2.5e7 2.5e7 0 0 0

LOS GOF FLSLOS (6) 1e4 2.4e7 3e5 0 0 0

LOS GOF LSA (1) 0 1.3e8 0 0 0 0

SHS LOS FLSSHS (3) 3.2e3 2.5e7 4.8e4 0 0 0

BMS LOS FLSBMS (3) 3.2e3 2.5e7 4.8e4 0 0 0

CR2 SHS
EFS +

Interfaces (3)
3.5e5 2.5e7 2e7 0 0 0

used only where necessary.

The GRA is supported on the floor by four levelers (LEVs), with a lower vertical

stiffness defined in one of them to emulate the inevitable partial imbalance caused by

the 4-point support. The ROT is constrained by the ball-bearing in the commercial

rotary stage. The GOF is supported both by the ROT at one side and by the GRA at

the other — the first interface being defined by the coupling membrane (MEM) and

strut (STT) (and STC), whereas the latter by the MEM and the STT, but also by the

passive ball-bearing, as a dummy commercial rotary stage, in series (see [1] for details

and also Section 3.A).

The MF1 is clamped to the GOF via the embedded flexural structures (EFSs) and

the complementary isolation pads (CIPs) in series (see [1]). As a matter of fact, from

the first HD-DCM system that was built this interface has been found to be critical

for dominant resonances in the PTC servo error in the CCG, as shown in Section 3.4.

Indeed, probably due to limited contact in the interfaces, the resulting supporting

stiffness of the MF1 is in practice one order of magnitude lower than the stiffness that

should be determined by the flexures. This lowers the suspension frequency of the MF1

from the original target above 1 kHz to about 500Hz, making it not only more sensitive

to the energy content of the LN2 flow forces at this frequency, but also inconveniently

within the sensitivity peak of the PTC control loop for the operational BW (see Sec-

tion 3.4.1). Hence, alternatives to improve the suspension frequency or damping (via

piezo elements, as in [20]) of the MF1, while preserving thermal management needs
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(see [1]), are under investigation.

The CR1s are clamped to the MF1 via their sets of EFS flexures and shims in series

(see [1]). Although the compliance of the interfaces with the shims also reduces the

originally designed stiffness from the flexures by one order of magnitude — especially

because the clamping force through the crystals is limited —, the effect is less critical

in terms of suspension frequencies due to the lower masses. So, here, sufficiently large

suspension (above 1 kHz) to minimize the excitations by the LN2 flow forces can still be

achieved. In these flexures, ku (see [1]) is made lower to accommodate for the thermal

expansion.

The suspension of the LOS on the GOF is made both by the set of six folded leaf-

springs (FLS) and by the long-stroke actuator (LSA), in which the vertical stiffness ky
is the only relevant complementary constraint (see [1]). Both the SHS and the BMS

are suspended on the LOS by their identical sets of three FLSs with piston-tip-tilt free

DoFs1 (see [1]). Finally, the CR2s are clamped to the SHS via their EFSs and shims

in series (see [1]), with the same remarks made for the CR1s being applicable.

With this information and following the substructuring steps described in Fig-

ure 3.4, a modal analyses can be made and animated mode shapes can be created and

investigated with the developed toolbox. An example is given in Figure 3.8 via snap-

shots illustrating the two critical mode shapes of the sub-assembly with the MF1 and

the CR1s on the GOF, which currently limit the crystals pitch servo error (Rx-axis)

just about the specification of 10 nrad, as discussed in Section 3.4. This step also

helps verifying the consistency of the model and guiding the proportional damping

definitions.

The mechanism of damping in a material or structure is, however, difficult to quan-

tify, such that one must generally rely on empirical results [15]. Thus, replacing prelim-

inary educated guesses based on experience, the current damping values were verified

via experimental modal analyses and plant identifications (not shown). For the in-

vacuum modes, the quality factor (Q) for the dominant peaks were found typically

between 180 and 250, such that 0.2% damping ratio is generically applied here aiming

at conservative predictions. The exceptions are: 30% in the main rotation mode of the

core, resulting from the internal damping of the commercial rotary stages; and 5% in

the SHS low-frequency modes, resulting from friction in the meshed braids and eddy

currents in the voice-coil (VC) actuator. Outside vacuum, 5% is used in the GRA

suspension modes, resulting from damping in the floor and friction in the levelers.

1The FLSs can be modeled via structural analyses in FEA softwares, but also predicted analytically

[21]. Something that is not explicit in analytical formulations, but is important because of possibly

relevant shifts in parasitic dynamics, is the loss in kw stiffness as the FLSs operate away of their neutral

line. This can be investigated with FEA simulations and plant variations in the DEB workflow.

Moreover, alignment tolerances and control robustness related to the FLSs can be investigated by

varying the nominal transformations of ku, kw and kv into the main coordinate system MCS. All these

analyses have been made for the HD-DCM and considered during design, defining manufacturing and

alignment guidelines, for example, but further diving into these details go beyond the purposes of the

paper.
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Figure 3.8: Side view screenshots of the animated mode shapes created by the DEB toolbox

for the three-dimensional-space 11-body model of the HD-DCM. Two different instants

(t0 and t1) are captured to show the resonances around 500Hz (top) and 1 kHz (bot-

tom). For visibility, the granite (GRA) and the rotor (ROT) bodies are not shown,

and the main rotating frame (GOF) and the long-stroke structure (LOS) are depicted

as wire frames. Fixed wire-frames for every body, more clearly visible for the MF1

and CR1 due to their large motions, also provide the nominal positions as references.

The center of gravity (CoG) of the lumps, both for the moving parts and the reference

wire-frames, are represented by stars. The color code follows Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7.

3.3.1.2 Actuation and Metrology

To create a predictable and realistic model of a high-bandwidth mechatronic system

based on a digital controller, some knowledge about the hardware and control sample

rates is required for appropriate discretization and delay considerations. Here, as in

the mechanical structure, the first models started with estimates and educated guesses,

being refined with the maturity of the project and experimental characterization.

The HD-DCM runs at a sample rate of 20 kHz, i.e. with an iteration time of 50 µs in
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an NI’s CompactRIO (cRIO) control platform. All actuators are controlled via the 16-

bit NI-9269 DAC (digital-to-analog converter) board, with an update time below 10 µs.

The Varedan’s LA-415-SA-T linear amplifier with current BW above 10 kHz is used

with the Aerotech’s APR260 S-240-83 rotary stage in the BRG loop, whereas Trust

Automation’s TA105 linear drives with current BW of 5 kHz are used with the Akribis’

AVM 40-HF-6.5 VCs in the high-dynamic module of the CCG. As for the sensors,

the rotary stage uses a high-resolution Renishaw’s TONIC optical rotary encoder with

32768 encoder lines and additional interpolation (x1000) to deliver a quadrature signal

with about 50 nrad/count at 10MHz. The CCG, in turn, uses SmarAct’s PicoScale C01

fiber-based Michelson interferometers, with 0.1 nm/count also as a quadrature signals

at 10MHz. Both quadrature signals are read by NI-9753 boards in cRIO, where the

internal pulse counters that provide the actual positions are downsampled to 20 kHz

in the FPGA — with averaging eventually made to reduce noise.

Since delay approximations are of particular interest for phase lag around the BW

frequencies, experimental plant identifications, not shown here due to limited space,

were carried out for the individual items. The results suggest that in the rotary stage

chain (LA415-APR260-TONIC) the time delay is around 250µs, whereas in the VC

chain (TA105-AVM40-PicoScale) it is below 50µs. Thus, the electromechanical plant

model is discretized at 20 kHz using zero-order-hold (ZOH) to account for the DAC

board, with 5 and 1 additional samples of delay for the BRG and three CCG loops,

respectively.

3.3.2 Controller

Even though the HD-DCM model is a Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) sys-

tem, it has been designed to be sufficiently decoupled in its controlled DoFs to be

addressed as four independent Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) systems, namely:

BRG, GAP, PTC and RLL. This greatly simplifies the design of independent con-

trollers, which can be done according to the loop shaping technique [12, 22] — with

low-order controllers being manually tailored towards robustness via iterative analyses

of the open-loop frequency responses and closed-loop functions. Deeper analyses for

the low interaction among control loops, stability, robustness and different controllers

go beyond the scope of this paper, but will be discussed in a separate article under

preparation. Here, only the essential elements and control strategy for a simple and

robust implementation are described for completeness.

3.3.2.1 Control Decoupling Matrices

Indeed, sufficiently decoupled control loops for SISO designs are obtained with the

geometry-based control matrices Tu and Ty introduced in Figure 3.2 (for a similar
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analysis, see also [18]). The input matrix Tu is defined as
BRGa1

CCGa1

CCGa2

CCGa3

 = Tu


BRGc

GAPc
PTCc
RLLc

 , (3.5)

Tu =


1 0 0 0

0 1/3 (2/3)r−1
a 0

0 1/3 −(1/3)r−1
a (

√
3/3)r−1

a

0 1/3 −(1/3)r−1
a −(

√
3/3)r−1

a

 , (3.6)

where: BRGc, GAPc, PTCc and RLLc are the control efforts of each loop; BRGa1,

CCGa1, CCGa2 and CCGa3 are the torque between the ROT and the GRA, and the

forces in the three VCs between the SHS and the BMS in the CCG loops; and ra is

the VC radius with respect to the CoG of SHS (see [1]).

The measurement output matrix Ty, in turn, is defined as
BRGm

GAPm
PTCm
RLLm

 = Ty


BRGs1

CCGs1

CCGs2

CCGs3

 , (3.7)

Ty =


1 0 0 0

0 1/3 1/3 1/3

0 (2/3)r−1
s −(1/3)r−1

s −(1/3)r−1
s

0 0 (
√
3/3)r−1

s −(
√
3/3)r−1

s

 , (3.8)

where: BRGs1, CCGs1, CCGs2 and CCGs3 are the signals of the rotary encoder

between the ROT and the GRA, and the interferometers between the SHS and the

MF1; BRGm, GAPm, PTCm and RLLm are the control measurements; and rs is the

inteferometer radius with respect to the CoG of the SHS, which is equal to ra, according

to the collocated design (see [1]).

Alignment sensitivity and control robustness related to the actuators and sensors

can be investigated by varying the nominal Tu and Ty. Some of these effects have also

been studied during the design of the HD-DCM, but, again, will not be shown here for

conciseness.

3.3.2.2 Controller Design

Given the fast sample rate in the digital hardware, the controllers can be designed

using continuous-time techniques and later explicitly discretized as described below.

With mechanically-isolated mass-based motion systems, such as the BRG and CCG

subsystems in the HD-DCM, a simple generic controller based on Proportional-Integral-

Derivative (PID) control can be implemented with practical rules of thumb [12]. Still,
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to handle parasitic dynamics or reach specific performance targets additional filters,

such as notch filters can be included.

In this work, one of the interests is justifying the innovative mechanically-isolated

architecture of the HD-DCM by demonstrating the dependence of the positioning errors

in the fixed-energy operation mode on the control BW, here defined as the frequency

in which the open-loop TF crosses the unit gain. So, a straightforward BW analysis,

discussed in Section 3.4.1, is possible with controllers written in the Laplace domain

as

C(s) = κBW · s+ ωBW/3.5

s+ 3.5ωBW
· s+ ωBW/5

s
·

· ω2
LP2

s2 + 2ζLP2ωLP2s+ ω2
LP2

·s
2 + 2ζN1ωNs+ ω2

N

s2 + 2ζN2ωNs+ ω2
N

,

(3.9)

where: κBW is the proportional gain; ωBW is the BW frequency in rad/s; ωLP2 and

ζLP2 are the frequency and the damping ratio of a second-order low-pass filter, used to

suppress high-frequency amplification of the dynamics and sensor noise; and ωN , ζN1

and ζN2 are the frequency and damping ratios defining the width and the depth of a

notch filter, used to suppress the dominant resonance in the plant dynamics. It can be

seen that a lead filter with a zero at 1/3.5 of the BW and a pole at 3.5 times the BW

is used for phase lead, and that an integral action with an additional zero at 1/5 of

the BW is implemented for better tracking and disturbance rejection. The gain κBW
is determined as a result from the desired control BW.

With this approach, BW frequencies of up 80 and 300 Hz can be obtained for the

control loops of BRG and CCG, respectively, while keeping phase margins above 25°and

robustness margins above 10 dB, as depicted in Figure 3.9 — which is considered to

be sufficient for our purposes here since the small margins occur only in the extreme

cases and there are further controller design possibilities. For higher BWs, phase lag

and plant dynamics quickly increase the controller complexity and model-dependent

risks. Once this controller form choice and BW limits are sufficient for the performance

analyses in Section 3.4.1, alternative controller design approaches are left to be explored

in future work.

After having the continuous controllers discretized at 20 kHz with Tustin’s method

— for a close discrete-time representation in the frequency domain —, the complete

control loop can be connected according to Figure 3.2, and the TFs of interest for the

DEB analyses can be extracted.

3.3.3 Disturbances

Due to fine environment control inside the beamline hutches and to the fact that most

of its sensitive parts are in vacuum, the HD-DCM is relatively immune to acoustics and

ambient temperature effects. Floor disturbances, on the other hand, is a permanent

point of attention. Differently from isolated high-precision machines that may include

vibration isolation systems, at beamlines there must be positional correlation between
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Figure 3.9: Open-loop Bode and Nyquist plots for the three-dimensional-space 11-body

model of the HD-DCM at the extreme-case bandwidth frequencies of 80Hz for the

BRG and 300Hz for the GAP, PTC and RLL loops.

the instruments and the beam source tens of meters away (see [1]), such that decou-

pling becomes a more complex subject. Thus, the current supporting solution for the

HD-DCM relies on high-stiffness levelers, the natural damping of the floor and the ex-

ceptional mechanical stability levels of the experimental floor shown in Section 3.3.3.1.

Regarding operational disturbances, LN2 flow-induced vibrations (FIV) are among

of the most detrimental influences in the HD-DCM. The high-heat-load X-ray beam

itself does not act as a disturbance source within the DEB scope, because the well-

decoupled thermo-mechanical design of the HD-DCM (see [1]) leads simply to isolated

temperature increase in the crystals by a few degrees. This is insufficient to cause

dynamical effects, resulting, for example, from changes in the plant due to variations

in the Young’s modulus of materials. In addition, any temperature change will be

much slower than the reaction times in the active control loop. Hence, parasitic effects

of the incoming beam would be related at most to slow drifts of the monochromatic

beam, which would be invisible to the embedded metrology in the HD-DCM, but open
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for calibration or low-bandwidth feedback correction with beamline sensors.

In addition, control and motion-related disturbances result from the choices and

the quality of actuators, sensors, guiding mechanisms, controller designs and operation

modes (see [1]). In the HD-DCM, in fixed-energy mode these noise sources are reduced

to noise of sensors, amplifiers and DACs (see Figure 3.2). Thus, without diving into

the more complex and extensive fly-scan motion disturbances, the following subsections

address the components of both mechanical and electronic disturbances affecting the

system in stand-still condition. Experimental data is presented and used as basis for

envelope models, which are applied in the DEB analyses as conservative predictions.

3.3.3.1 Mechanical Disturbances

Although floor vibrations may have variant and invariant time components, strictly re-

sulting in a non-stationary character, a pragmatic modeling approach for DEB consists

in averaged approximations, either from basic PSD specifications or vibration measure-

ments over representative time intervals — whereas specific system responses can be

seen via time simulations [9]. Figure 3.10 shows, as examples, the floor acceleration

PSDs — measured with seismometers Wilcoxon 731A and NI’s USB-4431 acquisition

module at the experimental hall of Sirius —, and the derived models in Uy, Uz and

Rx axes, which are the most sensitive ones for the HD-DCM. Remarkably, it can be

seen that Uy and Uz are significantly below VC-E and NIST-A standards, highlighting

the excellent levels of the floor. As the floor measurements are limited in range due to

instrumentation limitations, the envelope models allows for the required extrapolation

to the model frequency range of interest, i.e. from 1Hz to 10 kHz (for 20 kHz control

rate). Thus, they are used as conservative inputs for DEB, contributing to it via the

TFs in the mechanical structure that are related to the support of the GRA on the

floor (see Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.6).

Similarly, FIV may also have variant and invariant time components, resulting from

variable pumping or flow conditions. Differently from the floor, however, LN2 FIV ex-

perimental measurements have proven to be extremely challenging — not only due

to the complexity of flow effects alone, but also because of the cryogenic conditions

and vacuum-compatibility requirements of the setup in the HD-DCM context. Thus,

educated guestimates are still used in the models. According to preliminary experi-

mental results [23], the FIV disturbances are modeled as a white-noise PSD with a

second-order low-pass characteristic with a corner frequency of 250Hz. For each of

the four cooling blocks (CCBs) within the CR1s an integrated RMS values of 1mN is

considered in Ux, Uy and Uz axes, whereas 10mN is used in the three axes for both

the main manifold (CMF) and the manifold extension (CMX) within the GOF due

to higher flow speeds and derivations (see [1] and Section 3.B for details). For DEB

outputs, these PSDs act on the mechanical structure via all these points through their

respective TFs (see Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.6). New experimental setups and compu-

tational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations in both acoustics and turbulence domains

are ongoing research.
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Figure 3.10: Examples of experimental and modeled power spectrum density (PSD) data

of floor acceleration disturbances in the HD-DCM at Sirius/LNLS. One-third octave

bands are also shown for reference. (Details are given in the text.)

3.3.3.2 Electronic Disturbances

Here, two groups of electronic noise may be identified, namely: actuation and metrol-

ogy. The first acts on the process sensitivity TFs of the control-loop, whereas the

latter on the complementary sensitivity TFs (see Figure 3.2). In early stages of the

project, approximated models followed the reasoning presented in [9], with the PSDs
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reflecting the contribution of different physical phenomena typically with broad-band

characteristic spectra, such as thermal noise, shot noise and/or 1/f noise. Now, at a

more mature stage of the project, real data has been obtained and used.

Figure 3.11a shows the measurements and the respective envelope models for the

actuation group. They were realized with dedicated individual experimental setups,

using NI’s cRIO with NI-9239 analog-to-digital converters (ADC) at 50 kHz as the

acquisition system for low noise levels. The NI-9269 DAC and the TA105 amplifier

for the VCs show smooth curves, whereas the LA415 amplifier for the rotary stage

shows several sharp peaks that could result from switching electronics in the hardware

or pick-up noise. Actually, the TA105 amplifiers, as provided by the supplier, also

showed similar peaks. The source of the problem was tracked back to its fan, and

those harmonic disturbances were eliminated by switching the fan to an external power

supply. Work is currently in progress to track and eliminate the Varedan’s harmonic

disturbances as well, since they may be significantly affecting the PTC control errors

as discussed in Section 3.4.3. It should be noted that the first few points in the

measured PSDs result from artifacts in data processing, such that the models follow

simple extrapolation. Then, to transform the voltage and current PSD data into force

and torque suitable gains are used. Constant gains have been used for simplicity,

but frequency-dependent gains may also be considered. For the rotary stage, the

amplifier and motor gains are 0.3Arms/V and 7.09Nm/Arms, respectively. For VCs,

the amplifier and actuator gains are 0.05A/V and 19.15N/A. These PSDs enter in

the DEB via the TFs from the actuation points in the model, after the transformation

matrix Tu (see Figure 3.2).

Similarly, Figure 3.11b shows the experimental results and envelope models for

metrology disturbances. The Ti1000 encoder data was taken already with the rotary

stage in the HD-DCM assembly, such that the content up to 1.5 kHz reflects real

mechanical and electronic dynamics in the system during the measurement, rather than

the electronic noise of the sensor itself. Since white-noise behavior over the full range

is known from previous experience with optical encoders, the model is extrapolated

accordingly from the level at higher frequencies. This measurement results from the

quadrature signal read by the NI-9753 cRIO board simply taken at the sample rate of

20 kHz, in which case the RMS value of the noise floor agrees with publicly available

data from Renishaw, that estimates the jitter of TONIC encoders around 0.5 nmRMS
2.

In practice, the quadrature signal is obtained at the FPGA level at 10 MHz, such that

lower noise levels can be reached with averaging to 20 kHz.

The interferometer noise, in turn, was measured in collaboration with the supplier

in a dedicated static setup in air because of existing experimental limitations. Although

the low frequency content (bellow 100Hz) may be overestimated as compared to the

real in-vacuum operation — because of refraction index effects —, the differences are

expected to be well within the control BW of the CCG, so that they would be followed

2The calculation for a scale with radius 0.1m follows from measurement: encoderRMS ≈ (1 ·
10−20[rad2/Hz]) · (0.1[m])2 · (10000[Hz]))1/2 = 1nm.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental and modeled power spectrum density (PSD) data of electronic

disturbances in the HD-DCM: actuation (a) and metrology (b) groups. (Details are

given in the text.)

by the control loop, impacting final accuracy, but not the predicted servo error. In this

case, the data results already from the maximum PicoScale acquisition rate of 10 MHz,

such that this noise level already requires averaging for the 20 kHz sample rate. For

both sensors, the PSDs enter in the DEB via the TFs from the sensor points, before

the transformation matrix Ty (see Figure 3.2).
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3.4 DEB Results

Given the essential role of DEB in the design process of the HD-DCM over the years,

with its large flexibility and multiple analysis possibilities, only a glimpse into the ex-

tensive pool of results is offered here with a few illustrative points. Firstly, a straight-

forward BW analysis is made using DEB outputs. Next, the spectral aspect and super-

position properties of DEB are exemplified. Finally, model predictions are compared

with experimental data for the most demanding control loop PTC.

3.4.1 Bandwidth Analysis

Choosing the appropriate control BW in high-performance mechatronic systems may

result from a compromise between the capacity to suppress plant and actuator dis-

turbances at one side; and, at the other, the pick-up and/or amplification of sensor

noise and/or plant dynamics outside the control BW. Here, a BW analysis via DEB

is made by varying the BW frequency of the control loops according to the flexibility

and robustness provided by the controller form in Equation (3.9).

Along with the error in the BRG loop, between the rotor and the stator of the rotary

drive, the error in the absolute incidence angle of the beam CR1 Rx, which effectively

defines the X-ray energy selection at the beamline, can also be investigated. Similarly,

the effective piston, tip and tilt relative position between crystals, defined as the model

variables C2C Uy, C2C Rx and C2C Rz, can be probed in addition to their indirect

control parts GAP, PTC and RLL, respectively — which are measured between the

MF1 and the SHS mounting frames. Figure 3.12 shows the system performance for

both the sets, with the total DEB output of each loop or state as the RMS value in

the specified range between 1Hz and 2.5 kHz (see [1]).

Respecting the BW boundaries discussed in Section 3.3.2.2, and knowing that the

BRG and CCG loops allow for very different BW ranges, the BW analysis is broken in

two steps. Firstly, assuming high-BW needs in the CCG loops, GAP, PTC and RLL

are kept at the maximum BW of 300Hz while the BRG BW varies from 5 to 80Hz.

Figure 3.12a shows that the BRG performance is within specs in the full range, but

it is capable of reaching a small asymptotic error value with a margin factor of 10 at

about 30Hz. The GAP and RLL errors are insensitive to the BRG BW, with large

margins with respect to specs. The PTC error, on the other hand, is slightly above

specs, with increasing errors as the BRG BW goes beyond 30 or 40Hz. This is because

the BRG servo captures an ever larger range of sensor, FIV and floor disturbances,

which is not sufficient to change significantly the BRG error, but causes the additional

control torque to leak in the nanometer level to the PTC loop. The contribution of

each component becomes clearer in the CPS plots in the following subsection.

Now, checking the model states of interest in Figure 3.12b, it can be seen that 25

to 30Hz actually happens to be an optimum BRG BW range for the beam incidence

angle CR1 Rx. Beyond 30Hz, again, the sensor, FIV and floor disturbances are more

present in the core, such that the control torque adds nanometer-level errors due to
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Figure 3.12: Control bandwidth analysis for the three-dimensional-space 11-body model

of the HD-DCM, according to the Dynamic Error Budgeting root mean square (RMS)

output values in the frequency range between 1 Hz and 2.5 kHz. Along with the

specifications (see [1]), the outputs display control loop performances BRG, GAP, PTC

and RLL in (a) and (c), as well as states of interest in (b) and (d), namely: CR1 Rx,

C2C Uy, C2C Rx and C2C Rz. (Details are given in the text.)

the finite stiffnesses chain between the rotor and the crystal. The minimum value

for CR1 Rx is smaller than the asymptotic value of the BRG error in the first plot

probably due to the relative measurement between the rotor and the stator of the

rotaty stage in different bodies. The same local minimum is visible in the gap between

crystals C2C Uy, exposing a residual cross-talk with the BRG loop that is not obvious

from the GAP error. Finally, for the rotations between crystals C2C Rx and C2C Rz,

the errors are slightly above those seen for PTC and RLL, also because of the finite

mounting stiffness between the crystals and the metrology frames. Hence, 30Hz for

the BRG BW can be preliminarily set as a first indirect BW requirement according to

the proposed control strategy, allowing for the best system performance so far.

Then, moving on to the analysis of BW in the CCG, the BRG BW is kept at 30Hz
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while the BW for the GAP, PTC and RLL loops are simultaneously varied from 100

to 300Hz. Figure 3.12c shows that the BRG performance remains unchanged, at the

level defined by the first step. Concerning the GAP error, it is reduced by a factor 5

as the BW increases, still well within specs. A similar error reduction behavior is seen

in RLL, with a compliance margin increasing from 1.5 to 7.5. For PTC, on the other

hand, a subtle minimum-error range is observed between 180 and 270Hz, also where the

specification between crystals is actually met. This is caused by the closed-loop control

sensitivity to the mechanical resonances at 500Hz, as mentioned in Section 3.3.1 and

further discussed in the following subsections.

Finally, investigating the states of interest in Figure 3.12d, the remarks remain,

except for the fact that the real pitch between crystals still exceeds the specs by a factor

of 1.2 even at the optimum BW of 200Hz. Indeed, C2C Rx being larger than PTC

is expected from the finite mounting stiffnesses between the crystals and their frames.

Yet, although ideally smaller, this excess is not of critical concern, as elaborated in

the following subsection. Therefore, for comfortable control robustness margins above

6 dB (not shown), the BW for GAP and RLL may also be set at 200Hz, such that

it can be defined as the indirect BW requirement for all CCG loops according to the

proposed control strategy — with gap and roll larger margins being a natural fallout

of the architecture developed for pitch.

These results support the innovative architecture of the HD-DCM and its choices

for a high-bandwidth CCG for sufficient noise suppression, which include the force

actuators, the balance mass as a dynamics filter, and the dynamic-oriented mechanical

design (see also Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9). They endorse the innovative embedded

indirect metrology between crystals (see [1]) as well, since multiple stacked parts/stages

supporting the crystals, as commonly found in the crystal cage of standard DCMs,

increase the compliance between metrology and the points of interest, deteriorating

the positioning performance.

3.4.2 Cumulative Spectra and Superposition

By construction, the contributions from every disturbance input is available to every

control output or auxiliary state output in the DEB analysis. Then, by the superpo-

sition principle, these inputs may be conveniently grouped and added together over

frequency in the power domain for the final DEB outputs (see Section 3.2.1). These

results may be seen in PSD form, if desired, but the choice here is for the CPS represen-

tation, because it has a smoother aspect as compared with a PSD involving dynamics,

such that the contributions of specific frequencies can be clearly identified and visually

compared (see [11]).

Figure 3.13 shows the performances of the states of interest for the BW values

derived in Section 3.4.1. The input disturbance groups, namely floor (GND), FIV,

actuators and sensors, are shown together with the total CPS up to 2.5 kHz and the re-

quirements (see [1]). Indeed, dominant disturbances and dynamics are clearly revealed,

guiding analyses and the design efforts at development stage or during upgrades. The
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Figure 3.13: Dynamic Error Budgeting (DEB) cumulative power spectra (CPS) for the

states of interest of the three-dimensional-space 11-body model of the HD-DCM with

BRG, GAP, PTC and RLL control bandwidths equal to 30, 200, 200 and 200Hz,

respectively. (Details are given in the text).
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error in positioning the CR1s with respect to the incoming beam in Figure 3.13a is seen

to be largely dominated by the floor disturbances up to 500Hz, where the resonance

mode of MF1 shown in Figure 3.8 is excited by the FIV by a similar level. Still, the

RMS error in CR1 Rx is about a factor 14 smaller than required. In Figure 3.13b, the

error in the crystals gap is completely dominated by floor disturbances, being built

up between 50 and 100Hz. Although within the GAP BW, these errors are amplified

by the sensitivity peak of the BRG loop (not shown) due to the residual cross-talk

between BRG and C2C Uy (see Figure 3.12b). Yet, the performance is still a factor

80 better than specs.

For the pitch error between crystals, Figure 3.13c shows a balanced contribution

between the floor and the actuators (mostly from a residual cross-talk with the BRG

loop) up to 500Hz, where the resonance mode shown in Figure 3.8 is excited by the

FIV and dominates the performance, extrapolating the specification of 10 nrad RMS

by 20%. With the good agreement between model and measurements for the PTC

loop discussed in Section 3.4.3, it is thus likely that the real pitch performance also

marginally exceeds the nominal 10 nrad RMS. In practice, this is of no concern and

some improvement for compliance with specs is possible with slightly optimized con-

trollers. Nevertheless, without the contribution of the 500Hz resonance and further

optimized controllers, C2C Rx could be taken to at least 7.5 nrad RMS, which would

be particularly interesting to leave margin to additional motion-related disturbances

that are eventually introduced in fly-scan operation.

Finally, regarding the roll error between crystals C2C Rz, it is the floor that domi-

nates performance, particularly due to an uncontrollable suspension mode of the GOF

on the bearings at 100Hz (not shown). Nonetheless, the error is still about 3.75 times

smaller than required and there is room for improvements with different controllers

and higher BW.

3.4.3 Model Prediction and Experimental Data

Since the first HD-DCM units are already operational at the MANACÁ and the EMA

beamlines at Sirius, the model-based DEB predictions can be compared with experi-

mental data. The ideal case would be using beam-based diagnostics at the beamline

to prove the HD-DCM performance. However, during this early operation phase of

both the synchrotron storage ring and the beamlines, the development and validation

of external diagnostics with sufficient resolution, accuracy and acquisition rate is still

work in progress. Hence, results of the servo errors of the HD-DCM at MANACÁ in

fixed-energy mode are taken here as a representative case.

Restraining the analysis to the most critical requirement, Figure 3.14 shows the CPS

for the experimental PTC servo error, and the modeled PTC and C2C Rx performances

in two conditions, namely: with and without LN2 flow, such that the contribution of

FIV can be evaluated. For consistency, the model results follow the conditions defined

in Section 3.4.1. The real hardware, in turn, was implemented with slightly different

loop-shaped controllers due to historical reasons, having BRG and PTC BWs at 20
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Figure 3.14: Cumulative power spectra (CPS) for comparison between servo errors in PTC

control loop in experimental data of the HD-DCM at the MANACÁ beamline and

Dynamic Error Budgeting model predictions. (Details in the text).

and 250Hz, respectively. Still, the forms are sufficiently close for similar performance

and to stress the predictive capacity and continuous optimization potential of the

DEB tool. It can be seen in the model that, as it uses more conservative envelope

disturbance estimates and less tailored controllers, the effects of the floor and actuators

are larger when compared with the real data up to 500Hz (see also Figure 3.13c). Yet,

the detrimental contribution of the FIV disturbances at this frequency, related to the

resonant mode shown in Figure 3.8, is consistent in all sets. Indeed, more specific

controller designs do bring the model predictions closer to the experimental data, but

this level of detail is beyond the scope here. The focus is rather showing how DEB

allowed for the HD-DCM to be developed from scratch and how it can now be used

for further improvement.

The most surprising element in both experimental curves is the large contribution

at 1 kHz, which brings the servo error just to the requirement of 10 nrad RMS in the

cryocooled operational condition. This contribution is currently credited to the exci-

tation of a few mechanical resonances, including the second rocking mode of the MF1,

also shown in Figure 3.8. As no significant disturbance source was expected at such

high frequencies and this is seen also without LN2 flow, one explanation under analysis

is having some of the harmonic peaks of the Varedan amplifier shown in Figure 3.11

— which are averaged in the PSD as compared to the actual energy contents visible

from FFTs (Fast Fourier Transforms) — matching these high-frequency mechanical

resonances. If this is the case, some improvement can be expected with hardware mod-
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ification in the amplifier. Then, design improvements in the 500Hz mode of the MF1

may improve performance even further, such that the fixed-energy servo errors might

possibly reach about 6 nrad RMS. Nonetheless, the experimental results shown here al-

ready report unmatched positioning errors in a vertical-bounce DCM in a synchrotron

beamline, excelling publicly available data by a factor 5 (see [7]).

3.5 Conclusions

The HD-DCM brings an entirely new mechatronic architecture to the class of instru-

ments known as X-ray DCMs in synchrotron beamlines. The profound paradigm

changes were motivated by the combination of two aspects: on the one hand, the

more demanding positioning errors together with high-performance fly-scan operation

requirements in 4th-generation synchrotrons; and, on the other, the long-term history

of efforts in the community to incrementally improve standard DCM designs. Indeed,

with this single step, stand-still and fly-scan angular errors between crystals in vertical-

bounce DCMs could be reduced from typical 50-200 nrad RMS and several microradian,

respectively, to 10 nrad RMS up to 2.5 kHz.

The Dynamic Error Budgeting methodology has been used in high-end mechatronic

systems in the semiconductor industry for more than a decade, but the HD-DCM seems

to be the first beamline optical instrument to take benefit from it, using its predictive

potential to develop a high-performance machine from scratch “first time right” for

Sirius light source. Hence, in addition to presenting the HD-DCM model and justifying

its innovative architecture by proving its performance and predictability, this work

aims at sharing this powerful tool and providing a detailed and successful case study

for future reference.

The next steps include cross-correlating the HD-DCM with beam-based feedback

and enabling high-performance fly-scan experiments, which is expected to be realized

as soon as the storage ring and the remaining beamline instruments at Sirius allow for

sufficient beam stability and hardware integration.
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3.A List of Abbreviations

AF1 Auxiliary frame 1

AF2 Auxiliary frame 2

BMS (BMS) Balance mass (model)

BRG Bragg angle control loop

BW Bandwidth

C2C Crystal-to-crystal model output

CBR Compliant cooling braid

CCB Crystal cooling block

CCG Crystal cage

CIP Complementary isolation pads

CMF Cooling manifold

CMX Cooling manifold extension

CNPEM Brazilian Center for Res. Energy and Materials

CoG Center of gravity

CPS Cumulative power spectrum

CR1 (CR1) 1st crystal (model)

CR2 (CR2) 2nd crystal (model)

cRIO CompactRIO

DAC Digital-to-analog converter

DCM Double-Crystal Monochromator

DEB Dynamic Error Budgeting

DoF Degree of freedom

DS Dynamic substructuring

EFS Embedded flexural structure

ENC Optical encoder

FEA Finite element analysis

FLS Folded leaf-spring

FIV Flow-induced vibrations

GAP Inter-crystal gap control loop

GOF (GOF) Goniometer frame (model)

GND (GND) Ground/floor (model)

GRA (GRA) Granite bench (model)

HBR High-conductivity cooling braid

HD-DCM High-Dynamic DCM

HP1 Homing pin 1

HP2 Homing pin 2

IFA Fiber interferometer assembly

IFM Fiber interferometer

LEV Levelers

LN2 Liquid nitrogen
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LNLS Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory

LOS (LOS) Long-stroke structure (model)

LSA Long-stroke actuator

LEV Leveler

LTI Linear time-invariant

MCS Main coordinate system

MEM Coupling membrane

MF1 (MF1) Metrology frame 1 (model)

MF2 Metrology frame 2

MIMO Multiple-input-multiple-output

MIR Plane mirrors

PDF Probability density function

PTC Inter-crystal pitch control loop

PSD Power spectrum density

RLL Inter-crystal roll control loop

RMS Root mean square

ROT (ROT) Goniometer rotor (model)

SDM Structural dynamic modification

SH1 Calibrated shim 1

SH2 Calibrated shim 2

SHS (SHS) Short-stroke frame (model)

SISO Single-input-single-output

SNR Signal-to-noise ratio

STC Coupling strut clamp

STT Coupling strut

TF Transfer function

UHV Ultra-high vacuum

VC Voice-coil

VCC Voice-coil coil

VCF Voice-coil frame

VCM Voice-coil magnet

3.B Mechanical Structure to Model

For completeness, this section provides a detailed correlation between the mechanical

parts of the HD-DCM described in [1] and their model equivalent (see also Section 3.A

for abbreviations). The granite bench lump GRA is built from the complete Bench

Module plus the Goniometer Module, except for the active rotor (ROT), which becomes

the lump ROT; the main rotating frame lump GOF is made of the GOF Module, and

the auxiliary frame AF1 and the LN2 distribution system in the Module 1 — except for

the crystal cooling blocks CCBs; the metrology frame lump MF1 is made of the MF1
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itself plus the homing pins HP1s and the mirrors MIRs; the 1st crystals lumps CR11
and CR12 consist of the crystals, their shims SH1s and blocks CCBs; the long-stroke

lump LOS is built from the LOS Module, and the auxiliary frame AF2, the cooling

braids HBR and CBRs, and accessories from the Module 2 ; the short-stroke frame

lump SHS includes the SHS itself, plus the homing pins HP2s, the interferometers

IFAs, the voice-coil (VC) coils VCCs and their frames VCFs, the folded leafsprings

(FLSs) FLSSHS and accessories; the 2nd crystals lumps CR21 and CR22 are formed by

the crystals and their shims SH2s; finally, the balance-mass lump BMS is formed by

the BMS itself, the folded leafsprings FLSBMS and the VC magnets VCMs.
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Chapter4
A Review on the High-Dynamic

Double-Crystal Monochromator for

Sirius/LNLS

Abstract
The High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochromator (HD-DCM) started to be developed in

2015 by the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS) for the 4th-generation light

source Sirius. The reason for the unique and innovative control-based architecture was

twofold, namely: 1) reaching the unprecedented target of 10 nrad RMS (root mean square)

(1Hz-2.5kHz) in crystals parallelism for a vertical-deflection DCM, to comply with the smaller

new-generation source sizes; and 2) unlocking the potential of high-stability fixed-exit contin-

uous energy scans, creating unmatching spectroscopy capabilities that benefit from the higher

new beam brightness. The outcome is a machine built on essential high-precision mechatron-

ics principles, with an integrated design for optimized dynamics, actuation, metrology, and

thermal aspects. The first two units are operational at the MANACÁ (MAcromolecular micro

and NAno CrystAllography) and the EMA (Extreme Methods of Analysis) undulator beam-

lines. This work reviews the key aspects of this new technology and presents experimental

commissioning results at the beamlines, including high-quality energy continuous fly-scans

up to 500 eV/s over 1 keV that demonstrate the good performance for X-ray spectroscopy

by keeping inter-crystal stability below 15 nrad RMS up to 10 kHz. Preliminary EXAFS

data collected at the EMA beamline at 1 keV/s is also shown. Furthermore, a discussion is

held about the required beamline integration level, since the high-end experiments demand

appropriate control strategies, data acquisition, triggering and performance capabilities, par-

ticularly concerning the source, the sample environment, and the detectors.

This chapter has been published as Geraldes et al. (2022a).
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4.1 Introduction

The relative angular adjustment and stability between the two diffracting crystals

of a Double-Crystal Monochromator (DCM) is a well-known engineering challenge

at X-ray synchrotron beamlines. In the early days, these tolerances were often in

the range of tens of µrad, being related mostly to complying with beam flux, i.e.,

keeping angular tuning within a fraction of the Darwin width (DW) or Rocking Curves

(RC) [1,2]. Nowadays, however, the high brilliance and small source sizes provided by

4th-generation light sources bring particularly the vibration requirements to the range

of tens of nrad only [3, 4], otherwise increasing the effective beam size or moving the

probe around the region of interest.

In 2014, at the Workshop on X-ray DCMs, held by the European Synchrotron

Light Facility (ESRF), several worldwide experts in the field eventually agreed that

the performances of existing DCMs might not be compatible with the latest demands.

Since then, many institutes and suppliers have continued with efforts in upgrading

conventional designs, reaching various success levels in improving crystal stability at

fixed energies. In a parallel path – understanding that the standard mechanical ar-

chitecture of DCMs might be close to practical limits in terms of angular stability at

fixed conditions, and that ultimate performance in dynamic conditions, i.e., during

motion, could benefit from the new sources with higher brilliance to open possibilities

in terms of throughput and science opportunities –, the Brazilian Synchrotron Light

Laboratory (LNLS) has developed, since 2015, in collaboration with the Dutch consul-

tant in mechatronics MI-Partners, the High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochromator

(HD-DCM) (see Figure 4.1) for the Sirius light source.

The HD-DCM project gathered the expertise available for DCMs in the synchrotron

community and core concepts from mature technologies in the semiconductors industry

– where processes are often completed in the sub-second range, positioning accuracy

Figure 4.1: Photograph of the HD-DCM in a clean room at LNLS (without the vacuum

vessel for visibility).
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may reach the sub-nm range, and reliable operation 24/7 is required [5] – to develop

an innovative high-performance mechatronic system for X-ray beamlines. Combining

deterministic precision engineering principles and well-established predictive modeling

tools, the instrument could be developed from scratch according to a “first-time-right”

approach. Two units are currently operation at the MANACÁ (MAcromolecular micro

and NAno CrystAllography) and the EMA (Extreme Methods of Analysis) undulator

beamlines at Sirius, showing 10 nrad RMS (root mean square) (or better) inter-crystal

stability up to 2.5 kHz, even during fly-scan spectroscopy. With Si(111) and Si(311)

crystal sets, the energy range from 3 to 72 keV can be covered. Here, the main concep-

tual aspects of the cutting-edge HD-DCM design are discussed in Section 4.2. Then,

integration and synchronization aspects with other beamline instruments, such as an

undulator source and detectors, for energy fly-scan capabilities are considered in Sec-

tion 4.3. Finally, performance results are demonstrated in Section 4.4 before the con-

clusions in Section 4.5.

4.2 Mechatronic Architecture

The main mechanical architecture differences between standard DCM designs and the

HD-DCM can be derived from the simple schematics in Figure 4.2. In the first, despite

variations regarding specific motion axes addressed by each of the crystals, a typical

DCM architecture based on high-stiffness assumptions is probably recognizable. In this

example, the 1st crystal CR1 is mounted to a heat exchanger HE1, which is then fixed

via brackets to the goniometer, that is used to adjust the angle of the crystals with

respect to the beam. Next, the 2nd crystal CR2 is fixed to its heat exchanger HE2,

which is, in turn, mounted to a stack of alignment stages also fixed to the goniometer.

Figure 4.2: Schematic drawings of architectures of a standard DCM (left) and of the HD-

DCM (right). (Description in the text.)
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These stages are responsible for adjusting the pitch (Rx’) and roll (Rz’) angles, and for

translating the crystal in the y’-axis, for the regulation of the gap, and in the z’-axis,

to account for beam walk over different angles — the prime notation here represents

the rotating coordinate system.

Even though this classic solution can provide high-resolution automated systems, a

few remarks can be pointed in terms of stability and disturbance rejection. 1) By using

the HEs as holders for the CRs, positioning and thermal management functionalities

are mixed, in the sense that materials and designs that are good for thermal conduc-

tivity, may not be a good choice in terms of thermal expansion/drift or stiffness. 2)

By stacking the stages for different degrees of freedom (DoFs), stiffness is lost (and in

a hard-to-predict way) while mass is added, compromising the high-stiffness intention

and, eventually, limiting the achieved dynamics. 3) With the Rx’ as a stand-alone pitch

stage, even if its performance is hypothetically made perfect, perhaps compensating

disturbances via active vibration control (see [6]), there are no guarantees that the

remaining of the stack or even CR1 and CR2 should be bound to small pitch angular

variations. In fact, trying to actively optimize the pitch stage might increase vibra-

tions in the rest of the system due to the control reaction forces. 4) Typically relying

on stepper motors and piezo steppers, actuation is subject to step responses, which

excite resonances over broad frequency ranges, increasing vibration levels and severely

affecting energy fly-scan perspectives. 5) Finally, due to friction and rolling guiding el-

ements, resolution and repeatability, including parasitic motions, are expected to reach

boundaries that limit calibration possibilities.

The HD-DCM design addresses these issues via more deterministic concepts, not

only replacing much of the uncertainty, but also managing disturbances. The position

of the crystals CR1 and CR2 are no longer determined by the heat exchangers HE1

and HE2. Instead, the crystals are deterministically mounted to metrology frames

MF1 and MF2, and the heat exchangers are mounted to the crystals via compliant

links. Thus, positioning and thermal management functionalities can be decoupled

and optimized. Then, instead of relying on the internal feedback of stages in a stack,

which are blind to parasitic mechanical performance of the remaining items, metrology

(represented by the arrows with dials) is made directly between the metrology frames,

such that the DoFs between crystals, including the actual angular stability, depend

on a short metrology loop. Next, only essential positioning DoFs are implemented.

The 1st crystal is chosen to be fixed to goniometer, while the required DoFs for the

relative positioning is concentrated in the module of the 2nd crystal. And, instead of

a stack of stages, the pitch, roll and gap DoFs are implemented in parallel, by means

of a convenient arrangement of folded leaf-springs that constrain the x’, z’ and Ry’

DoFs and leave the piston-tip-tilt y’, Rx’ and Rz’ DoFs for active control. Moreover,

positioning of the 2nd metrology frame is made via force actuators (represented by the

thick arrows), instead of high-stiffness actuators. This decouples it from the dynamics

of the rest of the system, allowing its position to be more effectively controlled according

to the metrology signals. Lastly, the reaction forces of controlling the position of the 2nd
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metrology frame are directed to a so-called balance mass (BMS), which filters the forces

that would otherwise be transmitted to the rest of the system and, eventually, excite

resonances in the module of the 1st crystal and/or limit the active control bandwidth.

Hence, decoupling functionalities, defining deterministic interfaces, eliminating po-

sitioning stacks, choosing a short-loop metrology concept (and co-located control),

using smooth mechanical guides, relying on “zero-stiffness” actuators, introducing a

dynamic filter, and evaluating the noise levels of the actuators and metrology items,

as well as of floor vibrations and cooling disturbances, predictive mechatronic mod-

els could be built from the early stages of the project, iteratively guiding the design

towards the desired performance and saving large amounts of resources that other-

wise might have been spent on faulty prototypes and rework. Indeed, building such

a complex machine by trial and error seems virtually impossible. A deeper and more

comprehensive description of the design and the modeling tools of the HD-DCM can

be found in [7, 8].

4.3 Integration Architecture

The HD-DCM control is implemented in NI’s CompactRIO (cRIO), partly using Lab-

VIEW in the real-time operating system and partly using FPGA (field-programmable

gate array), finally reaching a sample rate of 20 kHz. Then, for basic operation at the

beamlines, it has been integrated to EPICS [9], with an IOC server that is based on

the Nheengatu solution [10], a software toolbox developed in-house to integrate cRIO

variables in LabVIEW into the EPICS framework. Thus, the HD-DCM can be readily

operated as a stand-alone instrument, using standard beamline pieces of software and

task orchestrators.

Yet, as shown in Section 4.4, the technology in the HD-DCM allows it to keep

nrad level performance not only at stand-still, but also during motion, enabling high-

performance energy fly-scans. Then, with scans within seconds, software and commu-

nication delays may be unacceptably large, requiring orchestration in the hardware

level. At bending-magnet beamlines, it may be sufficient to synchronize and trigger

the HD-DCM with detectors, but at undulator beamlines, as in MANACÁ and EMA

at Sirius, the undulator becomes a key player, since parameters must be matched for

energy tuning. Figure 4.3 depicts two possible integration configurations for the HD-

DCM at undulator (UND) beamlines. The instruments running in closed-loop control

are represented by electromechanical plants (Pi) and controllers (Ci), following refer-

ences (ri) and providing measurements (yi). Plant disturbances and metrology noise

(from encoders and interferometers) are also illustrated. The HD-DCM is separated

into a Bragg angle control loop (BRG) and the crystal cage module (CCG), with the

gap (GAP), pitch (PTC) and roll (RLL) independent loops. A trigger unit may be

used to manage flags for motion and data acquisition in the detectors (DET).

In Figure 4.3a, the HD-DCM is a follower of the undulator, internally converting at

20 kHz the undulator phase/gap reference or its measurement signal, for example, to a
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Figure 4.3: Schematic control diagrams with two configurations for fly-scan with the HD-

DCM in undulator beamlines: (a) master-follower mode; and (b) triggered mode. (De-

scription in the text.)
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Bragg angle, according to a function (fBRG) related to the photon energy. Following the

reference requires that the undulator performance (control error) is sufficient to keep

the energy tuning between them within acceptable boundaries – considering motion

errors and delays, for instance. Following the measurement signal, on the other hand,

may include electronic noise and low-amplitude high-frequency dynamics, that may be

acceptable regarding energy tuning, but still disturb the HD-DCM closed-loop perfor-

mance, as shown in Section 4.4. A more detailed discussion about these tolerances will

be provided in a dedicated paper under preparation.

In Figure 4.3b, in turn, the HD-DCM and the undulator are linked by triggering sig-

nals only, such that their dynamics are decoupled. This is similar to the master-follower

configuration with the reference connection, but the corresponding trajectories (motion

setpoints) must be pre-calculated and loaded separately, requiring different electronic

functionalities from the controllers. Hence, the preferred integration configuration may

depend on software/hardware capacity and on the motion performance of the undula-

tor itself. In all cases, the trajectory applied to the undulator must also consider the

limits and performance impact in the HD-DCM.

4.4 Performance Results

The pitch performance of the HD-DCM is illustrated in Figure 4.4, via measurements

taken with the two units in operation at Sirius beamlines. Figure 4.4a provides stand-

still measurements of the cryocooled system at the MANACÁ beamline at a few Bragg

angles over the operational angular range, namely, from 3°to 60°. The data is displayed

as the cumulative amplitude spectrum (CAS), presenting the RMS value of the pitch

control error as a function of frequency. The integrated RMS values up to 2.5 kHz

stay between 7 and 12.5 nrad, whereas below 100 Hz fall between 3 and 6 nrad, and

up to 10 Hz stay in the sub-nrad level. Still, there is some margin left for small

performance improvements with further controller optimizations, if required. With a

control bandwidth (defined as the cross of the unit gain in the open-loop Bode plot)

of about 200 Hz, the effect of active vibration suppression in the low-frequency range

is clear.

Next, Figure 4.4b provides examples with time signals collected at 20 kHz for the

pitch control error during 1 keV energy fly-scans around 9 keV at the EMA beamline.

Until now, in the early commissioning phase, an adjustable-phase undulator APU22

(Kmax=1.4 and λ=22 mm) by Kyma has been used, but it will be replaced by an in-

house APU20 (Kmax=2.4 and λ=20 mm) soon. Thus, integration functionalities with

the undulator are currently limited by control hardware/software and sensor resolution.

Indeed, from the options discussed in the previous section, only the master-follower

configuration with measurement signal integration has been available. Moreover, the

temporary encoder signal is relatively coarse and there is little freedom in defining the

undulator trajectory setpoint for smoothness.

So, despite using a low-pass filter with corner frequency at 5 Hz in one of the datasets
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Figure 4.4: Experimental performance of the HD-DCM at Sirius beamlines: (a) fixed-energy

cumulative amplitude spectrum (CAS) for different Bragg angles; (b) fly-scan examples

at 100 and 500 eV/s; (c) absorption example at 1 keV/s. (Details in the text.)

in this example to reduce the encoder noise, a scan at about 100 eV/s (resulting from

0.1 mm/s travel speed for this undulator at this energy and the given harmonic) is seen

to disturb the HD-DCM performance – although still keeping the pitch error within

30 nrad RMS, which has been a challenge for most standard DCMs even at stand-still.
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Then, by using more adequate free-of-noise 3rd-order trajectories (i.e. with control over

acceleration and jerk levels) simulating an optimized undulator motion as the master

for the HD-DCM, two other datasets show scans at 100 eV/s (0.1 mm/s) and 500 eV/s

(0.5 mm/s), in which the first can remarkably keep performance below 10 nrad RMS,

whereas the latter starts to suffer from additional motion disturbances, but remains

below 15 nrad RMS. Nevertheless, improvements can still be expected for the future,

via further optimized trajectories and controllers.

Finally, Figure 4.4c has a case with a dummy sample consisting of a stack of Zr,

Nb and Mo foils to demonstrate the combined absorption spectrum in a fly-scan at

1 keV/s and taking only 4 seconds. This is a preliminary result, with additional noise

due to the current limitations given by the undulator, but it showcases the capabilities

of this monochromator. Indeed, with the HD-DCM scanning times can potentially

take only a few seconds (with 2, 4 and 10 seconds, in these examples) as opposed to

several minutes (sometimes up more than an hour), as commonly seen in step-scan

experiments, with large impact in throughput and scientific opportunities.

To conclude, the high-performance of the HD-DCM indicated by the embedded

metrology could not yet be directly correlated with synchronized measurements of the

photon beam up to these high frequencies (10 to 20 kHz). This is because there are

remaining instabilities in the electron beam (before the fast orbit feedback becomes

available at Sirius) and ongoing integration efforts with the trigger units and the de-

tectors at the beamlines. Still, no surprises are expected since the interferometers

directly probe the metrology frames, and the crystals follow deterministic mounting

concepts. As a matter of fact, the predictive models estimate that the actual crystal-to-

crystal pitch variations would be only up to 10% or 20% higher than what is measured

in the PTC loop (see [8]). Ultimate experimental conditions are expected with the

installation of the final undulators and the maturing of the integration work.

4.5 Conclusions

The HD-DCM mechatronic architecture provides an alternative to the struggle that

standard DCMs based on high-stiffness concept have been facing regarding inter-crystal

pitch vibrations. Indeed, not only does it allow sufficient noise suppression in stand-

still conditions for fixed-energy experiments, but it also enables high-performance fly-

scans for spectroscopy. Consequently, it may open scientific opportunities with faster

experiments, as well as increase throughput.

Furthermore, it serves as a concrete example of how beamline instrumentation may

benefit more from mature technology available in industry, regardless the many idiosyn-

crasies of the synchrotron environment. In particular, it has become a successful case

of how complex and multidisciplinary instruments may be still assertively developed

from scratch, according to methodical and predictable engineering approaches. Many

opportunities regarding control optimization are now available, and a new model, the

so-called HD-DCM-Lite, is under construction for extended scanning capacity.
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Chapter5
Fly-Scan-Oriented Motion Analyses and

Beamline Integration Architecture for the

High-Dynamic Double-Crystal

Monochromator at Sirius/LNLS

Abstract
The High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochromator (HD-DCM) is a mechatronic system with

unique control-based architecture and deep paradigm changes as compared to traditional

beamline monochromators. Aiming at unprecedented inter-crystal positioning stability in

vertical-bounce DCMs in the order of 10 nrad RMS (1Hz-2.5kHz), and not only in fixed-

energy, but also in fly-scan operation, it has been developed according to a “first-time right”

predictive design approach for hard X-ray beamlines at Sirius, the 4th-generation light source

at the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS/CNPEM). This work explores some

of the challenges that emerge with this new technology and present the latest commissioning

results that demonstrate the unparallel performances of the HD-DCM at the undulator-based

EMA (Extreme Methods of Analysis) beamline at Sirius. With the enabled fast spectroscopy

fly-scan possibilities, a new energy-tuning evaluation method, based on wave-propagation

simulations, becomes part of a motion-oriented analysis that is carried out to derive the

multi-axis non-linear positioning problem, covering not only energy selection and fixed-exit

in the HD-DCM, but also the emission spectrum of an adjustable-phase undulator (APU).

The HD-DCM control scheme and its flexible operation modes are described in detail as well.

Furthermore, a new integration topology between the HD-DCM and EMA’s APU, coming

already close to ultimate motion levels, is described and validated.

This chapter has been published as Geraldes et al. (2023a)
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.

5.1 Introduction

At synchrotron light sources, hard X-ray monochromatic beams are often provided

by monochromators that are implemented as a non-dispersive parallel arrangement

of two identical monocrystalline structures. Constructively, this arrangement can be

implemented in two basic ways, namely: 1) a single crystal with a groove, a design

concept known as channel-cut; and 2) two independent crystals, generally referred to

as Double-Crystal Monochromator (DCM). This work is focused on DCMs, whose key

conceptual advantage over channel-cuts is the ability to keep a fixed-exit beam inde-

pendently of the rotation of the crystals for energy selection, which can be important

for beamline alignment purposes and relative motion of the beam with respect to the

sample under analysis.

The first DCMs were developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s [1–5], since when

incremental upgrades have been gradually implemented to adapt to ever more stringent

requirements over time [6–11]. This evolutionary approach has generally persisted

even after the Workshop on X-ray DCMs, held in 2014 by the European Synchrotron

Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble [12], in which it was recognized by a great

number of worldwide experts in the field that no existing DCM was able to meet some

of the requirements of the new-generation beamlines. Indeed, starting in the 2010s, the

new 4th-generation storage rings push the X-ray brightness and coherence fraction to

unprecedented levels, opening unique science opportunities in terms of temporal and

spatial resolutions [13, 14], but require that the beamline instrumentation performs

accordingly. Still, after so many years of development, the main recurrent challenge in

the DCMs is found as keeping the inter-crystal parallelism, so that variations in flux

and beam position are kept within acceptable levels, while handling multiple moving

axes, high power loads, radiation and in-vacuum operation.

Aiming at improved fixed-energy stability and unlocking high-performance fly-

scan perspectives with the inter-crystal parallelism target of 10 nrad RMS (1Hz to

2.5 kHz), the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory (LNLS/CNPEM) has developed

the High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochromator (HD-DCM) for the 4th-generation

light source Sirius [15], the first DCM to implement a high-performance control-based

isolated mechatronic architecture. Herein, fixed-energy or stand-still is understood as

all motion axes in position during data acquisition, which can also be related to tradi-

tional step-scan operation, whereas fly-scan refers to continuous synchronous motion

of axes with simultaneous data acquisition. The first HD-DCM unit has been opera-

tional at the MANACÁ (MAcromolecular micro and NAno CrystAllography) beamline

since 2020, mostly working on fixed-energy experiments, whereas the second unit at

the EMA (Extreme Methods of Analysis) beamline since 2021, where the scanning

perspectives started to be explored.

To advocate in favor of its powerful technology and the applied development method-
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ologies, and allay insecurities in the community, a lot has been shared over the years in

topical conferences: the basic conceptual design, mechatronic principles and thermal

management were described in [16], [17] and [18]; the first results of in-air validation of

the core, together with system identification and control techniques in the prototyping

hardware were shown in [19] and [20]; the offline performance of the full in-vacuum

cryocooled system, including energy fly-scan, were demonstrated in [21]; the dynamic

modeling work, updated control design and NI LabVIEW FPGA implementation in

the final NI’s CompactRIO (cRIO) were addressed in [22], [23] and [24]; calibration

and commissioning procedures, together with the first experimental results with beam

were shown in [25]; and, finally, integration aspects with undulator sources started to

be discussed in [26]. More recently, the detailed mechanical design and mechatronic

architecture of the HD-DCM has been thoroughly described in [27] and [28]; whereas,

together with updated commissioning results, a didactic discussion on the fundamental

conceptual differences between the HD-DCM and standard DCM mechanical architec-

tures has been provided in [29].

This work mainly focuses in detailing and experimentally validating the positioning

problem formulations for both the HD-DCM and its current adjustable-phase undu-

lator (APU) source from an energy fly-scan (or spectroscopy) perspective. Indeed,

although basic geometrical and physical equations can be found elsewhere [30], to the

best of the authors’ knowledge, a mechatronic approach concerning ranges, velocities,

acceleration levels, forces and torques has not been covered in literature yet — perhaps

due to step-based actuation technologies and dominant fly-scan limitations related to

motion errors in standard DCMs. With the HD-DCM, however, this understanding

is essential to realize the full potential of the instrument, allowing for high-stability

fixed-exit spectroscopy experiments to reach the order of 1 s, i.e. a time reduction of

up to two or three orders of magnitude with respect to standard step-scans — which

might drastically increase experimental throughput and/or even create new scientific

perspectives. To that end, a partly tutorial approach is chosen here, such that the well-

known geometrical and physical properties within a DCM scope can be revisited from

the necessary mechatronic approach, from where practical limits, tuning tolerances,

calibration strategies and advanced beamline integration needs can be derived.

This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, in Section 5.2, the energy selection and

fixed-exit concepts of a DCM, both in nominal geometry and including crystal miscut,

are used to derive the non-linear characteristics of a DCM and its implications in fly-

scans. Then, in Section 5.3, the relevant aspects of APUs regarding their integration

with the HD-DCM, particularly focusing in tuning tolerances and fly-scan positioning

demands, are developed. Next, Section 5.4 describes the generic and flexible beamline

integration architecture developed for the HD-DCM, as well as its operation modes, and

the latest communication topology with its APU source, which finally enabled practi-

cal high-performance fly-scan spectroscopy. After that, Section 5.5 summarizes some

experimental results at EMA, including: 1) stand-still inter-crystal stability measure-

ments via rocking curve edges and knife-edge; 2) fly-scan motion performance evalua-
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tion according to the new integration architecture between the HD-DCM and APU; and

3) a long-term scientific high-pressure commissioning experiment via step and fly-scan

spectroscopy. Conclusions and further considerations are given in section Section 5.6.

Finally, a list of abbreviations is provided for general reference in Section 5.A.

5.2 DCM Positioning Problem Formulation

The main geometrical concepts of a DCM are illustrated in Figure 5.1, which is thor-

oughly explored in the following subsections to first describe a nominal geometry, then

elaborate on crystal asymmetry effects, and finally derive the main time-dependent

fly-scan aspects, with highly non-linear motion characteristics that pose challenging

requirements in terms of actuation, metrology, control and integration.

5.2.1 Nominal Case

The energy selection in a DCM results from the Bragg’s law of diffraction [32], which

describes that only photons of a given fundamental energy E and its harmonics are

diffracted for a given incidence Bragg angle θB, i.e.

2d sin(θB) = n
hc

E
, (5.1)

where d is the crystal lattice parameter, also known as d-spacing, n a positive integer

that defines the diffraction order, h Planck’s constant and c the speed of light. Thus,

different energies can be selected by adjusting θB. Yet, in reality, the Bragg angle and

the energy are not discrete values, but narrow distributions defined by intrinsic crys-

tallographic properties, the so-called Darwin width [33], such that the monochromatic

beam results from a convolution of the diffraction in both crystals.

Hence, for two crystals with identical d, an ideal monochromatic beam, i.e. parallel

to the incoming beam and with fixed exit, is nominally achieved by having parallel

crystals and adjusting the gap g between them, such that a constant offsetH is obtained

according to

g = H
sin(θB)

sin(2θB)
=

H

2 cos(θB)
. (5.2)

This is illustrated for two arbitrary angles in the side-view schematic of Figure 5.1a,

which also follows the specific geometrical architecture chosen for the HD-DCM, namely:

with the center of rotation of the crystals set on the surface of the 1st crystal; and with a

long 2nd crystal to comply with the beam walk for the different energies — i.e. prevent-

ing a complementary motion stage that otherwise would be needed to longitudinally

move a short 2nd crystal according to the different downstream positions of the beam

after the diffraction in the first crystal.

Partially differentiating Equation (5.1) with respect to E and d individually, and

applying simple manipulation, it can be shown that

∂E

E
=
∂d

d
= − cot(θB)∂θB, (5.3)
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Figure 5.1: (a) DCM geometry according to the fixed beam impact point at the rotation

axis O, showing Bragg angles θB1 and θB2 and the corresponding gaps g1 and g2,

keeping constant offset H between the monochromatic and incident beams. (b) Effect

of DCM inter-crystal parallelism variation ∆Rx in the position of the virtual source

δy∆Rx. (c) DCM geometry including α and β miscut angles in asymmetric crystals,

where û represents the unit vector of the incident beam, n̂ the unit vector normal to

the diffraction planes, which is made parallel to the gap g that defines the offset H,

and D is the distance travelled by beam between crystals (adapted from [31]).
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from where a few aspects can be highlighted. Firstly, it can be seen that the sensitivity

to variations in θB in the energy selection starts from zero at the upper limit of θB = π/2

and tends to infinity as the Bragg angle moves towards θB = 0. Secondly, a given

percentage of change in d-spacing is one-to-one related to the percentage of change

in energy. Thus, if different d-spacings are found in the two crystals, an ideal energy

matching for maximum flux would be related to slightly different θB in the crystals,

such that the monochromatic beam would no longer be exactly parallel to the incoming

beam, and the magnitude of the deviation would be variable over the operational energy

range.

In practice, even for nominally identical crystals, d-spacing variations may result

from crystal imperfections or clamping distortions, but they are most noticeably related

to thermal effects. Indeed, d-spacing variations due to thermal expansion, together with

local curvature in the crystal lattice, are well-known issues in DCMs (and other types

of monochromators) due to the local heat loads deposited in the 1st crystal, which may

reach hundreds of W/mm2 [34]. This effect tends to be highly non-linear in energy,

since it may depend on: 1) the power variation as function of energy for undulators;

2) the particular crystal heat extraction capacity; and 3) the power load distribution

over the beam footprint b, which can be written as a function of θB and the beam size

a as

b =
a

sin(θB)
. (5.4)

Clearly, this is in contrast with the concept of an ideal DCM, requiring some kind of

compromise or compensation strategy regarding flux, beam parallelism and/or beam

position at a given point of interest, as elaborated next.

Figure 5.1b illustrates how a small angle ∆Rx between crystals is related to a shift

δy∆Rx of the virtual source according to

δy∆Rx = 2L∆Rx, (5.5)

where L is the distance between the DCM and the source. Then, considering that

variations of the virtual source are often proportionally related to shifts of the beam at

the sample through the beamline optics, a common requirement is having them small

as compared to the source size. With X-ray source sizes of about 5 µm and L commonly

in the order of 30m for modern beamlines, a typical budget of 10% pushes ∆Rx to

the range of 10 nrad only. This immediately reveals the stringent dynamical angular

stability requirements for state-of-the-art DCMs, as well as suggests that within an

experiment there would be virtually no margin for intentional variations of ∆Rx, for

thermal effects compensation, for instance.

Yet, recalling Equation (5.2), it can be seen that displacements in the virtual source

related to ∆Rx may be at least partly compensated by energy-dependent beam offset

corrections via gap adjustments. Again using partial derivatives, δyH can be written

as

δyHg = ∂Hg =
sin(2θB)

sin(θB)
∂g = 2 cos(θB)∂g. (5.6)
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Moreover, although not practically useful for intentional offset compensation because

of its correlation with energy, it should be noticed that the offset is also sensitive to

variations in θB according to

δyHθB
= ∂HθB = −2g sin(θB)∂θB = −H tan(θB)∂θB. (5.7)

Indeed, in addition to compensations with δyHg , these equations can be directly used

for motion error specifications (see also [27]). It can be seen (refer also to Figure 5.2

in Section 5.2.2) that at low energies (high angles) the offset is sensitive to changes in

θB but quite insensitive to the gap g, and vice-versa. This is unfortunate, since the

higher chances of corrections related to thermal effects occur precisely at low energies,

where higher power densities occur due to smaller footprints (see Equation (5.4)).

Thus, acceptable boundaries may need to be identified for each experiment individually.

Ultimately, the target would be to have the effective virtual source variation δy =

δy∆Rx+δyHg +δyHθB
in an experiment within a fraction of the source size, i.e. typically

about 0.5 µm, or the corresponding behavior at the sample position.

The angular boundaries for ∆Rx around an ideal energy tuning, which might be

already out or perfect parallelism due to d-spacing variations, can be derived as a

fraction of the angular bandwidth ∆θDW of the Darwin width of the crystals. This can

be used, for example, to evaluate acceptable flux losses in trying to keep the incoming

and outgoing beam parallel despite thermal effects. It turns out that ∆θDW can be

described to a good approximation by a “rearrangement” of Equation (5.3)

∆θDW =
∆E

E
tan(θB), (5.8)

where ∆E/E becomes the intrinsic energy resolution of the crystal, a constant dimen-

sionless physical quantity that is typically in the range between 10−3 and 10−5. With

typical orientations of silicon crystals, such as Si(111) and Si(311), which are used in

the HD-DCM, ∆θDW varies from hundreds of µrad at large θB to sub-µrad at small θB
(see also Section 5.5.2.1). As a side note, detuning of crystals also often finds practical

use in harmonic rejection strategies.

5.2.2 Asymmetric crystals

One last factual aspect to be considered is the inevitable existence of deviations be-

tween the actual crystal surface and its diffraction planes. Although many times

asymmetric-cut crystals reaching several degrees are intentionally designed for differ-

ent purposes, including beam compression or expansion (see, for example, [1]), here

ideally symmetric-cut crystals with only manufacturing miscut limitations are consid-

ered. This is depicted in Figure 5.1c, which is adapted from the discussion recently

carried out by [31] on how miscuts affect the gap in DCMs, where it can be seen that,

for parallel diffraction planes in the 1st and 2nd crystals, the distance between their

surfaces vary over the propagation of the beam as a function of the small miscut angles

β and α, respectively.
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Considering here the gap value to be taken perpendicularly to the diffraction plane

of the crystals and aligned with the rotation axis, a derivation equivalent to that

described in [31] shows that Equation (5.2) becomes

gm =
H

cos(α)

sin(θB + α)

sin(2θB)
, (5.9)

from where it can be seen that, in addition to the gain 1/ cos(α), which is very close to

unity for small α, the larger deviations from Equation (5.2) occur for small θB. Then,

updating Equation (5.6) and Equation (5.7) yields

∂Hg,m = cos(α)
sin(2θB)

sin(θB + α)
∂gm, and

∂HθB ,m = −H[cot(θ + α)− 2 cot(2θB)]∂θB.

(5.10)

One may notice that β does not appear explicitly in any of these equations. This is be-

cause no beam walk is assumed in the 1st crystal. In practice, with imperfect alignment

of the crystal surface together with the incidence beam on the axis of rotation, parasitic

beam walk will occur, resulting in some contribution from β to the gap. Nonetheless,

in this geometry, this contribution will be negligible as compared to that of α.

Figure 5.2 shows plots comparing these quantities for α = 0, i.e. the nominal

case with no miscut, and two miscut cases, with α = ±0.1◦ to represent reasonable

manufacturing limitations. The angular range from 0.01 rad ≈ 0.57◦ to π/2 rad =

90◦ is shown in logarithmic scale for clarity, and the angular limits of the HD-DCM

are represented by the vertical dash-dotted lines at 3◦ and 60◦ for a reference. The

dimensionless quantities are shown in the left side, whereas the relative ratio with

respect to the nominal case in the right. In the upper plots, it can be seen that the gap

no longer tends to an asymptotic value as θB gets smaller for higher energies. Similarly,

the remaining plots demonstrate the increased sensitivity in the offset position to both

the gap and θB, the latter in particular increasing by several orders of magnitude, when

miscuts are considered.

This indicates that in reality the gap motion range may need to be larger by a few

percent than nominally expected, that sensitivities at low angles may vary by more

than one order o magnitude, that calibrations for fixed exit may require more than the

simpler trigonometric relation of Equation (5.2) (see also [31]), and that the required

velocities and accelerations related to fly-scan are in practice different from nominal

ones.

5.2.3 Fly-scan

To conclude, the previous equations can be further discussed in terms of their implica-

tions in fly-scan spectroscopy. Firstly, for θB, E from Equation (5.1) can be substituted
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Figure 5.2: Gap g and offset H dependences on the Bragg angle θB for the DCM geometry

of Fig. 5.1, including representative miscut manufacturing limitations, i.e. crystals with

small asymmetric-cut angles α. The quantities of interest are shown in the left and

the relative ratio with respect to the nominal case in the right. The θB axis is shown

in logarithmic scale to highlight the contribution of the miscut at lower angles (higher

energies). The HD-DCM angular limits are represented by the vertical dash-dotted

lines at 3◦ and 60◦.
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in Equation (5.3), and the result taken with respect to time, such that

∂E

∂t
= −nhc

2d

cos(θB)

sin2(θB)

∂θB
∂t

or

∂θB
∂t

= − 2d

nhc

sin2(θB)

cos(θB)

∂E

∂t
= −η0(θB)

2d

nhc

∂E

∂t
.

(5.11)

Then, for the gap, Equation (5.9) can be derived for a constant offset with respect to

time, yielding

∂g

∂t
= η1(θB)

H

cos(α)

∂θB
∂t

, where

η1(θB) =
cos(θB + α) sin(2θB)− 2 sin(θB + α) cos(2θB)

sin2(2θB)
,

(5.12)

which, in terms of the energy rate, using Equation (5.11), becomes

∂g

∂t
= −η2(θB)

2d

nhc

H

cos(α)

∂E

∂t
, where

η2(θB) =
cos(θB + α) sin(2θB)− 2 sin(θB + α) cos(2θB)

4 cos3(θB)
.

(5.13)

Naturally, here θB in the trigonometric arguments are actually related to E via Equa-

tion (5.1), but replacing it with the inverse trigonometric function does not add to

clarity.

The functions η0, η1 and η2 are introduced in Equation (5.11), Equation (5.12) and

Equation (5.13) to simplify the notation of these equations by capturing the complex

trigonometric dependences on θB. Indeed, from Figure 5.3, the strong non-linear rela-

tionships in following desired energy variation rates in fly-scans become evident. From

η0, the exponential increase in the required Bragg velocity for higher angles (lower

energies) is clearly visible, changing by nearly three orders of magnitude within the

operational range of the HD-DCM. From η1 and η2, although with different slopes,

similar exponential behavior occur for the gap with the nominal geometry with α = 0.

With miscuts, however, deviations occur in the low-angle (high-energy) range, as also

seen in Figure 5.2. In particular, because η2 — representing the variation of g with

respect to E — is the product between η0 and η1, it actually asymptotically converges

to a small constant value, either for positive or negative α. Hence, differences of three

to four orders of magnitude occur for the gap velocity for a given energy variation rate

within the operational range of the HD-DCM.

For a control-based instrument as the HD-DCM, these aspects place demanding

specifications on metrology and acquisition hardware, since very high resolution and

low noise is required for the lower angular (higher energy) range, whereas high rates

are necessary at opposite limit. For example, while the angular resolution in the Bragg

angle quadrature encoder is 50 nrad (or about 3 µ◦) for high angular resolution and

small control errors, from Equation (5.11) it can be found that for an energy scan of
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Figure 5.3: Trigonometric functions related to the variation of: the Bragg angle θB with

respect to energy E, as η0; and the gap g with respect to θB and E, as η1 and η2
(shown in absolute values for readability in the logarithmic scale), respectively. They

follow Equation (5.11), Equation (5.12) and Equation (5.13) for the DCM geometry

of Figure 5.1, including representative miscut manufacturing limitations, i.e. crystals

with small asymmetric-cut angles α. The HD-DCM angular limits are represented by

the vertical dash-dotted lines at 3◦ and 60◦.

1 keV/s the Si(111) crystal angular speed requirements would be around 0.1 °/s at the

high energy range and as much as 40 °/s at the low energy limit. In the latter case,

the counting rates would have to be higher than the current electronics capacity of

10MHz. Similarly for the gap, with a resolution of 0.1 nm from the quadrature laser

interferometers for the nanometer-level control performance, an equivalent energy rate

scan speed with Si(111) crystals without a miscut would translate via Equation (5.13)

to about 0.8 µm/s and 20mm/s at the high and low energy limits, respectively. In the

latter case, counting rates would need to reach 200MHz.

Moreover, reaching such high speeds in a reasonable traveling range may be associ-

ated with significant acceleration levels, since the main rotation mass moment of inertia

and the gap stage mass are close to, respectively, 14 kgm2 and 6 kg (see also [28]). In-

deed, taking the derivatives of Equation (5.11), Equation (5.12) and Equation (5.13)

with respect to time, the acceleration levels might span over even higher ranges than

those of velocity, stressing the demands on the actuators, amplifiers and converters,

again with very high resolution and low noise for the lower angular range, but higher

forces and torques at the opposite limit. Furthermore, even considering the control-

based and disturbance-oriented design of the HD-DCM, the higher speeds and accelera-

tions at higher angles inevitably increase mechanical and setpoint-related disturbances.
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The performance of the HD-DCM under these challenges and the ongoing research

are discussed via results in Section 5.5, but, before that, the following section elaborates

a corresponding analysis for an APU source, showing how it impacts energy fly-scans

with the HD-DCM.

5.3 Undulator Properties and Positioning Analyses

So far, Sirius beamlines have been designed with 2 types of sources, namely: bend-

ing magnets, from the 3.2T permanent-magnet dipoles that are part of its five-bend

achromat lattice (5BA) [15]; and undulators. The first provides a continuous and

broad-band spectrum (with critical energy at 19 keV), that can be used in a number of

beamlines, for different characterization methods, and is transparent with respect to a

DCM operation (aside from power density variations due to the footprint dependence

on θB, as seen in Equation (5.4)). The latter, on the other hand, has an adjustable

photon emission spectrum, justifying the specification of a particular device for each

beamline individually, depending on the scientific research area, and requiring energy

tuning with the monochromator. Therefore, key undulator characteristics and posi-

tioning tolerances for energy fly-scan with the HD-DCM at Sirus are investigated next.

The analyses will be restricted to the case of APUs, which is the first type to be inte-

grated with the HD-DCMs at Sirius beamlines, but, naturally, equivalent analyses can

be done for different types of undulators.

5.3.1 Undulator Emission Properties

Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 5.4a, the flux in an undulator spectrum is characterized

by relatively narrow emission bands, which are harmonics of a fundamental energy

and depend on physical constants and parameters both of the storage ring and of the

particular device. Then, by online adjustment of the so-called undulator deflection

parameter Ku — that is a function of its magnetic period λu and magnetic field Bu,

which may have components in both axes transversal to the propagation of the electron

beam —, the energy spectrum and possibly the polarization of the photon beam can

be selected accordingly by the user. The plot covers the first nine harmonics of the

APU22 undulator that is currently installed at both EMA and MANACÁ beamlines,

in an arbitrary configuration with the 3rd harmonic tuned to 9 keV for a given Ku. It

clearly illustrates the gradual reduction in flux over several orders of magnitude as the

harmonic order increases towards higher energies, and also that the peak energy width

and the flux depend on the angular acceptance window at the beamline.

In APUs, Ku can be varied from a maximum value to virtually zero by relatively

shifting one of its magnetic cassettes with respect to the other, defining a variable

generally referred to as the undulator phase pu, which has a typical stroke in the order

of 10mm. Without diving into the development of the equations and into the physical

parameters, which can be found in details in [35], it can be shown that a emission flux
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Figure 5.4: (a) Example of the emission flux spectra of the planar adjustable-phase undu-

lators APU22 installed at EMA and MANACÁ at Sirius, with the 3rd harmonic tuned

at 9 keV. The first nine harmonics are shown for a given deflection parameter Ku and

three different beamline angular acceptance windows (v×h) illustrate its effect in peak

energy width and flux. (b) Arbitrarily scaled energy value Eu for a given emission

harmonic nu and its derivative with respect to phase, for a normalized undulator phase

pu in a planar APU, according to Equation (5.14). (c) Top: zoomed spectral flux plot

of the example emission of (a), highlighting the broadening of the peak and its shift to

lower energies for larger angular acceptances; bottom: “slitless” wave-propagation sim-

ulations showing the beam profile for perfectly monochromatic energies at and around

the 9 keV resonance (black vertical dashed lines in the plot).
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peak for a given energy Eu can be nominally written in terms of pu as

Eu =
nuc1

c2 cos2[c3(pu + c4)] + c5
, (5.14)

where nu is the emission harmonic and ci, with i = 1, ...5, are the constants resulting

from physical constants and parameters of the storage ring and of the device. Thus,

the peak emission energy dependence on pu for such an APU has a generic shape as

depicted for normalized phase values in Figure 5.4b, i.e. ranging from a minimum to a

maximum value for each harmonic. In most cases, the harmonics overlap, meaning that

the same energy may be reached in two or more harmonics/phases, only with different

fluxes (see also Figure 5.5 in Section 5.3.2). This is especially useful for energy scans

realized around the overlapping regions, such that full scans can be executed without

commanding the undulator over discontinuous trajectories, which would be actually

impractical in fly-scans. In other cases, energy gaps may exist, meaning that peak

emissions do not occur for a given energy range with the particular combination of

parameters and would not be available to the user, being a design choice.

Consequently, for DCMs operating at undulator beamlines, θB must be tuned with

pu for the desired output energy. This aspect is illustrated in Figure 5.4c. Firstly, a

zoomed spectral flux plot of the emission around the 3rd harmonic at 9 keV is shown to

illustrate in more details in linear scale (and with the smaller acceptance in the right

axis for readability) the broadening of the peak and its shift towards lower energies as

the angular acceptance is increased for higher fluxes. Then, wave-propagation simu-

lations using the Synchrotron Radiation Workshop (SRW, [36]) show the beam profile

for perfectly monochromatic energies at and around the 9 keV resonances without any

slit acceptance restrictions, from where it can be seen that, if the DCM and the APU

are detuned beyond given energy-dependent margins, either the downstream flux is

rapidly reduced to one side, or the ideal Gaussian beam profile is distorted to ring-like

structures to the other.

Therefore, for energy fly-scans at undulator beamlines the traditional stand-still

tuning between θB and pu becomes dependent on the motion capabilities of the undu-

lator and synchronism as well. As done in the previous sections, Equation (5.14) can

also be derived as a function of time, resulting in

∂Eu
∂t

=
nuc1c2c3 sin[2c3(pu + c4)]

{c2 cos2[c3(pu + c4)] + c5}2
∂pu
∂t

, (5.15)

which can be used in Equation (5.11) and Equation (5.13) to find the required motion

correlation between all the axes of interest for an energy scan with an APU and a

DCM. This correlation between the variation of Eu and pu is also qualitatively shown

in Figure 5.4b, from where both the sensitivity in the emission spectrum due to motion

errors in the undulator, for instance, as well as the effectiveness in realizing scans can

be observed.

For a desired energy variation rate, large speeds would be required from the un-

dulator motion at the phase limits. In addition, as for the DCM, linear energy scans
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require non-linear undulator trajectories, via an exotic function as compared to indus-

trial standards, which may not be directly available for undulator controllers. So, it

becomes clear that ideal and “simple” user settings for constant energy scanning rates,

in practice must be translated according to highly non-linear functions, often tending

either to zero, or infinity, as shown next for the APU22 at Sirius.

Therefore, particularly considering fly-scans, the integrated beamline control ar-

chitecture requires additional attention, actuator and sensor limits must be carefully

analyzed, and synchronism delays and motion-related disturbances obtain central roles.

In the following section, the integration of the HD-DCM at Sirius beamlines is pre-

sented.

5.3.2 The APU22 Source

The two operational units of the HD-DCM are at the EMA and the MANACÁ beam-

lines at Sirius, which currently operate in a commissioning configuration with an

APU22 undulator source by Kyma: λu = 22mm, length of 1.12m and Ku,max = 1.44.

By 2024, final configurations are expected, with two of the APU22 units in series for

MANACÁ, and a new IVU18.5 (in-vacuum undulator) for EMA: λu = 18.5mm, length

of 2m and Ku,max = 2.1.

Hence, in this early stage both beamlines are working with lower fluxes, not only

because the storage ring current is still limited to 100mA, while expected to reach

350mA, but also because of the shorter undulator. Besides that, EMA is working with

a more limited energy range, due to an existing energy gap between 3.7 and 5.7 keV,

occurring between h1 and h3, i.e. the 1st and 3rd harmonics (once even harmonics do

not provide adequate sources) of the APU22. Moreover, due to a initial perspective

of short-time replacement (or upgrade) of the sources, only basic features have been

originally specified for the APU22 Beckhoff’s control system. This has eventually posed

integration limitations with respect to the HD-DCM in the early operation phase,

motivating the development of alternative solutions, as discussed in the next sections.

Following the generic shape anticipated in Figure 5.4b, Figure 5.5a shows the har-

monic emission peaks between h3 and h13 as a function of phase, thus covering the

energy range that has been explored so far at EMA and MANACÁ. Indeed, the useful

range of h1 by the HD-DCM, i.e. between 2.3 and 3.7 keV, has a sharp flux reduction

in this range (not shown) and would drastically suffer from attenuation from air and

windows in the setups currently available at both beamlines. Higher energies, in turn,

have prohibitively low fluxes with the APU22 and anyhow face reflectivity limitations

from downstream mirrors. In the plot, the harmonics are truncated after an arbitrary

overlap of 1 keV due to flux gains.

Then, Figure 5.5b illustrates the variation correlation between the energy and the

phase, but as a function of the energy for the various harmonics, instead of a function

of the phase as in Figure 5.4b. This can be directly used as a guide to evaluate how

desired rates in keV/s are translated to mm/s in the undulator. For example, energy

rates of 1 keV/s can be achieved with reasonable phase speeds in the range of 1mm/s
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Figure 5.5: APU22 characteristics for the different harmonics in the energy range between

5.7 and 28 keV at the EMA and the MANACÁ beamlines at Sirius: (a) peak emission

energy Eu as a function of the phase pu; (b) variation correlation between Eu and pu
as a function of Eu; (c) energy tuning tolerance ratio as a function of pu; and (d) phase

error tolerance Γpu as a function of pu.

depending on the desired energy range, whereas it would require “infinite” speed around

energies close to pu = 0. Before fast orbit feedback (FOFB) and feedforward systems,

that should be capable of compensating possibly higher orbit distortions caused by

the fast motion of the undulators, become available at Sirius’ storage ring, an upper

limit velocity of 3mm/s has been specified to the APU22. Yet, due to the current flux

limitations, at EMA the APU22 has been operated in practice well bellow 1mm/s in

fly-scans, reaching only a few tens of eV/s in this initial stage. Hence, ultimate fly-scan

spectroscopy velocities are expected to be achieved later, with the final sources and

with the storage ring systems fully implemented.

Next, to define synchronism and motion performance requirements for the APU22, a

tuning tolerance method using wave-propagation simulations as those in Figure 5.4c has

been developed. It consists of analyzing a finite number of energies in each harmonic,

and, for each of them, mapping an energy tuning tolerance ΓE corresponding to a

variation of 10% of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the beam with respect
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to the ideal “Gaussian-like” profile. The ratio between the tolerances and the central

(nominal) energies are shown in Figure 5.5c, in which it can be seen that there is a

higher forgiveness, around 0.075%, in h3 (and even higher for h1, around 0.18%, not

shown), but similar ratios for h5 to h13, around 0.045% to 0.05%. This is because

h1 and h3 are related to lower energies in which the X-ray source size and divergence

are larger due to diffraction limits (not shown), whereas beyond h5 these parameters

reach asymptotic values. Occasional residual inaccuracies in the estimation of ΓE seem

insufficient to hinder any conclusions.

Finally, the dependence from Figure 5.5b can be combined with the tolerances from

Figure 5.5c to determine phase tolerances Γpu for the undulators. This is shown in Fig-

ure 5.5d, from where it can be seen that at the lower phase limit (< 2mm), related to

higher velocities for given energy rates, the error tolerances exceed 10µm, whereas only

4 to 7 µm are required as the most stringent values. At this point, it is worth noting

that, using Equation (5.3), the same energy tolerances from Figure 5.5c can be taken to

derive angular tolerances for the Bragg angle with respect to an ideal energy setpoint.

It turns out that, within this energy range, these calculated tolerances remain above

30 and 60 µrad for Si(111) and Si(311), respectively, which are much larger than the

typical motion errors observed in the HD-DCM, as shown in Section 5.5.3.1. Indeed,

the obtained energy tolerances varied between 4 and 16 eV, whereas spectroscopy reso-

lutions in this energy range generally aim at sub-eV targets, such that the Bragg angle

performance should be truly at least one order of magnitude better than that.

Consequently, in practice the mapped tolerance budget does remain entirely for

the undulator, but must include metrology accuracy, motion control errors, and delay

effects, which might possibly lead to integration-related limitations beyond the perfor-

mance of each instrument individually. This has been the case with the APU22 until

very recently, as elaborated in [26] and [29]. And it highlights the need of a holistic

approach in beamline instrumentation for increased performances and efficiency, as

discussed in the following sections.

5.4 HD-DCM Integration and Operation Schemes

Once the essential positioning characteristics for the HD-DCM and the APU22 have

been explained — including higher-level motion parameters for fly-scan spectroscopy

that are now for the first time enabled with the HD-DCM —, this section summarizes

how the HD-DCM can be effectively used at Sirius beamlines, including its integration

schemes and operation modes. Sufficient details, also updated with respect to [26], are

given to clarify the several operational possibilities within more complex integration

demands, leading to different hardware and software complexity requirements.

The HD-DCM application within a flexible integration scheme with a generic APU

source is illustrated in the simplified control implementation diagram of Figure 5.6.

Integration with the well-known EPICS control system [37], via the so-called process

variables (PVs) for high-level user operation, is represented in the diagram by the
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Figure 5.6: Simplified control implementation diagram for the integration of the HD-DCM

running on NI’s cRIO, with four control loops for the Bragg angle (BRG) and crystal

cage (CCG, with GAP, PTC and RLL) position control, and an APU source running on

a third-party controller, with one control loop for the phase. Reference r and metrology

y signals are represented, together with controllers C, plants P, and functions f for

coordinated motion. As detailed in the text, motion setpoint updating depends on

structures for input selection (SEL) and operation modes (OPN), including trajectory

generation on demand (TRG), stored trajectory files (TRF) and motion estimators

(χUND and χBRG). Complementary real-time performance estimators can be computed

for energy tuning (χENG) and virtual source vertical position (χVSV). Integration with

EPICS is represented by the process variables (PVs). Colors are given to differentiate

the APU from the HD-DCM domains, and the control blocks from data blocks (related

trajectories or PVs), and from the estimators.

abstracted multidimensional structures PVUND and PVDCM, for variables related to

the undulator and the HD-DCM, respectively.
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The APU is represented by a generic single control loop UND for the phase (see

Figure 5.6), typically consisting of a servo-motor and a linear encoder in a third-party

controller, with sample rates in the range of 1 kHz. Evidently, APUs with different

embodiment or different types of undulators can be correspondingly adapted. The

HD-DCM, in turn, can be defined by four main control loops (see Figure 5.6), namely:

Bragg (BRG), gap (GAP), pitch (PTC) and roll (RLL), running on NI’s CompactRIO

(cRIO) hardware at 20 kHz sample rate (see also [26] and [28])), as detailed next.

5.4.1 The HD-DCM Control Architecture

BRG is responsible for controlling the Bragg angle θB in the operational range from 3◦

to 60◦, which is done via an in-vacuum direct-drive rotary stage with a rotary encoder,

in a bandwidth of 20 Hz. Then, GAP, PTC and RLL, in turn, are part of the so-called

crystal cage (CCG), responsible for controlling the position of the 2nd crystal with

respect to the 1st crystal with nanometer-level performance, which is done via voice-

coil actuators and laser interferometers, in bandwidths between 150 and 250 Hz. GAP

controls the parameter g from Section 5.2, whereas PTC and RLL, referring to the pitch

and roll angles, control the inter-crystal parallelism. PTC is related to the crystals DW

tuning and to vertical shifts in the virtual source via ∆Rx in Equation (5.5), with the

strict target of 10 nrad RMS (1Hz to 2.5 kHz). RLL is related to lateral shifts in

the virtual source, but with dependence on θB and much lower sensitivity than PTC,

leading, for instance, to a positioning stability target of 90 nrad RMS. The complete

set of specifications of the HD-DCM can be found in [27].

Due to a careful mechatronic architecture, in practice the originally multiple-input-

multiple-output (MIMO) system can be statically decoupled, so that the loops may

be addressed independently and simpler single-input-single-output (SISO) controller

design techniques can be used (see also [28]). Thus, in Figure 5.6 the individual plants

and controllers are represented as Pi and Ci, respectively, where i refers to UND, BRG,

GAP, PTC and RLL. Each loop follows a reference ri and provides a measurement yi,

being subject to actuator and plant disturbances, as well as measurement noise from

sensors (encoders and laser interferometers). Measured error signals are defined as

ei = ri − yi.

The reference signals for the CCG loops are defined as functions f GAP, f PTC and

f RLL of θB, which can follow nominal correlations, according to Equation (5.2) or Equa-

tion (5.9) for the gap, for instance, or result from beam-based calibrations (see [25]),

that can be updated by the user via PVDCM. Regarding the control-based architec-

ture and fly-scan demands, it is useful to have these relations as continuous smooth

functions, rather than arbitrary discrete look-up tables that might be used in step-

scan applications, such that discontinuities are prevented and high-frequency content

is minimized in the reference signals. So far, eighth order polynomials have been used

as a standard.

Furthermore, because the measurement signal yBRG includes the disturbances in

the BRG loop and electronic noise contamination that would deteriorate the individ-
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ual performances of the CCG loops, it has been found that under normal conditions

the control error eBRG is sufficiently small so that the reference signal rBRG may be

preferable as an indicator of θB. Although perhaps not an usual control strategy in

leading-following systems, it benefits from favorable tolerances in the HD-DCM and

its reliability. Indeed, PTC and RLL have only (at most) a small and smooth depen-

dence on BRG, resulting essentially from fine adjustment for parallelism and fixed-exit

calibrations (see [25]), with virtually no effect within small θB mismatching.

The GAP, in turn, as specified in [27], can afford as much as 300 nm of mismatch in

the worst case scenario before its influence in the beam offset exceeds 10% of the beam

size (see also Equation (5.6) and Equation (5.10)). Then, using Equation (5.2) — or,

equivalently, Equation (5.9) for miscuts —, the derivative of the gap with respect to θB
can be written as dg/dθB = −(H/2)(sin(θB)/ cos

2(θB)). Hence, with H = 18mm and

assuming an ideal gap motion, the corresponding BRG tracking mismatch, again for

10% of the beam sizes, should be bound to |eBRG| << 10 µrad in the 3° to 60° working

range. As in the case of the energy tuning tolerances, this is one order of magnitude

larger than the tracking errors that have been observed so far in fly-scans with the

HD-DCM (see Section 5.5.3.1). This means that the loops can be connected only to

necessary extent, allowing for better individual performances, particularly of the PTC

— which is the most sensitive degree of freedom, operating close to the specification

boundaries.

A more elaborate alternative — that, however, has not proven practical need until

now — to prevent sensor noise, but still take the system response into account, consists

in using an estimator χBRG of the closed-loop response via the complementary sensi-

tivity function (T) of the BRG loop with χBRG= TBRG·rBRG. Whichever the case, the

desired reference selection for the the CCG loops may be done in the operation mode

block OPNBRG via EPICS with PVDCM, which is also used to define the origin of the

reference rBRG itself.

Indeed, it is then the definition of how rBRG is updated in the HD-DCM control loop

that eventually defines how the instrument can be used at the beamline. In that sense,

within the architecture in Figure 5.6, three operation modes can be identified such

that: 1) a trajectory is asynchronously calculated for rBRG internally in the cRIO just

before motion, being independent from other instruments; 2) a real-time conversion for

rBRG is made from a leading signal; and 3) a known trajectory for rBRG is previously

stored in a file in the cRIO and executed after a trigger for synchronism. As these

mode are related to different experimental capabilities and implementation complexity

concerning other instruments at the beamline, they are separately discussed in the

following subsection (see also [26] for a preliminary discussion).

5.4.2 Operation Modes

The first operation mode is the stand-alone mode, in which the HD-DCM can be

operated by the user in a simple way at high level via PVDCM. In this case, a trajectory

generator block TRGBRG in cRIO uses user-defined parameters and default trajectory
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options to generate a suitable trajectory on demand and, then, triggers rBRG to be

updated accordingly at the 20 kHz sample rate. This is a basic mode for fixed-energy

or step-scan experiments, and the undulator phase must be independently adjusted

by the user via PVUND for the appropriate energy tuning. Although not optimum in

terms of timing, this can often be handled via standard step-scan beamline pieces of

software. Moreover, this would also be a straightforward option for energy fly-scans at

bending-magnet beamlines, in which the source spectrum is continuous.

Next, in the follower mode, rBRG is updated in real time as a function of a leading

input signal, which might be any external reference, but here, naturally, consists of

the undulator phase. Thus, f BRG is defined as a function of the undulator phase and

the desired harmonic (HAR), which is selected by the user as part of PVDCM. It can

be nominally defined via Equation (5.1) and Equation (5.14), but, in practice, due to

the relatively small tuning tolerances (see Section 5.3.2), requires beam-based calibra-

tion, as discussed in [25]. Hence, by controlling the undulator alone via PVUND with

reasonable motion setpoints, the user should be able to obtain a well-tuned fixed-exit

monochromatic beam over the whole energy range, allowing the fly-scan spectroscopy

potential to be explored at undulator beamlines. Integrating the HD-DCM with dif-

ferent types of undulator would basically require only adapting f BRG to different pa-

rameters.

Still about the follower mode — in a similar fashion to the reference choice of

the CCG loops —, the phase signal can be also considered from three options that

are managed via the selection block SELUND, according to user settings in EPICS as

part of PVDCM. They are: the measurement signal yUND; the reference rUND from

the undulator controller; or a position estimator χUND of the closed-loop response

via the complementary sensitivity function with χUND= TUND·rUND (as mentioned for

the BRG loop). In the first, which was the original option available for the APU22,

the encoder signal yUND is directly derived to the cRIO — with the reading rates

typically in the order of MHz for a quadrature signal, for example, being then internally

downsampled to 20 kHz. However, as in the BRG case and the CCG loops, this signal

includes disturbances from the UND loop and electronic noise that are propagated

to rBRG. Thus, some filtering inside SELUND was found to be essential already at

early implementation phase. Nevertheless, as described in [25] and [29], even with

the additional filters the performance degradation to the the HD-DCM loops ended

up being unacceptably large for the desired fly-scan spectroscopy quality (with pitch

stability exceeding 30 nrad RMS and correspondingly large Bragg control errors, for

instance), such that further alternatives needed to be developed, as explained below.

Indeed, the two remaining options for the follower mode are based on the refer-

ence signal as the undulator phase indicator. Here, again connecting the loops only

to the necessary extent, the tuning tolerances in the range of a few microns between

the HD-DCM and the APU (see Figure 5.5d) can be explored to leave out distur-

bances and noise from the undulator system, which is typically only a micrometer-

level-performance machine. Naturally, both cases require a minimum level of relia-
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bility/repeatability in the undulator, which must be proven by each machine, and is

demonstrated for the APU22 in Section 5.5.3. With rUND, the input may come via

a digital signal from the undulator controller, with the advantage of being a noiseless

signal, but numerical representation limitations and lower control rates may still ex-

ist, requiring additional filtering or interpolation functionalities in SELUND to prevent

significant setpoint discontinuities in rBRG. This is the case for the current APU22 so-

lution, discussed in the following subsection. For χUND option, there is the additional

challenge of knowing enough about the control of the undulator, which is not always

the case, particularly with third-party instruments.

The last operation mode is the triggered mode, in which trajectories for rBRG can be

directly read from a file TRFBRG that is pre-generated by the user. At bending-magnet

beamlines, this may open possibilities in terms of fly-scans with non-standard trajec-

tories. At undulator beamlines, in turn, it separates the undulator and the HD-DCM

from the control perspective, preventing the issues of numerical representation, sample

rates or noise that were just described in the follower mode. In this case, the undulator

controller is also required to be able to switch between modes, according to an equiva-

lent operation block OPNUND, and to store and run the setpoints from a file TRFUND,

which must match those of the HD-DCM for energy tuning. Then, trigger and synchro-

nization must be handled at the hardware level or via sufficiently fast/deterministic

software implementation. Here, as well, sufficient reliability is needed in the undula-

tor. This mode is unfortunately not yet available with the APU22, since an additional

board is needed in the Beckhoff’s controller for external trigger capabilities. Yet, this

feature is expected to be implemented and tested in the near future.

Finally, complementary performance estimators in Figure 5.6 can be optionally

computed in real time to indicate compliance in the experiments. Firstly, the sensitive

virtual source vertical shift χVSV, as functions f VSV of BRG, GAP and PTC, i.e. θB,

the g and ∆Rx, can be calculated using Equation (5.5) and Equation (5.9), or their

calibrated equivalent, and evaluated against the source size. Then, the mismatch χENG

in the energy tuning between the source and the HD-DCM, as functions f ENG of BRG,

UND and HAR, i.e. θB and pu and nu, can be computed using Equation (5.1) and

Equation (5.14), or their calibrated equivalent, and compared to ΓE (see Figure 5.5c).

This should become common practice in the future to increase the maturity and the

robustness of the experimental procedures.

5.4.3 Upgraded APU22-HD-DCM Integration Topology

Due to the inherent fly-scan capabilities of the HD-DCM, the known significant benefits

related to fly-scan spectroscopy (elaborated in Section 5.5.3), and the inconvenient

limitations found in the originally available follower operation that were mentioned

in the previous subsection, integration alternatives started to be investigated. Then,

while the absence of the Beckhoff’s triggering board prevented fly-scan spectroscopy

operation in the triggered mode, a solution complementing the follower mode operation

has been developed in-house. Now, differently from the previous condition, the new
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architecture allows the HD-DCM to work close to ideal scanning conditions, as shown

in next section.

The upgraded topology is depicted in Figure 5.7. As before, for standard com-

munication with the external world, the Beckhoff’s controller, running a Windows

Embedded CE operating system (WinEmbCE OS), exchanges variables via a python

layer (Variables Layer) and an Ethernet port (Eth0 Driver) with an external virtual

machine (VM-Debian), which runs an EPICS IOC server for exchanging the EPICS

PVs with the Network. The cRIO controller, running a Linux real-time operating sys-

tem (NI Linux RTOS), in turn, has an embedded EPICS IOC layer (Nheengatu [38]),

directly communicating with the Network via an Ethernet port (Eth0 Driver).

Beckhoff controller – WinEmbCE OS

TwinCAT RT Thread

• Motion Control

• Variables Snap

• UDP Stream

cRIO controller – NI

Linux RTOS

Eth0 DriverVariables Layer

VM - Debian

PVs

EPICS IOC
E
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LabVIEW FPGA

• Upsampling

• Motion Control

LabVIEW RT Thread
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• Latency and Motion Shift Compensation

Eth0 Driver

EPICS IOC

Network

PVs

Figure 5.7: Upgraded integration topology between the APU22 and the HD-DCM at EMA

and MANACÁ. The APU22 uses a Beckhoff controller with a Windows Embedded CE

operating systems (OS) and an external virtual machine (VM) with a Debian OS for the

EPICS IOC server. The HD-DCM is based on a NI Linux real-time operating system

(RTOS), with an embedded EPICS IOC server for EPICS process variables (PVs). A

direct Ethernet (Eth) link using UDP (User Datagram Protocol) for setpoint streaming

is now available for follower mode operation. Further details in the text.
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Yet, now, the Beckhoff’s and the cRIO controllers are also directly connected via an

unidirectional Ethernet access (Eth1 Drivers), which can stream the APU22 position

setpoint rUND to the HD-DCM (see Figure 5.6). In the same motion control TwinCAT

RT thread in the Beckhoff, motion variables (e.g. position and velocity) are calculated,

sampled and streamed via UDP (User Datagram Protocol) through the dedicated Eth-

ernet link. At the cRIO side, a LabVIEW RT code (as part of SELUND in Figure 5.6)

is responsible for decoding and treating the data.

Indeed, in spite of the peer-to-peer Ethernet link and both implementations being

on real-time threads, there are inherent delays, jitters and latencies in the system,

which can be in principle characterized and partly compensated for in the LabVIEW

RT code. One of these was the mechanical delay in the undulator response, thus

allowing the HD-DCM to be closer to the real position rather than simply following an

unrealistic reference setpoint. Moreover, given that the undulator control loop runs at

1 kHz only and the HD-DCM at 20 kHz, a LabVIEW FPGA code was implemented

(also as part of the abstract SELUND block in Figure 5.6) to generate an upsampled

position reference to the HD-DCM control algorithm.

In this configuration, the Beckhoff’s controller is the one responsible for defining

a suitable higher-order trajectory profile for smooth performances. Hence, obtaining

deeper access and suitably defining Beckhoff’s internal variables for acceleration and

jerk has also been an upgrade action, as compared to the early operation phase. Yet, as

typical in high-performance mechatronic systems (see [39]), a lot more can be expected

to be investigated and optimized in terms of trajectories in the future, once other per-

formance/operation bottlenecks at the beamline are eliminated. The following section

demonstrates the latest progress and discusses the current operational limitations via

concrete experimental examples.

5.5 Experimental Results

Before becoming available to the general beamline user, the HD-DCM goes through a

primary commissioning procedure that has been iteratively developed at the MANACÁ

and the EMA beamlines at Sirius, according to the particularities of this new in-

strument and its integration system. As elaborated in [25], this includes: 1) energy

calibration for the angular metrology of the Bragg rotary stage with respect to ref-

erence absorption edges; 2) DCM-undulator tuning between the Bragg angle and the

undulator phase for the multiple harmonics (see also Section 5.3.2); and 3) fixed-exit

calibration concerning the HD-DCM crystal cage (gap, pitch and roll). Then, part of

these routines may be executed by the beamline crew or users via automated python

scripts in a regular basis, as sanity checks or re-calibration for improved accuracy. The

first commissioning results of the HD-DCMs with X-rays at MANACÁ and EMA were

described in [25] and [29]. In the following subsections, updated results for stand-still

and scanning performances at EMA, as well as methods developed for data analysis,

are disclosed.
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5.5.1 EMA Beamline Setup

The experimental setup layout is depicted in Figure 5.8. The APU22 source, with its

Beckhoff’s motion controller, is at the origin; electron beam position monitors (eBPMs)

positioned 3 m upstream and downstream can provide transversal (x and y) and steering

(pitch and yaw) data with sampling rates up to 572 kHz via dedicated electronics in the

storage ring (SR); a set of high-heat-load slits (Slit1) is used to define the acceptance

to the HD-DCM at 29 m; a set of bendable Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors at 44 m is

used to collimate or focus the downstream X-ray beam; two sample stages are present

at 45.5 and 46.2 m; a set of pneumatic metal filters can be used at 52 m; a set of

monochromatic slits are positioned at 53.3 m; finally, ionization chambers (IC1, IC2,

IC3 and IC4) are used both before and after the samples for absorption experiments,

as well as after the monochromatic slits for stability measurements.

The ICs were connected to Stanford Research Instruments’ SR570 low-noise current

preamplifiers, whose voltages were then digitized at cRIO units (cRIO1 and cRIO2)

using NI’s 16-bit NI-9215 analog input boards with 100 kHz sampling rate. Indeed,

the cRIO has been chosen as one of the standard data acquisition hardware/controllers

for Sirius beamlines, thus not only hosting the entire control of the HD-DCM, but

also being used to handle digital and analog signals of a variety of devices in rates

up to 10 MHz. At the higher-level user operation, the so-called Nheengatu solution

has been developed by the Beamline Software Group group [38] to integrate cRIO

variables in LabVIEW® into the EPICS framework. Moreover, a special software

module, known as time and trigger unit (TATU) [40], has been developed in-house by

the Beamline Software Group for the NI-9401 board to work as a synchronization unit

Figure 5.8: Simplified EMA beamline setup for the experiments with the HD-DCM, in-

cluding: the APU22 source, electron beam position monitors (eBPMs); high-heat-load

slits (Slit1); the HD-DCM; focusing Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors; ionization cham-

bers (IC1, IC2, IC3 and IC4); sample stages (Sample1 and Sample2); metal filters and

monochromatic slits (Slit2). Connections among the Beckhoff’s motion controller for

the APU22, storage ring (SR) electronics for the eBPMs, and NI’s cRIOs used as con-

troller (HD-DCM), data acquisition hardware (ICs) and trigger unit (TATU) are also

indicated. More details are provided in the text. The distances with respect to the

undulator are provided for general reference.
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in the microsecond range. This way, data from the eBPMs, the HD-DCM and the

ICs can be already synchronized in the sub-millisecond domain using TTL (Transistor-

Transitor Logic) trigger signals. The APU22 is expected to become part of the complete

triggering framework as soon as the complementary Beckhoff’s triggering board is

commissioned.

5.5.2 Stand-still Performance

Stand-still performances of the HD-DCM with pitch levels around 10 nrad RMS up to

2.5 kHz according to its embedded metrology have been reported in [27] and [29] for the

units at MANACÁ and EMA, respectively. With X-rays, however, only a preliminary

stability evaluation attempt at MANACÁ was reported so far in [25]. Here, further

analyses of the angular vibrations are carried out at EMA using both the rising edge

of rocking curves and knife-edge methods, as described by [41], [42], and [43].

5.5.2.1 Rocking Curves:

Starting with the rocking curves, the experiments were made at 25.5 keV, i.e. close to

the edge of Ag. This has been about the highest energy used so far at the beamline

mainly due to the weak emission of the APU22 (see Figure 5.4a) at higher energies, with

the 13th harmonic being required for 25.5 keV. The selection of the highest possible

energy was an attempt to maximize the sensitivity provided by narrower rocking curves

(see [43]). The high-heat-load slits were set to 430 µm×600µm (v×h), providing an

acceptance close to 15µrad×20 µrad, which offers a reasonable compromise between

spectral purity for different diffraction orders and flux (see Figure 5.4). Both Si(333)

and Si(555) reflections were used, hence with Bragg angles around 13.45°and 22.81°.

The measurements were taken with the IC4, having the monochromatic slits completely

open, and the sample stages and the IC2 and IC3 removed from the beam. The IC1

was left in place to work as a filter for the lower order reflections, being sufficient for

the Si(333) measurements. For the Si(555) measurements, in turn, Al filters from the

filter box were added to reduce the tails in the rocking curve, as shown next. The IC1

was filled with Ar95%/Kr5% and IC4 with N240%/Ar60% for efficiency at 25.5 keV.

Finally, the amplifier gains for the IC4 were set to 1 nA/V and 100 pA/V for the Si(333)

and the Si(555) measurements, respectively.

The step-scan rocking curve measurements, with integration time of 0.1 s per point

and total measurement times around one minute, are shown in Figure 5.9a. In spite

of the residual tails from lower-order reflections, particularly in the Si(555) case, the

agreement with the nominal simulated values [44] is remarkable, with FWHMs of about

3 µrad and 1.12 µrad. Furthermore, even though the total power in the HD-DCM in

these conditions is only in the order of 1 W, i.e. two orders of magnitude lower than

the expected final load when the storage ring is at full current and the final undulator

is installed, these results prove the high quality of the crystals (manufactured at the

APS (Advanced Photon Source) by Elina Kazman’s team) and of the clamping and
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cryogenic cooling solutions (see [27]). Next to that, as a side evaluation of fly-scan

options in pitch, repeatability and long-term stability, Figure 5.9b shows a series of

13 10s-long fly-scan measurements for the Si(333), taken every 12 minutes in a total

of about 2.5 h. The results find good agreement with the initial step-scan, prove the

internal metrology repeatability, and demonstrate stability over a few hours, apparently

with only a small drift of about 0.1 µrad/h.

Then, with the rocking curves, conversions between intensity and inter-crystal par-

allelism can be made for stability analyses. Figure 5.9c shows the intensity sensitiv-

ity obtained for both step-scan measurements by taking the derivative of fitted peak

functions (not shown) of the rocking curves. It is worth noting that, perhaps counter-

intuitively, although the Si(555) has a steeper rising edge, the larger flux available with

Si(333) made its sensitivity larger, even with a ten-fold smaller amplifier gain. Be-

sides that, the storage ring is not yet operating in top-up mode and its current during

these measurements varied from 92 to 58 mA, respectively, thus reducing the potential

sensitivity with Si(555) by 42% (with respect to the 100mA injection level).

The actual stability experiments consisted in running staircase-like rocking curves,

as proposed by [41]. Hence, while making continuous acquisition at sampling rates of

1 kHz for the eBPMs and the IC4, and 20 kHz for the HD-DCM, the 2nd crystal of the

HD-DCM would start from a detuned condition and move over the rocking curves in a

given number of steps. At every step, a dwell time of 5 s was taken for further statistical

analyses. Figure 5.9d and Figure 5.9e show the time data for these scans. Together

with the IC4 signal, estimated intensity levels for the HD-DCM are calculated using

the high-quality internal metrology — which was consistently around 11 nrad RMS at

all times — and the intensity sensitivity curves.

Next, the RMS values obtained in each step are summarized in Figure 5.9f. While

the HD-DCM estimates replicate the sensitivity shapes, the IC4 signals shows different

results. For the Si(333) measurement, it leaves a base noise floor and starts to build

up close to what might be interpreted as the HD-DCM contribution, but, instead

of decreasing with the HD-DCM after the sensitivity peak, it continues to rise, in a

closer approximation with the absolute intensity shape. For the Si(555) measurement,

in turn, the RMS value simply remains at a constant noise floor, regardless of the

absolute intensity value.

To further investigate these results, Figure 5.9g and Figure 5.9h provide the Power

Spectral Density (PSD) for each step in color gradients: the IC4, in the front and

between 1 and 500 Hz, goes from light to dark (“viridis” colormap) as the pitch angle

increases, whereas the HD-DCM, at the back and between 1 Hz and 10 kHz, goes from

dark to light (“plasma” colormap). In neither case, it would be expected that the HD-

DCM estimate would overtake the IC4 spectra, because, by definition, the HD-DCM is

only one of the contributions that might affect the intensity measurements. Moreover,

the most prominent peaks in the HD-DCM estimate do not appear as the most relevant

ones in the IC4 spectra.

The fact is that even though the acquisition rate for the IC4 was 1 kHz, the large
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Figure 5.9: Rocking-curve-based stability assessment with the HD-DCM: (a) Si(333) and

Si(555) rocking curve measurements (M) via step-scans compared with simulations (S);

(b) fly-scan rocking curve repeatability test, with 13 measurements over about 2.5 h; (c)

intensity sensitivity curves based on the derivative of the Si(333) and Si(555) rocking

curves; (d) and (e) intensity staircase time plots of ionization chamber IC4 for Si(333)

and Si(555), together with intensity variation estimates from the HD-DCM internal

metrology (with a time offset of 10 s for readability); (f) root mean square (RMS)

values from the steps of the staircase measurements and estimates; (g) and (h) Power

Spectral Density (PSD) from the steps of the staircase measurements and estimates;

(i) and (j) PSD from staircase measurements together with electron beam position

monitor (eBPM) data and IC4 noise floors (note: eBPM data in (i) borrowed from (j)

measurements due to data loss, but without any loss of applicability). Further details

in the text.
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gains (≤1 nA/V) required in these measurements were associated with low bandwidths

of only 15 Hz for the Si(333) and 10 Hz for the Si(555) with the SR570 amplifier (as

specified by the supplier). As a matter of fact, bandwidth limitations are often the

case for most current amplifiers at large gains, as a way to handle spurious noise. Yet,

with the Si(333) it can be seen an increase in the IC4 spectra, with the intensity being

dominated by the low frequency contribution and by peaks at 60, 180 and 300 Hz. The

Si(555), in turn, barely changes with the absolute intensity, being again dominated by

peaks at 60, 180 and 300 Hz. This suggests that the first is sensitive to contributions

from the source, whereas the latter is already limited by the noise in the detecting

elements.

This can be further confirmed by including the noise levels (floors) that had been

previously measured for the ICs in the setup without the beam, and by qualitatively

comparing the IC4 spectra with those of eBPM signals, as shown in Figure 5.9i and

Figure 5.9j. Here, the multiple steps are represented with one same color that is asso-

ciated to the different elements, namely: IC4 signal, electron beam horizontal position,

electron beam vertical, electron beam yaw, electron beam pitch, and horizontal posi-

tion of a dispersive eBPM (qualitatively related to the oscillation of the energy of the

electrons in the storage ring, not shown in Figure 5.8). In Figure 5.9i, the IC4 PSD is

mostly above the noise floor, whereas the low frequency behavior, the peaks at 6 and

12 Hz, and the “bump” between 30 and 100 Hz do correlate with features in the eBPM

signals, such that it becomes clear that the beam instabilities in the storage ring, with

RMS values up to 2 µm and 1.5 µrad, are still truly affecting the intensity stability at

the beamline. In Figure 5.9j, only the very lowest range of the Si(555) signal is above

the noise floor, endorsing the discussion above.

Consequently, being close to 10 nrad RMS according to its internal metrology, the

pitch stability of the HD-DCM seems indeed too small to be measurable via X-ray

intensity over rocking curve edges in the current conditions of EMA and Sirius storage

ring. It should be emphasized, however, that the stability levels investigated with the

HD-DCM are about 20 times lower than those measured in [43] and more than 50

times lower than in [41]. Still, the data analysis methodology proposed here allows

for a systematic evaluation of the problem, demonstrating that the current practical

measurement limitations span from instabilities in the source itself to the detecting

elements, due not only to low signals (related to low fluxes with the APU22) but also

to spurious electronic noise. Then, it can be used as a validation tool in following the

required improvements in experimental conditions over time.

5.5.2.2 Knife Edge:

Next, taking advantage of the experimental setup with the Si(333) configuration, an

equivalent stability analysis was carried out with a knife-edge method. Firstly, the

beam was focused with the KB set to about 7 µm×10 µm (v×h) at the monochromatic

slits. Then, with the crystals tuned at the peak of the rocking curve, the bottom

blade of the slit was scanned in front of the beam and finally centered halfway for
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maximum sensitivity. Next, the 2nd crystal of the HD-DCM was step-scanned in pitch

to obtain the intensity sensitivity curve shown in Figure 5.10a. Lastly, the 2nd crystal

was repositioned at the tuned condition (maximum sensitivity) and continuous data

was collected for 10 s.

Figure 5.10b shows the time data, with the IC4 signal, the estimated intensity level

for the HD-DCM (derived from its internal metrology signal and the sensitivity curve)

and also the IC1, which was used as a reference signal with a gain of 5 nA/V. At the top

of the rocking curve, the HD-DCM should have nearly zero impact in the IC1, which is

before the knife and also takes the Si(111) background flux. Besides that, equivalently

to the staircase measurements, under ideal experimental conditions the distribution of

the IC4 could not possibly be smaller than that of the HD-DCM.

Turning once again to the frequency domain, Figure 5.10c and Figure 5.10d show
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Figure 5.10: Knife-edge-based stability assessment with the HD-DCM: (a) 2nd crystal pitch

step-scan measurement for angle-to-intensity mapping using ionization chamber IC4;

(b) intensity measurement at maximum sensitivity point, with reference ionization

chamber IC1, transmitted signal IC4 and intensity variation estimate from the HD-

DCM internal metrology; (c) Power Spectrum Density (PSD) from the knife-edge mea-

surement, including the HD-DCM estimate and IC noise floors; and (d) PSD from

knife-edge measurements with electron beam position monitor (eBPM) data and IC

noise floors. Further details in the text.
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the PSDs comparing all signals and including the noise floors from dark conditions. In

Figure 5.10c, it can be seen that the ICs are well above the noise level for most of the

frequencies. Yet, they surprisingly show very similar levels and behavior between them,

from which any contributions from the HD-DCM can be hardly recognized. Only the

largest peaks from the HD-DCM at 120, 204 and 255 Hz seem to find counter parts

in the IC4, but with 1000-fold reduced amplitudes. Then, from Figure 5.10d, both ICs

take the structures from the eBPMs spectra, as also discussed for Figure 5.9i, which

again limited the investigation of the inter-crystal pitch stability of the HD-DCM with

X-rays. Still, the sensitivity peak here reached 2V/µrad (not shown), which is 2.5 times

larger than what was achieved with the Si(333) rocking edge (see Figure 5.9c), making

this the most sensitive and promising method available at EMA at the moment.

Unfortunately, the beamtime was over before a knife-edge measurement with Si(111)

could be performed. Indeed, since this method does not rely on the sharpness of the

rocking curve, working with the first diffraction order would allow fluxes one or two

orders of magnitude larger (with a broader Darwin width), which could use lower gains

(≫1 nA/V) and reach bandwidths of hundreds of Hz to a few kHz, while improving

the signal-to-noise ratio. In that sense, lower energies at lower harmonics should also

be explored, as more than two extra orders of magnitude might be gained in flux (see

Figure 5.4a). Nevertheless, as discussed in [43], one of the drawbacks of the knife-edge

concept is its sensitivity to the mechanical stability of other elements in the beamline,

including the mirrors and the knife itself. For example, in Figure 5.10c and Figure 5.10d

the sharp peak at 150 Hz in IC4 is likely related to an unmapped mechanical resonance

in the optical chain. These contributions may become more relevant once the other

dominant effects are eliminated.

To conclude, although the replacement date of the official undulator source — which

will improve the conditions for pitch stability measurements based on rocking curve

edges — remains unclear, significant improvements in overall stability are expected

already in the short term. These include: 1) the implementation of the FOFB system,

which will extend the electron beam control bandwidth well beyond the 1 Hz that

is currently provided by the slow orbit feedback (SOFB) system [45]; 2) the top-up

operation mode at the storage ring, which should minimize current-related transients;

and 3) a refined grounding work to reduce electronic noise at EMA. Other than that,

this commissioning round fostered the development of this systematic data analysis

pipeline and a refinement in the real-time integration between several components of

the storage ring and the beamline, which proved to be decisive in interpreting the

experimental data and will be essential for fast experiments with sufficient statistics.

A new round of beamtime for stand-still stability assessment of the HD-DCM will be

will be realized after the identified dominant sources of beam variation and noise are

solved.
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5.5.3 Scanning Performances

In spite of the electron beam instabilities and electronic noise levels that limited the

evaluation of the HD-DCM performance in the stand-still experiments with X-rays,

EMA has been perfectly able to host users from the scientific community and carry

out relevant spectroscopy experiments in a regular basis. The following subsections

provide results showing the remarkable motion performance and spectroscopy capabil-

ities currently available at EMA.

5.5.3.1 Fly-Scan Motion Evaluation:

The current possibilities in energy fly-scans, with the HD-DCM in the follower mode

and the upgraded integration topology with the APU22 (see Section 5.4.3), are exem-

plified in Figure 5.11. Performance variables in 1-keV scans taking about 15 s with

Si(111) are shown for a selection of energies for elements of interest covering the cur-

rently useful range of energies at EMA. The undulator reference signal rUND entering

the HD-DCM control loops is shown to cover 1 to 2mm over different harmonics for

the different energies. The undulator velocity vUND, obtained by differentiating rUND,

is bound generally below 1mm/s, except for larger random peaks found in most of

the scans. Their cause seem related to discontinuities in the trajectory generated by

the Beckhoff’s controller, but this issue is still under investigation for a definitive solu-

tion. Yet, although they partly degrade the HD-DCM loops, as discussed below, this

is to a far less extent than the degradation observed with the previous architecture

(see [26] and [29]). Regarding the undulator tracking error eUND, it shows good perfor-

mance, with deviations ≤3 µm, thus obeying the phase error tolerances Γpu specified

in Figure 5.5d.

The amplitude of the Bragg angle reference signal rBRG decreases with energy, going

from a stroke of 0.05 rad (2.85°) to 0.002 rad (0.1°) only. The angular velocity vBRG, is

generally bound to ≤30mrad/s (1.7°/s), but the reaction to the peaks in the undulator

velocity is clear. The control error eBRG, is also significantly reduced as the photon

energy increases, typically going from about 1µrad (in the cruising range outside the

acceleration/deceleration regions) to less than 0.2 µrad at high energies. Naturally, the

influence of the undulator velocity bursts is again obvious. These angular errors can

be converted to energy variations according to Equation (5.3), here falling <0.1 eV.

Their particular impact on the experiment depend on the contributions within the

integration times. More details about this will be provided in another publication

under preparation.

Regarding crystal cage loops, the amplitude of the gap reference signal rGAP also

decreases with energy, going from a stroke of 0.15mm to 0.001mm only. The gap

velocity vGAP, is generally bound to ≤0.1mm/s, mostly to dynamically correct the

gap error (| eGAP|≤10 nm, not shown), since the gap stroke for these energies are low,

except during the reactions to undulator peaks. Finally, the control error for the pitch

between crystal ePTC, is always within 15 nrad RMS, even at the lower energies and
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Figure 5.11: Performance varibles in 1-keV fly-scans taking about 15 s with the HD-DCM

with Si(111). A selection of energies covering the current useful range at the EMA

beamline and multiple harmonics in the APU22 is made. Together with the central

energy of the scan, elements of interest with absorption edges within these ranges are

indicated. Variables of the undulator (UND), the Bragg angle control loop (BRG),

and the crystal cage loops gap (GAP) and pitch (PTC) are shown for a comprehensive

motion performance evaluation. The upgraded follower performance can be directly

compared with independend triggered mode as a proof of concept. The complete dis-

cussion is provided in the text.

with the disturbances of the undulator signal. In these experiments, the destination

position, velocity and motion trigger were sent to the Beckhoff’s controller via PVs,

and the trajectories had constant speed in the undulator coordinates. For trajectories
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linear in energy, pre-calculated vectors must be passed to the APU22 controller, a

functionality not yet validated, but that is expected to become available soon.

Still, to remove any doubts about the undulator signal being responsible for the

residual performance degradation in Figure 5.11, it also shows the Bragg and crystal

cage variables for similar trajectories with the HD-DCM in the triggered mode, i.e.

following a pre-planned trajectory and completely decoupled from the undulator. Small

differences in the reference signals are because the follower mode used polynomials

(f BRG in Figure 5.6) calibrated at the beamline, whereas the triggered mode tests used

nominal polynomials for this undulator. It can be seen that eBRG and ePTC are close

to ideal performance, with ≤0.35µrad and ≤15 nrad RMS (at 20 kHz), respectively.

The undulator could not make part of this last proof of concept because, as men-

tioned above, a functional board is still missing in the Beckhoff’s controller to allow for

external triggers (and integration with the TATU framework). As soon as it is available,

it will be possible to compare the results from the current streaming implementation

with fully triggered performance for a definitive beamline operation choice. It should

be noted that this high-performance synchronization effort is in agreement with what

been developed in other synchrotrons [30], but here with additional subtleties related

to the large sensitivity of the HD-DCM as a high-performance mechatronic system.

To conclude, the choice of scans within 15 s was arbitrary and tests at least twice

as fast have achieved comparable results (not shown). Naturally, at some point, higher

accelerations and faster motions on bearings, together with larger strokes required for

lower energies, start to increase disturbances. These will require case-by-case analyses,

particularly as the lowest energy range of the HD-DCM starts to be explored after the

replacement of the APU22.

5.5.3.2 Spectroscopy Results:

X-ray absorption (XAS) technique is a powerful tool for studying the electronic behav-

iors of materials under extreme thermodynamical conditions, such as high pressure and

low temperatures. In particular, the high-pressure studies are especially interesting for

the 5d transition metals, whose energy levels involved at L2,3 edges are above 10 keV,

therefore compatible with diamond anvil cells (DAC) [46]. This kind of study is among

central scientific goals of the EMA beamline at Sirius.

Here, to evaluate the spectroscopy capabilities with the HD-DCM during the EMA

scientific commissioning, a high-pressure XAS experiment was carried out with the

Si(111) set of crystals at the Pt L2 and L3 edges (2p → 5d transition) to probe the

pressure evolution of valence band spin-orbit coupling of Pt metal. The measurements,

at room temperature, were performed in transmission geometry, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 5.12, using a membrane-driven copper-beryllium DAC prepared with two full anvils,

with a culet size of 350µm to reach pressures as high as 60 GPa. A 5 µm-thick platinum

foil was loaded in a 60µm hole of a rhenium gasket, together with a 5 µm ruby sphere for

in situ pressure calibration, and neon gas was used as a pressure-transmitting medium.

Referring to Figure 5.8, the DAC was mounted at the Sample1 position, where the
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Figure 5.12: High-pressure setup using diamond anvil cells (DACs) to submit samples to

extreme conditions. The focused X-ray beam goes through the two diamond cells that

are loaded against each other through a gasket to create a closed environment with

pressures reaching several tens to hundreds of GPa. A pressure medium is used to

distribute the pressure and a ruby sphere is used as a pressure gauge via an optical

signal. Culet sizes are typically in the order of a few hundred microns.

beam was focused to 1µm×2 µm (v×h), whereas a Pt standard foil (Exafs Materials)

was placed at Sample2, while IC1, IC2 and IC3 were used for intensity measurements.

The experiment consisted in incrementally increasing the sample pressure in steps

of roughly 5 GPa, and, in each pressure step, measuring 3 spectra in step-scan mode

followed by 10 spectra in fly-scan mode, for both the L2 and L3 edges. The total energy

range was 490eV in all cases. For the step mode, energy step sizes of 0.5 eV were used

around the edge (30 eV before and 30 eV after it) and 7 eV for the pre- and post-edge

regions. The step scan integration time was 0.5 s, and the total time for each spectra

was about 6 minutes, with most of it consumed by overhead from start/stop actions,

as also mentioned in [30]. The fly-scans, in turn, were performed with 0.1mm/s phase

speed in the APU22 and 20 kHz sampling frequency for the HD-DCM and the ICs

cRIOs (see Figure 5.8), with a measurement time of 27 s per flyscan spectra.

One representative set of data, for the L2 edge at 42 GPa, is depicted in Figure 5.13.

The colorful lines in the back (“viridis” colormap) are the fly-scan measurements, for

which the effective sampling rate was averaged down to 40 Hz to improve signal-to-

noise ratio while achieving an energy resolution of 0.5 eV; the black dashed line is their

average; the diamond markers show the points of three step-scan measurements, which

overlap in most cases. The accurate correspondence between the two measurement
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Figure 5.13: X-ray absorption (XAS) spectra of a Pt foil under 42 GPa in a diamond

anvil cell setup at EMA. Measurements over the Pt L2 edge were repeated 10 times in

fly-scan (27 s each) (3 runs lost due to a vacuum interlock fault at the beamline) and

3 times in step-scan (6 min each), demonstrating the high-performance spectroscopy

capabilities available at EMA with the HD-DCM and the APU22 source. The inset

shows a simultaneous reference measurement of standard Pt sample, being compared

with a previous measurement at the APS 4-ID-D beamline. Further discussion provided

in the text.

methods demonstrates the reliability of the HD-DCM, the effectiveness of the upgraded

follower mode operation, and the potential of the fly-scan method, with maximum

practical speeds currently limited mostly by the APU22 flux and spurious electronic

noise in the detection electronics (which is currently under improvement). Furthermore,

it was found that the dispersion in the intensity signal of the fly-scan measurements is,

in this case, dominated by a 12 Hz contribution (not shown in detail for conciseness),

which was also observed in the stability measurements in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10,

being likely caused by the instabilities in the electron beam. Again, these should be

greatly improved with the implementation of the FOFB system.

It should be noted that the high-pressure XAS experiments using diamond anvil

cells are particularly challenging because of the presence of diamond Bragg peaks in

the spectra, as those around 13.34 keV and above 13.5 keV. Although these Bragg

peaks, inherent to the high-pressure XAS experiments, do bring special complications

to the data analysis, for our purposes they reinforce the accuracy of the fly-scan as

being identical to the step-scan along the entire energy range. Moreover, in addition

to the drastic time efficiency increase, it becomes clear that the fly-scans have benefits

related to continuous measurements, such as the wiggle feature close to 13.52 keV,
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which might be misinterpreted in a step-scan with a poorer resolution. As a further

validation check, the inset in Figure 5.13 compares a step-scan spectrum of the standard

Pt foil in Sample2 (collected simultaneously with one of the step-scan measurements in

the main plot) with a standard Pt-L2 XAS spectrum that had been measured at the

APS 4-ID-D beamline in 2012, where the same features can be identified.

Finally, evaluating the robustness and repeatability of the experimental system,

Figure 5.14 shows five sets of measurements for the L2 edge from 10 to 53 GPa, with

the step-scans now represented by solid black dots and vertical offset between the sets

for readability. The changes in the signature of the spectra as a function of pressure

can be promptly identified, but the same aspects emphasized for Figure 5.13 hold true.

The whole measurement time was approximately 36 h, including injection windows,

since the storage ring is still not operating in top-up mode. Without any further

compensations, the variation of the peak of the L2 absorption edge derivatives for all

spectra (not shown), i.e. for more than 300 scans and including the current noise and

electron beam stability limitations, was within ±0.75 eV. Also considering that for

each pressure step the HD-DCM would travel to the L3 edge (around 11.5 keV) and

back, this proves the high degree of reliability achieved at EMA.

5.6 Conclusions

The efforts in designing and implementing the High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochro-

mator from scratch, as a high-end mechatronic machine to Sirius new-generation beam-

lines, have been honored with unmatched fixed-exit and fly-scan spectroscopy capabil-

ities. Indeed, the well-known inter-crystal pitch stability performance bottleneck in

standard DCMs, is in the HD-DCM solved thanks to an improvement level varying

from about 5 to more than 100 fold, since 10 nrad RMS (1 Hz to 2.5 kHz) can be

achieved even during fast fly-scans, which, in addition, can also reduce measurement

times in at least one or two orders of magnitude.

This article has summarized, from a new perspective, engineering and operational

aspects that acquire critical relevance in enabling next-level experimental possibilities

with the HD-DCM. The multi-axis and highly non-linear motion control problem is

stated and an energy-tuning evaluation method, based on wave-propagation simula-

tions, is also proposed to define positioning tolerances between the HD-DCM and the

APU source. Then, limitations in the originally available integration architecture with

the APU — which could have been actually predicted and prevented if a dedicated

analysis had been carried out during the procurement phase of the commissioning un-

dulators —, have been overcome with a new control topology, that has been already

able to provide close-to-ideal motion performance results. Furthermore, it was demon-

strated how sensitive fast-acquisition experiments are to the whole beamline system,

from the stability of the electron beam in the storage ring to high-bandwidth noise

levels on detectors. Hence, the essential role of a holistic approach in integrating

the HD-DCM to the beamlines, so as to achieve ultimate performances, higher effi-
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Figure 5.14: X-ray absorption (XAS) spectra of a Pt foil under multiple high-pressure

conditions in a diamond anvil cell setup at EMA, validating a high degree of reliability

and repeatability of the HD-DCM and the beamline over hundreds of step and fly-scan

repetitons in a total experimental time around 36 h. Vertical offsets introduced for

readability. Further discussion provided in the text.

ciency and maximum throughput in 4th-generation-light-source beamlines, cannot be

emphasized enough. Still, scientific commissioning results demonstrating operational

reliability and already 10-fold faster fly-scan XAS measurements are discussed.

Technical commissioning of the HD-DCM will proceed in parallel with beamline op-

eration, as the parameters and functional systems of the storage ring gradually reach

final values, and the definitive undulators are installed at the beamlines. These will

provide higher electron beam stability and higher fluxes, eventually enabling practical

experiments with faster acquisition rates than today, but also affecting the HD-DCM

with higher power loads. Moreover, as a next step, spectroscopy performance in trig-
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gered mode will be compared with the current solution in follower mode also with

X-rays. Finally, a new HD-DCM model for even faster scans, the so-called HD-DCM-

Lite, is now under assembly phase for two new beamlines, and first results are expected

in early 2023.
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5.A List of Abbreviations

APS Advanced Photon Source

APU Adjustable-phase undulator

BRG Bragg angle control loop

CCG Crystal cage

CNPEM Brazilian Center for Res. Energy and Materials

cRIO CompactRIO

DAC Diamond anvil cell

DCM Double-Crystal Monochromator

eBPM Electron beam position monitor

EMA Extreme Methods of Analysis beamline

EPICS Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System

FWHM Full width at half maximum

ESRF European Synchrotron Radiation Facility

FOFB Fast orbit feedback

FPGA Field-programmable gate array

GAP Inter-crystal gap control loop

HAR Undulator harmonic variable

HD-DCM High-Dynamic DCM

IC Ionization chamber
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IOC EPICS Input/Output Controller

IVU In-vacuum undulator

KB Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror configuration

LNLS Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory

MANACÁ MAcromolecular Micro and NAno CrystAllography beamline

MIMO Multiple-input-multiple-output

OPN Operation mode selector

OS Operating system

PTC Inter-crystal pitch control loop

PSD Power spectral density

PV EPICS process variable

RLL Inter-crystal roll control loop

RMS Root mean square

RT Real-time

SEL Operation selector

SOFB Slow orbit feedback

SISO Single-input-single-output

SR Storage ring

SRW Synchrotron Radiation Workshop

TATU Trigger and time unit

TRF Trajectory file control block

TRG Trajectory generator control block

TTL Transistor-Transistor Logic

UDP User Datagram Protocol

UND Undulator control loop

VM Virtual machine
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Chapter6
Conclusions and Outlook

This thesis describes the modeling, the design, the integration and the commissioning

work of a novel type of Double-Crystal Monochromator (DCM) for X-ray beamlines.

In the High-Dynamic Double-Crystal Monochromator (HD-DCM), standard solutions

are revisited and then an entirely new mechatronic architecture is proposed, not only to

overcome the existing position-stability limitations in stand-still operation, but also to

enable unprecedented high-performance fly-scan possibilities for experimental methods

related to spectroscopy. Hence, a technological door is opened to start addressing some

of the urges created by the rising 4th-generation synchrotron light sources.

6.1 Conclusions

Chapters 2 and 3, together with Appendices A and B, are dedicated to describing the

HD-DCM modeling framework and design to a sufficient level of detail so as to provide

a case study that can be straightforwardly used either to continue improvements in this

novel sub-class of DCMs, or as a reference to other high-end mechatronic instruments,

which may be required in next-generation beamlines.

The original design concepts of the HD-DCM include minimal positioning degrees

of freedom (DoFs), long-stroke and short-stroke arrangement, smooth motion guiding

and actuation, inter-crystal metrology, crystal mounting, and decoupled cooling. Yet,

these deep changes as compared to standard DCM designs were, in fact, motivated by

an emergent higher-level requirement, namely, developing an instrument that would be

compatible with a high-performance control-based architecture. Indeed, the ultimate

scientific needs of beams with higher position stability and faster energy scanning

capabilities turned out to be related to engineering requirements of nanometer-level

positioning and better motion solutions.

Fortunately, these are challenges that have been already worked out since many

years by the semiconductors industry via advanced mechatronics [1, 2]. Then, in ad-

dition to particular technological solutions, many of which have been incorporated in

the HD-DCM, experience in the development of high-end machines had demonstrated

that beyond certain levels of complexity simpler “best-effort” or “trial-and-error” ap-

proaches are no longer applicable or sustainable. In such cases, systemic, systematic

and predictive methodologies become essential tools, some of which have also been

incorporated in the HD-DCM project, as demonstrated in Chapter 3 by the iterative
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design approach according to the Dynamic Error Budgeting Methodology [3]. Unequiv-

ocally, it was only via pragmatic requirements engineering and a development approach

with the appropriate tools — simultaneously optimizing the system in terms of inter-

faces, mechanics, thermal management, control and software — that the HD-DCM

could be developed from scratch and meet it ambitious goals “first time right”.

Nevertheless, the HD-DCM cannot by itself unlock the full capabilities of new-

generation beamlines and light sources. This is because it is still part of a complex

ecosystem of interdependent instruments. Therefore, Chapters 4 and 5 are dedicated

to identifying the contextualization of the HD-DCM new technology in the existing

beamline environment and proposing integration solutions. On the one hand, a highly

non-linear multi-axis and multi-instrument motion control problem is presented to

address realistic spectroscopic scientific perspectives and map future needs. And, on

the other hand, an evaluation of the global beamline control system and architecture

is provided, including third-party hardware limitations, signals and communication

protocols, and operation modes.

With that, regardless of partial limitations in the X-ray source and detection ele-

ments, which should be overcome in the near future, the latest topology implemented

for the two beamlines relying on HD-DCM units in 4th-generation light source Sirius,

at the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Source (LNLS), already allows for X-ray methods

benefiting from more than 100-fold higher beam position stability and 10-fold faster

spectroscopy scans. This capability is now available to the scientific and industrial com-

munities, with potential to aid addressing many challenges faced by modern society.

Yet, last but not least, the HD-DCM project has established a paradigm shift in beam-

line instrumentation development at the LNLS, with technological innovations being

propagated to a number of other instruments, as also discussed in the next section.

6.2 Outlook

The content of this thesis discusses the rise of a new type of instrument in synchrotron

beamlines, which not only brings promising perspectives for design improvements and

future research, and also opens prospects for complementary technologies. A few topics

of interest are briefly elaborated in the subsections below.

6.2.1 Possible Design Improvements

� Metrology Frame 1: As shown in Chapter 3, the resulting pitch angle suspen-

sion frequency (mechanical resonance) obtained for the metrology frame 1 (MF1)

(holding the first crystals) on the auxiliary frame 1 (AF1) was significantly lower

than expected by design, due to the interfaces introduced by the complementary

isolation pads (CIPs) (for thermal management). So, as the pitch performance

of the HD-DCM can be still improved by nearly a factor 2 by preventing its reso-

nance from being excited by flow-induced vibrations, a design upgrade capable of
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maintaining the thermal isolation but improving dynamics should be considered.

One option that has been partly evaluated relied on damping solutions, which

presents challenges due to the ultra-high vacuum and cryogenic conditions. An-

other more straightforward option is based on an alternative arrangement of em-

bedded flexures, which shall be tested soon for the so-called HD-DCM-Lite [4,5]

— a slightly modified model of the HD-DCM for faster scanning that is about to

be commissioned for two more beamlines at Sirius/LNLS.

� Long-stroke stage: For the sake of simplicity and initial development effort,

the long-stroke stage was designed with a stepper motor and a friction-based

mechanism, as described in Chapter 2. As expected, however, it negatively affects

scanning performances, particularly in the lower energy range [6], for which its

use is inevitable and larger gap strokes and velocities are needed, as discussed

in Chapter 5. Hence, an upgraded version of the HD-DCM should definitely

consider a replacement of this particular module. In preliminary brainstorming

sessions about future options, concepts with negative stiffness to compensate for

stiffness of the folded-leafsprings, tunable gravity compensators for the module

mass, and force motors have been considered. As a remark, in the design of

the HD-DCM-Lite the long-stroke module was eliminated as simpler shortcut to

reduce the rotational mass moment of inertia of the core of the system (at the

cost of operational energy range), so that a long-stroke upgrade for the HD-DCM

design remains an open opportunity.

� Rotary stage: Given the load magnitude, the vacuum environment context

and the motion quality required from the main rotary stage, the first version of

the HD-DCM relied on a commercial model using roller bearings and a direct

drive motor. So far, this choice has been sufficient for all practical purposes.

However, should significantly smoother and faster scanning speeds be requested

in the future, then improvements also in the rotary mechanism may be needed.

In this case, in-vacuum air-bearing or magnetically-levitated concepts may be

developed. On top of that, a long-stroke and short-stroke design also for the

rotary mechanism might be of interest.

� Floor isolation: Again for the sake of simplicity and development effort in a

first version of the system, the HD-DCM supporting granite bench was developed

using a high-stiffness concept, as described in Chapters 2 and 3. However, as

demonstrated in the Dynamic Error Budgeting analysis in Chapter 3, the floor

disturbances is a significant (and often dominant) contribution to the current

performance levels. Thus, if desired, further development toward an isolated

suspended bench— probably an active system with the necessary level of coupling

to the X-ray beam — could be considered.

� Damping technology: Beyond immediate benefits to the dynamics of the

metrology frame 1 (MF1), further studies on damping technologies can potentially
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lead to even lower positioning errors, either because of the direct attenuation of

disturbance effects or possibilities in bandwidth increase for superior disturbance

rejection capacity.

6.2.2 Control-related Topics

� Beamline integration: As indicated in Chapters 4 and 5, there must be a high

degree of integration and performance compatibility between the HD-DCM and

other beamline components — the X-ray source being the most critical one. Only

the first steps have been given in this direction, with a long development work

ahead before ultimate experimental performances can be achieved (see [7] for a

similar discussion).

� Thermal: Related to beamline integration, a sensitive issue for monochromators

under high power loads is the optical effect in the thermally affected area of the

first crystal [8–10]. Hitherto at Sirius, the HD-DCM units have been subjected to

a power load limited to only about one tenth of its maximum design power, due

to the parameters of the commissioning undulator sources (APU22 in Chapter 5)

and limited current in the storage ring. In the near future, thermal aspects will

need to be more extensively investigated, particularly for energy scans. They

may include among others: i) transient thermal effects that are invisible to the

embedded metrology loop, and ii) possible scanning solutions that must include

slit aperture control and/or mirror bending compensations to preserve the beam-

line optical design. This may lead to requirements for more sophisticated control

and mechanical design in these complementary elements as well.

� Feedforward: Mostly due to practical priorities, the HD-DCM has been oper-

ated so far solely according to a feedback control strategy, as discussed in Chap-

ters 3, 4 and 5. One may expect, however, that improved scanning performances

could be reachable using feedforward control, particularly in the lower energy

range, with longer strokes and faster motion requirements. This is an obvious

thread that should be explored as soon as possible.

� Trajectory optimization: Together with feedforward, trajectory optimization

strategies according to various criteria can be investigated. This is related to

scanning routines that could be linear in energy, but not in the Bragg angle

or inter-crystal gap, or vice-versa, depending on the most performance-limiting

factors. To that end, the trajectory possibilities of the X-ray source for energy

variation extend the boundaries of the problem beyond the HD-DCM, as dis-

cussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

� Iterative learning control: In line with feedforward and trajectory optimiza-

tion toward scanning performance improvements for the HD-DCM, investigations
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on Iterative Learning Control (ILC) strategies should be considered, since the po-

tential for nearly perfect tracking performance has been demonstrated in the last

few years for a number of mechatronic systems [11].

� Adaptive control: The plant model shown in Chapter 3 provides a more ac-

curate representation of the system for the high-energy range, i.e., with Bragg

angles below 10°. As the instrument travels to its lower-energy range, i.e., toward

60°, however, small plant modifications might occur due to, for example: i) more

significant changes in the center of gravity of the system with respect to the main

rotary axis due to the displacement of the long-stroke module; and ii) different

loads and positions in the folded-leafprings of the long-stroke and the short-stroke

frames. Further examination of the plant and adaptive control strategies might

offer possibilities in terms of bandwidth and performance optimization over the

whole operational range of the HD-DCM.

6.2.3 Derived and Correlated Instruments Perspectives

� Horizontal-offset HD-DCM: Even though horizontal-offset DCMs historically

demonstrate higher stand-still performance than their vertical-offset counter-

parts, the development of a horizontal-offset HD-DCM should be considered for at

least two reasons: i) the typical inter-crystal pitch stability levels are still at best

nearly a factor two larger than what has been proven by the HD-DCM presented

in this thesis; and ii) the existing instruments suffer from the scanning limita-

tions of standard high-stiffness designs. Indeed, horizontal-offset DCMs occupy

an important niche, particularly in beamlines with vertically-polarized beams in

tender X-rays, and the technology developed for the HD-DCM can be promptly

adapted to a horizontal configuration by using the proper design methodology.

� UV and soft X-rays Monochromators: Similarly, the extrapolation of the

HD-DCM architecture for lower-energy monochromator types could potentially

benefit also the ultra-violet and soft X-ray research communities with higher

performance systems.

� X-ray Mirrors: Along with monochromators, as a critical class of beamline

instruments, synchrotron mirrors may greatly benefit from alternative designs.

Indeed, following the HD-DCM track, the first generation of X-ray mirrors for

Sirius have already incorporated not only its design methodology, but also many

of its mechanical and thermal design concepts [12–14]. Nevertheless, more ad-

vanced control-based alternatives and mechanisms including mirror benders have

not yet been explored.

� End-stations: After a few promising beamline results, including the HD-DCM

itself, solutions relying on more advanced control-based options for the sample

environments as well are now starting become more popular [15,16]. At Sirius, so
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far two X-rays nanoprobes have been developed with similar concepts, one being

operation since 2020 and the other under assembly [17–19]. Yet, this is only the

beginning of a new and promising field in synchrotron instrumentation.
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AppendixA
Complementary DCM Geometrical

Description

The most sensitive geometrical properties of a DCM were presented and discussed in

detail in Chapter 2 and Chapter 5. However, a few more geometrical relations are

needed for the complete set of specifications and the design choices presented therein.

Hence, a complement is provided in this appendix.

A.1 Nominal Geometry

As a brief reminder, the basic equation for the DCM geometry is the one defining

the required gap g between crystals as a function of the Bragg angle θB, such that a

constant offset H is obtained, i.e.,

g(θB) =
H

2 cos(θB)
. (A.1)

Next, the beam footprint b can be written as a function of θB and the incoming

beam size a as

b(θB) =
a

sin(θB)
, (A.2)

which: i) defines a minimum crystal length in which the beam is spread (taking the

simple case without intentionally large asymmetric-cut crystals); and ii) is important

in terms of power load distribution on the first crystal.

Then, the last two parameters that close the nominal DCM geometry are the dis-

tances from the main rotation axis O to the incident beam and to the surface of

the first crystal, as represented in Figure A.1(a) by |Uy1(θB)| and |Uy′1(θB)|, respec-
tively. Indeed, as indicated in Figure A.1(b), together with g and H they define

the points of impact of the center of the beam at the first and second crystals, i.e.,

P1(θB) = (Uy′1(θB), Uz
′
1(θB)) and P2(θB) = (Uy′2(θB), Uz

′
2(θB)), respectively.

In the form of equations, it yields

Uz′1(θB) =
Uy1(θB)− Uy′1(θB) · cos(θB)

sin(θB)
,

Uz′2(θB) = Uz′1(θB) + ∆Uz′(θB) = Uz′1(θB) +
H

2 · sin(θB)
,

(A.3)
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Figure A.1: Geometric description of the nominal beam incidence points on the first and

second crystals, respectively: (a) P1(θB), given by the inertial coordinate Uy1(θB) and

the rotating coordinate Uy′1(θB) with respect to the rotation point at the origin (O);

and (b) P2(θB), defined by P1(θB) and the downstream distance ∆Uz′(θB) (coordinate

system represented out of O for readability).

where ∆Uz′(θB) is the downstream distance between impact points in the rotated

coordinate system.

Thus, it is clear that, except for g and ∆Uz′, which have a closed dependence on

θB and H, the remaining geometric parameters in a DCM are relatively free to be con-

trolled in countless motion configurations. In other words, provided that the equations

for g and ∆z′ are fulfilled, in principle the rotation axis may be freely moved in the

ÛyÛz-plane and the crystals in the Ûy′Ûz′-plane at the designers best convenience.

So, given the operational range of θB and the desired H, equations Equation (A.1),

Equation (A.2) and Equation (A.3) can be used together to determine crystal sizes and

the desired motion degrees of freedom (DoFs).

In practice, these choices are eventually driven by manufacturing limitations of

the crystals, convenient motion specifications, beam power effects, cooling systems

boundary conditions and dynamic performance. In the HD-DCM, the choice was for

Uy1 = Uy′1 = 0, which means having the rotation axis at the surface of the first crystal

and at the height of the incoming beam. Hence, with Uz′1 = 0 and without additional

motion DoFs, dynamics, metrology and cooling benefited from having the first crystal

as short as possible, fixed with respect to the main rotating structure, and with the

hot-spot caused by the incoming beam at a constant center symmetrically placed in

the crystal. As for the second crystal, being long enough to comply with b and ∆Uz′,

a single translational DoF is required for Uy′2(θB) = g(θB).

A.2 Alignment Effects

Once the basic geometry of a DCM is understood, the sensitivities related to parasitic

alignment errors can be introduced.
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Figure A.2: Vector representation of small misalignment angles responsible for energy

selection errors and virtual source variations: ∆Ry, the rotation angle of the DCM

main rotation unit vector R̂ in the main coordinate system (MCS) around the Ûyb-axis

in the beamline coordinate system (BCS); ∆Rz, the rotation angle of R̂ around Ûzb;

ψ, the angle between the actual Bragg angle θ̂B and R̂; and ϕ, the angle between Ûyb
and the projection of the crystal lattice normal vector n̂ in the ÛxbÛyb-plane, i.e., n̂xy.

A.2.1 Rotation Axis

Referring to the vector representations in Figure A.2 and initially assuming the two

crystals to be perfectly parallel to each other, a first set of geometry-related sensitivities

and errors can be extracted from the alignment and orthogonality among (see also

Chapter 2 and Chapter 5): i) the inertial beamline coordinate system (BCS), given

by (Ûxb,Ûyb,Ûzb); ii) the DCM nominal main rotation axis R̂, as negative Ûx in the

main coordinate system (MCS), given by (Ûx,Ûy,Ûz); and iii) the θ̂B, which is the

actual Bragg axis, defined according to Bragg’s equation by the beam in Ûzb and actual

normal vector to the crystal lattice n̂.

Within small-angle approximations, these errors can be approximately described

in terms of the four small angles: ∆Ry, the rotation angle of R̂ around Ûyb; ∆Rz,

the rotation angle of R̂ around Ûzb; ψ, the angle between θ̂B and R̂; and ϕ, the angle

between the Ûyb and the projection of n̂ in the ÛxbÛyb-plane, i.e., n̂xy. The first three

are primary errors, which result from alignment limitations or motion errors, whereas

the last results from one or more of them. Indeed, it can be shown that ϕ can be

individually related to ∆Ry, ∆Rz and ψ via

ϕ∆Ry = ∆Ry· tan(θR),

ϕ∆Rz =
−∆Rz·[1− cos(θR)]

cos(θR)
,

ϕψ =
ψ

cos(θR)
,

(A.4)

where θR is the nominal rotation angle around R̂ — which slightly differs from the

actual Bragg angle θB under the (inevitable) occurrence of ∆Ry, ∆Rz and/or ψ. For

ϑ generically representing any of these three small angles, it can be shown that

θB = arcsin[(1− ϑ2/2) · sin(θR)]. (A.5)

Then firstly, ∆θR = θB − θR can be directly used to evaluate small energy selection

errors and nominal gap mismatch, for instance. Next, since the projection of the offset
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H in the ÛxbÛyb-plane actually lies along the n̂xy-axis, the monochromatic exit may

in practice suffer from small shifts in the ÛxbÛyb-plane if ϕ ̸= 0, hence varying the

position of the virtual source over the operational energy range. Assuming that g could

be nominally adjusted with respect to θB, horizontal δx and vertical δy displacement

components of the virtual source can be written as

δxϕ = H· sin(ϕ),
δyϕ = H·[1− cos(ϕ)].

(A.6)

These effects require ϑ to be in the order of a few hundred microradians and/or

further calibrations for sufficient energy and beam position accuracy.

A.2.2 Crystal-to-Crystal Parallelism

The second set of geometry-related sensitivities and errors concerns the parallelism

between crystals, i.e., pitch for the rotation parallel to the Bragg axis (Rx′) and roll

for the complementary axis (Rz′). First and foremost, they must satisfy the diffrac-

tion conditions and ideally maximize the monochromatic beam flux. For pitch this

is directly derived from the Darwin width boundaries (Chapter 5), whereas for roll

Equation (A.5) can be used for an equivalent analysis.

Then, in addition to that, they may be directly related to missteering of the

monochromatic beam, thus varying the position of the virtual source, as depicted

in Figure A.3. Without considering the rotation-axis errors discussed in the previous

subsection for the sake of simplicity, it can be seen that pitch variations ∆Rx′ with

respect to the first crystal would have an effect in the ÛxÛz-plane only, whereas roll

variations (∆R′
z) would be related to both horizontal δx and vertical δy (though signif-

icantly smaller) components. In equations, within small-angle approximations, these

shifts can be described as a function of the distance to the source L by

δy∆Rx′ = 2·∆Rx′·L, (A.7)

δx∆Rz′ = 2·∆Rz′· sin θB·L,
δy∆Rz′ = 2·(∆Rz′)2· sin θB· cos θB·L,

(A.8)
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Figure A.3: Schematic of the effect of DCM pitch ∆Rx′ and roll ∆Rz′ variations in the

horizontal δx and vertical δy shift of the virtual source at a given distance L.
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such that, according to typical source sizes and distances in 4th-generation synchrotron

beamlines, specifications as low as ∆Rx′ ≈ 10nrad and ∆Rz′ ≈ 100nrad, or lower, may

be defined to preserve beam positioning and apparent source size.

A.2.3 Virtual Source Displacement

Therefore, it turns out that the virtual source position errors are actually given by a

combination of effects, i.e.,

δx = δxH + δxϕ + δx∆Rz′ ,

δy = δyH + δyϕ + δy∆Rx′ + δy∆Rz′ .
(A.9)

where δxH and δyH represent shifts due to mismatching between the g and θB (see

Chapter 5).

Consequently, one option is using these equations for error separation strategies

in fine alignment if necessary, whereas positioning compensation alternatives in both

components can be envisioned thanks to their multiple contributions — particularly

via calibrated setpoints in gap, pitch and roll, which tend to be the most sensitive

parameters to δx and δy. The HD-DCM, being the first to implement embedded

relative metrology between crystals and designed under high-repeatability concepts,

provides ideal elements for robust calibration strategies.





AppendixB
Dynamic Substructuring and Modal

State-Space Representation

The Dynamic Error Budgeting (DEB) methodology has proven to be an essential tool in

the development of the HD-DCM according to a predictive design approach. Therefore,

considering that the level presented in Chapter 3 might be excessively abstract to the

less experienced designer, this appendix provides a more comprehensive step-by-step

summary guide about the Dynamic Substructuring modeling work and the chosen

modal state-space representation. Rather than proposing new methods or solutions,

the main purpose here is recapitulating and arranging known theory and concepts,

with the intention that it can be more accessible and straightforwardly applicable by

the interested reader.

B.1 Dynamic Substructuring

Dynamic Substructuring and Structural Dynamic Modification techniques are equiva-

lent approaches that allow building more complex dynamic models from substructures

(or subparts). Among other points: the dynamic behavior of complex structures that,

otherwise, would be impossible or too costly to be analyzed as a whole can be evalu-

ated; local effects can be investigated and understood; and modeled and experimental

components can be combined. At convenience, the systems can be represented and

handled in the physical, the frequency and/or the modal domains, whereas space-state

formulation may be used particularly to address damping conditions that cannot be

properly handled via proportional approximations [1–3].

Substructures are discrete structures that can be described as nodes or functions

with a finite set of degrees of freedom (DoFs) and coupled to each other at interfaces.

In particular, the lumped-mass description with rigid body assumptions (as used in

the HD-DCM mechanical models) is, perhaps, the simplest possible substructuring

construction (see Figure B.1 for an illustration). Yet, in addition to the practical ad-

vantages with respect to larger FEA (finite element analysis) models, the lumped-mass

representation prevents truncation issues in model reductions and difficulties related to

rotational DoFs, which are two of the main issues in substructuring applications [1,2].

As a rule, coupling between substructures must satisfy two conditions, namely:

the compatibility of displacements and the equilibrium of forces in the DoFs of the
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Mass element CoG

��

��

�

Support element

Force point

Metrology point

Connection point

��

Figure B.1: Lumped mass model of a single body with three degrees of freedom (DoFs)

(Ux, Uy and Rz ) in a two-dimensional space, exemplifying Dynamic Substructuring

(DS) with a mass element (1) and its center of gravity (CoG), and support elements

(2 and 3), coupled at connection points. Also illustrated are points of interest for force

and metrology, which can be geometrically related to the CoG for disturbance points,

actuators and sensors in the subsequent mechatronic model.

interfaces, which are known as compatibility and equilibrium conditions, respectively.

Yet, using a formalism choosing only displacements and no forces as the independent

coupling DoFs, models can be made according to a so-called primal formulation in

the physical domain, as described by de Klerk [1]. Although coupling in the physical

domain is very uncommon in the experimental community, because it is impossible to

experimentally obtain the full physical description of the real structures, the physical

properties of the systems, particularly within the lumped-mass description, can be

easily found from CAD (computer aided design) softwares.

Indeed, the substructures in the physical domain can be simply described by stacked

matrices for massMs, dampingDs and stiffnessKs, as stated by the equation of motion

as a function of time t,1 i.e.,

Mss̈(t) +Dsṡ(t) +Kss(t) = fs(t) + gs(t), (B.1)

where s denotes the stacked (or appended) vector of DoFs in the substructures, fs is

the external force vector and gs is the vector of forces connecting different parts of

the substructures, i.e. the constraining forces. Here, for the sake of simplicity and

compliance with the DEB assumptions, the system is assumed to be time invariant,

i.e., with constant parameter, and linear, i.e., with matrices that are independent of

the state of the system, but the formalism itself should be valid also for time-varying

and non-linear systems. Then, handling n multiple substructures in the system may

be described by block-diagonal matrices and stacked vectors as

Ms ≜ diag(M1, ...,Mn); Ds ≜ diag(D1, ...,Dn); Ks ≜ diag(K1, ...,Kn);

s ≜ [s1, ..., sn]
T; fs ≜ [f1, ..., fn]

T; gs ≜ [g1, ...,gn]
T. (B.2)

As a choice, bodies and mechanical interfaces can be completely separated and

modeled as independent substructures. In this case, the bodies are described as stiff-

nessless substructures, i.e., with null stiffness matrices, and mass matrices that are

1In the remaining equations in the text the explicit time dependence is omitted for simplicity.
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either approximated analytically (especially for initial models) or extracted from a

CAD software. The interfaces, on the other hand, are modeled as massless springs,

i.e., with null mass matrices, and linear and torsional stiffnesses that are approximated

analytically or extracted from finite element simulations. Finally, s includes the center

of gravity (CoG) coordinates of up to 6 dimensions in space (i.e. Ux, Uy, Uz, Rx, Ry

and Rz) and interfaces coordinates with respect to the CoGs for each body.

The compatibility and equilibrium conditions can be respectively expressed by

Bs = 0 and LTgs = 0, (B.3)

where B is known as the signed Boolean matrix and L as the Boolean localization

matrix. The Boolean reference results from the fact that these matrices are often

consisting mostly of zero elements and only sparse −1 and 1 elements connecting the

DoFs. In B, the non-zero elements assign pairs of DoFs that should be coincident,

i.e. have the same displacement; whereas in L, they assure action and reaction forces

equilibrium among the substructures. Even though in many cases B and L are actually

non-Boolean, the names remain and the discussions still hold true [1]. In the HD-DCM,

for instance, B and L are non-Boolean due to its multibody nature and lumped-mass

representation, with lever-arms taken into consideration over rigid-body geometries.

The primal formulation is finally obtained by eliminating the interface forces as

unknowns and defining a generalized unique set of displacement DoFs q with

s = Lq. (B.4)

Indeed, in this case L represents the nullspace or the kernel of B — once from Equa-

tion (B.3) Bs = BLq = 0 ∀ q —, such that only one Boolean matrix must be created

during the assembly process and the second one becomes readily available. Then, using

Equation (B.3) and Equation (B.4), Equation (B.1) becomes

LTMsLq̈+ LTDsLq̇+ LTKsLq = LTfs + LTgs,

M̃q̈+ D̃q̇+ K̃q = f̃ . (B.5)

where M̃, D̃ and K̃ are known as primal-assembled matrices2, and g vanishes as desired.

At this point, one may realize that, although the generalized unique set of DoFs q

clears the redundant DoFs existing in s, q does not necessarily relate to meaningful

physical coordinates. This is because it is simply the outcome from the mathematical

procedure in the calculation of L, according to the primal formulation constraint. In

this case, a change of basis can be used via a transformation matrix A to take the

unique set of DoFs q to a more convenient unique set of DoFs p with

q = Ap. (B.6)

2As a practical remark, although M̃, D̃ and K̃ are physically required to be symmetrical, numerical

errors in the calculation of L from the kernel of B may result in asymmetric matrices. This can

be approximately corrected by using a transposing average and redefining these matrices, such that

M̃ = (M̃0+M̃0
T)/2 for the mass matrix, where M̃0 refers to the initially calculated primal-assembled

mass matrix, and equivalently for D̃ and K̃.
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Hence, the equation of motion of the coupled system in the physically-related basis

becomes

ATM̃Ap̈+ATD̃Aṗ+ATK̃Ap = AT f̃ ,

Mp̈+Dṗ+Kp = f . (B.7)

with one remaining question regarding the choice of A.

Among other options, an obvious choice for the unique set of DoFs p is the coor-

dinates of the CoG of the bodies in the model. In this case, by recalling that all these

desired DoFs are already present in the stacked vector s, it turns out that p is simply

a subset of s, such that A is the inverse of a subset Lp of L, i.e.,

s = Lq = LAp and A = L−1
p . (B.8)

Indeed, Lp is formed by the selection of the rows of L that take the unique set of DoFs

q to the DoFs of the CoG of the bodies in the stacked vector s in Equation (B.4).

B.2 Modal Representation of a Complete Model

Having described the procedure to integrate individual mechanical parts into a coupled

mechanical model, attention must be driven towards damping assumptions and the

formalization of the complete mechanical structure model. First of all, the equation

of motion Equation (B.7) can be conveniently adapted to include external forces that

are created by displacements of an inertial reference to which the system is attached.

In the HD-DCM, this consists in displacements of the floor, such that the complete

equation of motion can be written, for example, as

Mp̈+Dṗ+Kp = f +Df ṡf +Kfsf , (B.9)

where sf and ṡf are, respectively, displacement and velocity external inputs from the

floor in the corresponding floor interface DoFs of the stacked vector s, and Df and Kf

are adapted damping and stiffness matrices for the corresponding DoFs.

Next, if a proportional damping approximation can be assumed, damping can

be easily applied from a modal representation. In this case, the well-known mass-

normalized modal form calculated from the eigenvalue equation of the undamped and

unforced system has

p = Φη, ΦTMΦ = I and ΦTKΦ = Ω2, (B.10)

where Φ is the modal matrix of mass-normalized eigenvectors, η is the modal vector,

I is the identity matrix and Ω2 is the squared diagonal matrix of eigenvalues (i.e., the

system resonance frequencies).

Then, after some manipulation, Equation (B.9) can be rewritten in the modal form

as

η̈ + 2ζΩη̇ +Ω2η = ΦTf +ΦTDf u̇f +ΦTKfuf , (B.11)
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where ζ is the diagonal damping ratio matrix, with the modal damping being written

as ΦTDΦ = 2ζΩ. Consequently, damping can be applied without ever addressing the

damping coefficient of the interfaces directly. Still, D can be partly recovered for the

creation of Df , which is still explicit in Equation (B.11).

B.3 State-Space Representation

To conclude, the mechanical model can be written in a linear state-space form using

its conventional notation

ẋss = Assxss +Bssuss

yss = Cssxss,
(B.12)

where xss = [x1ss,x2ss]
T is the state vector, uss the input vector, yss the output vector,

Ass the state matrix, Bss the input matrix and Css the output matrix.

As the state-space matrices and vectors can be defined at best convenience, a suit-

able choice here allows for the elimination of the explicit dependence of the floor velocity

input ṡf in Equation (B.11), by making it naturally derived from sf . Indeed, defining

x1ss = η as part of the state vector, Equation (B.11) can be rewritten as

η̈ = (−2ζΩη̇ +ΦTDf ṡf ) + (−Ω2η +ΦTf +ΦTKfsf ),

or ẍ1ss = (−2ζΩẋ1ss +ΦTDf ṡf ) + ẋ2ss, (B.13)

such that

ẋ1ss = −2ζΩx1ss + x2ss +ΦTDfsf ,

ẋ2ss = −Ω2x1ss +ΦTf +ΦTKfsf .
(B.14)

Writing Equation (B.14) in matrix format,

ẋss =

[
−2ζΩ I

−Ω2 0

] [
x1ss

x2ss

]
+

[
0 ΦTDf

ΦT ΦTKf

] [
f

sf

]
, (B.15)

Ass and Bss are directly found as

Ass =

[
−2ζΩ I

−Ω2 0

]
and Bss =

[
ΦT ΦT

] [0 Df

I Kf

]
, (B.16)

with the input vector given by uss = [f , sf ]
T.

Now, considering a mechatronic system such as the HD-DCM, while sf already

takes into account the particular geometry of the system via Df and Kf , the action

and reaction forces from actuators, as well as disturbance forces, may require one

additional transformation. Indeed, if these forces do not act on the CoG of the bodies,

uss must be expanded, such that f is replaced by the general force components vector
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fn at the required nodes, and the appropriate linear geometrical transformation matrix

Nf is used in Bss, i.e.,

Bss =
[
ΦT ΦT

] [ 0 Df

Nf Kf

]
, (B.17)

with uss = [fn, sf ]
T and f = Nf fn.

Lastly, the output matrix Css must be defined. To address, for instance, the CoG

DoFs of all bodies,

yss = p = Φη = Φx1ss =
[
ΦT 0

]
xss, (B.18)

such that Css becomes

Css =
[
ΦT 0

]
. (B.19)

Still, equivalently to what was just described for the forces, to address the sensor nodes

and extract the desired metrology architecture from the CoG states in a mechatronic

system, the appropriate linear geometrical transformation matrix Ns must be used. In

addition to that, any complementary true state, linear combination of states, and/or

particular point of interest can be extracted with an appropriate linear transformation

Yss, so that Css can be generically written as

Css =

[
Ns

Yss

] [
ΦT 0

]
. (B.20)
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AppendixC
Experimental Control Implementation

The essential aspects of the controller design approach used in the HD-DCM were

presented and discussed within the modeling scope of the Dynamic Error Budgeting

framework in Chapter 3. This appendix is dedicated to partially expanding and com-

plementing the control implementation analysis by taking further experimental aspects

into account. The discussion is focused on the crystal cage loops, i.e. gap GAP, pitch

PTC and roll RLL, since they are the ones requiring high bandwidth and more stringent

performance.

C.1 Position- and Machine-specific Considerations

As detailed in Chapter 3, in which a high level of agreement between model predictions

and experimental data is demonstrated, the predictive model-based design framework

using the Dynamic Error Budgeting tools has been essential for the assertiveness of

the HD-DCM project. Nevertheless, pure models are always practically limited, ei-

ther due to modeling effort, complexity or machine-specific constraints, such that the

two existing units of the HD-DCM now become an experimental source for extended

research.

Firstly, in motion systems position-dependent aspects may result from disturbance

variations, stiffness and/or mass distribution change, and sensors and actuators align-

ment and gain variations, to name a few (see also [1–3]). In the HD-DCM, a dominant

dependence on the Bragg angle position might be expected, since between the 3° and

60° operation range changes include: inertia variation in the plant for the rotary stage

mainly due to the displacement of the long-stroke module; stiffness variation in the

folded-leaf springs guiding both the long-strok and the short-stroke modules; shifts

between the coils and the magnets in the short-stroke actuators, and in the interferom-

eter paths with respect to the 1st crystal; and disturbance injection orientation from

the floor and cooling vibrations components (see Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 for design

details).

Furthermore, although the units were supposed to be equal, machine-specific char-

acteristics may result, among other factors, from: disturbance idiosyncrasies, including

floor vibrations from site to site, and flow-induced vibrations from the different liq-

uid nitrogen (LN2) cryocooling systems and circuits; production variability, including
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manufacturing tolerances, motor constants, and actuators and sensors alignment; and

assembly specificities, including human factors (see also [2, 4]).

Preliminary results of the first unit of the HD-DCM under specific conditions did

not take plant variations into account [5,6], which might lead to robustness and stability

issues as the full angular operation range of the machine is considered. Hence, a first

step is identifying the systems in representative conditions, so that robust feedback

controllers can be designed by considering the specific characteristics of each machine

in various conditions. In the following section, the identification domain is expanded

over the complete Bragg angular range and the two units are directly compared.

C.2 System Identification

System identification consists of a broad field dedicated to analyzing systems, and

using mathematical and statistical tools to describe their dynamic behavior [7]. And,

although it is commonly used in advanced particle orbit control in synchrotron facilities

since many years, its use for advanced mechatronic systems at beamlines is a more

recent experience. At the LNLS, in particular, it was only within the scope of the

HD-DCM project that this expertise started to be developed as an explicit technical

competence. Hence, the initial work with the HD-DCM was carried out together with

MI-Partners, using their extensive experience and toolboxes. Over time, the LNLS’

engineering team has been independently working on developing its own set of tools

and workflows, but this is still work in progress.

The first consequence of this context is that so far the system identification process

for the HD-DCM is limited to its prototyping tool, namely, a Speedgoat’s xPC hardware

running at 10 kHz [8]. This means that hardware-related aspects, such as delay in

digital/analog conversion boards, and sampling rate delay effects may differ from the

final hardware implementation using NI’s CompactRIO (cRIO) running at 20 kHz [9].

Another fact is that the existing system identification tools for the HD-DCM are still

limited in terms of options regarding, for instance: i) white noise, multi-sine or single-

sine; ii) data quality analysis for excitation gain optimization to improve signal-to-noise

ratios; or iii) open-loop and closed-loop choices. Fortunately, this non-ideal condition

has not been a critical factor for operation (partly because the final implementation

runs at a faster sampling rate), yet it certainly limits further control optimizations in

the system, so that a dedicate software toolbox for cRIO is currently under development

and expected to become available soon.

Restraining here the discussion to the crystal cage loops, position-dependent and

machine-specific plant variations were investigated by performing SIMO (single-input-

multiple-output) system identifications, such that frequency response data (FRD) mea-

surements were obtained by sequentially exciting each crystal cage loop with Schroeder

multi-sines [10] while monitoring all three outputs. Open-loop identifications were real-

ized according to the diagram of Figure C.1, where P is the plant, and Tu and Ty are the

decoupling matrices with respect to the rigid-body center of gravity (see Chapter 3).
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Figure C.1: Open-loop plant P identification diagram using decoupling matrices Tu and Ty
with respect to the rigid-body center of gravity.

Differently from many motion systems that are open-loop unstable [11], this ap-

proach was only possible thanks to the open-loop stability provided by the flexure-

suspended mechanical architecture (see Chapter 2). Still, previously calibrated offset

values for the loops at each Bragg angle were additionally maintained to approximate

the nominal gap values and keep the interferometers within angular alignment ranges

(see Chapter 2). The Bragg and long-stroke control loops, in turn, were kept under

closed-loop control in the cRIO hardware for the multiple angles to approximate as

much as possible the real operation conditions.

Moreover, all identifications were performed in the operational LN2 cryogenic condi-

tions, which is relevant to increasing the identification accuracy in terms of frequencies

and amplitudes for at least two reasons, namely: i) thermal effects may affect align-

ment, preloading forces, materials mechanical and magnetic properties, and tribology,

thus possibly influencing contact and suspension stiffnesses, damping factors, actua-

tion forces and metrology; and ii) cryogenic-temperature parts have a pumping effect,

improving vacuum levels by at least one order of magnitude, which also has some

residual impact in damping and in the interferometric metrology. The downside of

this, however, is that the LN2 flow-induced vibrations add unknown disturbances to

the identification procedure, reducing the signal-to-noise ratio and the overall data

quality.

Figure C.2 and Figure C.3 show plant FRDs for the degrees of freedom (GAP, PTC,

RLL) at multiple angles for the HD-DCM Unit 1 installed at the MANACÁ beamline

and the HD-DCM Unit 2 at the EMA beamline, respectively. Next, Figure C.4 provides

direct comparison between the units via a smaller set of the data showing the plants

at minimum and maximum Bragg angles1. From the diagonal elements in the FRDs,

no significant differences can be observed for the mass (GAP) and moments of inertia

(PTC and RLL) that dominate dynamics in the range from 20 to 500Hz, either at the

different angles, or between units. Regarding the suspension stiffness k — which can be

estimated as 1/k from an asymptotic horizontal line in the low-frequency limit of the

diagonal FRDs (roughly up to about 3Hz) —, on the other hand, there is a consistent

reduction as the Bragg angle increases (i.e., lines going up in the FRDs). Indeed,

changes of up to a factor 2 occur, which is primarily associated to variations in stresses

1Due to the disturbance factors acting in the plant and the currently limited functionalities in

the system identification toolbox, the quality of the FRD estimates has been improved using Local

Rational Method (LRM). Thanks to Paul Tacx from the CST group at TU/e for his support with

LRM for this data set [10].
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Figure C.2: Frequency response data (FRD) from multi-sine open-loop plant identifications

for the HD-DCM Unit 1, installed at the MANACÁ beamline at Sirius. The crystal

cage degrees of freedom (GAP,PTC,RLL) are investigated for plant variations over

multiple Bragg angles.
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Figure C.3: Frequency response data (FRD) from multi-sine open-loop plant identifications

for the HD-DCM Unit 2, installed at the EMA beamline at Sirius. The crystal cage

degrees of freedom (GAP,PTC,RLL) are investigated for plant variations over multiple

Bragg angles.
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Figure C.4: Frequency response data (FRD) from multi-sine open-loop plant identifications

for comparison between Unit 1 (U1) and Unit 2 (U2) of the HD-DCM, installed respec-

tively at the MANACÁ and the EMA beamlines at Sirius. The crystal cage degrees of

freedom (GAP,PTC,RLL) are shown at minimum and maximum Bragg angles.

in the folded leaf-springs (see Chapter 2) caused by different loading conditions at the

various angles affecting stiffness (see [12] for folded leaf-spring models). Then, between

units, Unit 1 has a higher suspension stiffness, by roughly 30%, which is attributed to

manufacturing tolerances.

These stiffness differences do have a small impact regarding the displacements

caused by gravity compensation springs (see Chapter 2), but this can be easily com-

pensated firstly via preliminary manual adjustment and later via the long-stroke stage.

In addition, concerning dynamics and control, even though they correspondingly shift

the rigid-body suspension frequencies, and may possibly ask for further variable feed-

forward tuning, they are transparent to the feedback control strategy. Furthermore,

the suspensions have relatively large damping, in the order of 5%, due to friction in

the copper cooling braids and in residual eddy currents in the voice-coils, as discussed

in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

The most relevant differences effectively occur at the higher frequencies, with a few

poorly-damped resonances varying in position and amplitude. In particular, Unit 1 has

the relevant dynamics beyond 1 kHz for all DoFs, as designed. There are only small

parasitic dynamics at 370Hz and 500Hz in the PTC plant, due to imperfect filtering

of the backward path dynamics by the balance mass, or due to residual cross-talk with

respect to the remaining degrees of freedom that are constrained by the leaf-springs

(see Chapter 2). Nonetheless, these occur as phase lead due to the co-located design,

which can be easily handled by the controller, as shown in the next section.
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In Unit 2, however, the PTC plant has some dynamics at about 800Hz, and the

RLL plant has dynamics at around 600 and 800Hz. This is due to a physical defect

resulting from a manufacturing accident in one of the silicon crystals that is fixed to

the short-stroke frame (SHS) (see Chapter 2). The required adaption in the mounting

strategy eventually prevented nominal design parameters (in mounting stiffness) from

being achieved. As detailed in the next section, a practical consequence of this is

stricter limitations in manually achievable bandwidths via loopshaping.

Finally, the interaction in the MIMO (multiple-input-multiple-output) problem can

be directly investigated via relative gain array (RGA) analyses. As presented in [13],

the RGA of a non-singular square matrix P — here the 3 × 3 identified plant — is a

square matrix defined as

RGA(P ) = P × (P−1)T , (C.1)

where × is the element-by-element multiplication (Schur product). Figure C.5 shows

the results for the degrees of freedom (GAP, PTC, RLL) and the same subset (at the

minimum and maximum Bragg angles) depicted in Figure C.4. It can be seen that they

are close to the identity matrix in the range from 20 to 500Hz, validating the proposed

decoupling strategy. Indeed, in these conditions robust closed-loop SISO systems with

bandwidth targets around 200 Hz (see Chapter 3) can be obtained by designing simpler

diagonal controller structures, which is the subject of the following section.
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Figure C.5: Relative gain array (RGA) obtained from multi-sine open-loop plant identifica-

tions comparing Unit 1 (U1) and Unit 2 (U2) of the HD-DCM, installed respectively at

the MANACÁ and the EMA beamlines at Sirius. The crystal cage degrees of freedom

(GAP,PTC,RLL) are shown at minimum and maximum Bragg angles.
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C.3 Controller Design

Given the fast sample rate in the digital hardware, the controllers can be designed using

continuous-time techniques and later explicitly discretized (using Tustin’s method and

sampling rate of 20 kHz) to be embedded in the cRIO digital real-time hardware (see

also [9]). Moreover, as in typical mass-based motion systems, the decoupled system

of the crystal cage allows for the design of simple diagonal controllers based on PID

(proportional-integral-derivative) control. As discussed in Chapter 2, in such cases the

practical rules of thumb consist of [11, 14]: i) defining the desired control bandwidth

(here defined as the first frequency in which the open-loop gain crosses the 0 dB); ii)

introducing a lead filter around the bandwidth for phase lead; iii) implementing a low-

pass above the bandwidth to suppress high-frequency amplification of the dynamics and

sensor noise; iv) inserting integral action with an additional zero below the bandwidth

for better tracking and disturbance rejection; and v) adding a proportional gain to

achieve unit gain at the bandwidth frequency, as defined. Eventually, notch filters can

be included to handle parasitic system dynamics.

Here, the controllers are designed in the frequency domain using the so-called loop-

shaping technique (see [13,14]) and a tool called ShapeIt, which was developed by the

Control Systems Technology (CST) Group at the Eindhoven University of Technology

(TU/e) [15]. This is done by manually and iteratively updating the controller param-

eters while checking open-loop frequency responses and closed-loop functions towards

robustness.

In general terms, the controllers can be represented by a given combination of

filters described in the Laplace domain. An integrator can be simply defined by its

low-frequency zero ωInt (in radians), i.e.

CInt(s) =
s+ ωInt

s
. (C.2)

Next, around the bandwidth, the lead filter is defined by its lower-frequency zero ωLFz

and its higher-frequency pole ωLFp as

CLF(s) =
s+ ωLFz

s+ ωLFp

. (C.3)

Then, the low-pass (LP) action above the bandwidth can be implemented either as: i)

a first-order filter defined by its high-frequency pole ωLP1

CLP1(s) =
ωLP1

s+ ωLP1

, (C.4)

or ii) a second-order filter given by its pole ωLP2 and a damping ratio ζLP2

CLP2(s) =
ω2
LP2

s2 + 2ζLP2ωLP2s+ ω2
LP2

. (C.5)

Finally, notches can be defined by a transfer function with imaginary zeros and poles

according to the frequencies ωNz and ωNp and damping ratios ζNz and ζNz

CN(s) =
s2 + 2ζNzωNzs+ ω2

Nz

s2 + 2ζNpωNps+ ω2
Np

. (C.6)
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If ωNz = ωNp and ζNz < ζNp, a notch groove can be used to damp particular frequencies

from the plant. Else, if ζNz = ζNp and ωNz ̸= ωNp, skew notches can be used to handle

magnitude or phase of the open-loop function towards stability and robustness.

In the early phases of commissioning at the metrology lab, more aggressive con-

trollers reaching up to 250 or 300 Hz have been designed as proof of concepts (see

Chapter 3). However, it was later realized that they lacked robustness (or even sta-

bility) regarding position-dependent plant variations and disturbances. Furthermore,

daily operation proved that the desired 10 nrad control level for PTC could be achieved

even at lower bandwidths (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).

Figure C.6 shows the latest controllers designed for the two HD-DCM units, such

that more than 8 dB, 30°, and 6 dB of modulus, phase and gain margins, respectively,

are maintained by simultaneously evaluating the multiple plants shown in Figure C.2

and Figure C.3. As a general goal, the controllers are meant to be as simple and

low-order as possible and all the parameters are listed in Table C.1. As it could be

expected, the achievable bandwidths in Unit 1 are larger than those in Unit 2, due to

the additional mechanical resonances found in the latter. In all cases, two integrators

are used to boost the low-frequency gain. The lead filters are tuned roughly between

40 and 550 Hz. The low-pass corner frequencies are tuned between 725 and 900 Hz.

At least one notch (skewed or not) is necessary to handle the high-frequency dynamics

of the plants, the worst case scenario being that of RLL in Unit 2, for which three

notches were required to reach a bandwidth of 120 Hz.

Open-loop and sensitivity Bode plots for both units are shown in Figure C.7, Fig-

ure C.8, Figure C.9, and Figure C.10, indicating the general gain shape and bandwidths,

as well as the sensitivity peaks. These figures demonstrate the high low-frequency gain

and the gentle slope around the bandwidth cross frequency, as well as the well-tamed

high-frequency dynamics and sensitivity. About the sensitivity plots, one may no-
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Figure C.6: Diagonal controllers designed via the loop shaping technique using the ShapeIt

tool (CST Group - TU/e) [15] for the control loops of the crystal cage of the HD-DCM:

Unit 1 (U1) and Unit 2 (U2). The discretization is at 20 kHz using Tustin’s method.
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Table C.1: Diagonal controller parameters obtained via the loop shaping technique using

the ShapeIt tool (CST Group - TU/e) [15] for the GAP, PTC and RLL control loops

of the crystal cage of the HD-DCM: Unit 1 and Unit 2.

Unit 1 Unit 2

Parameter GAP PTC RLL GAP PTC RLL

BW 163 159 138 145 120 120

1st Int. Zero [Hz] 10 5 5 3 5 5

2nd Int. Zero [Hz] 30 30 30 30 30 30

Lead Zero [Hz] 45 45 40 40 40 28

Lead Pole [Hz] 570 560 470 570 500 550

F.O. LP Pole [Hz] - - - - 750 -

S.O. LP Pole [Hz] 800 950 900 900 - 725

S.O. LP Damp [-] 0.2 0.085 0.25 0.6 - 0.5

1st Notch Freq. 1 [Hz] 1660 1391 1334 1886 805 632

1st Notch Damp 1 [-] 0.05 0.085 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.03

1st Notch Freq. 2 [Hz] 1660 1391 1334 1886 805 632

1st Notch Damp 2 [-] 0.25 0.55 0.375 0.3 0.15 0.25

2nd Notch Freq. 1 [Hz] 2418 - - 1500 1392 1154

2nd Notch Damp 1 [-] 0.1 - - 0.1 0.05 0.05

2nd Notch Freq. 2 [Hz] 2418 - - 1725 1392 1154

2nd Notch Damp 2 [-] 0.15 - - 0.1 0.3 0.25

3rd Notch Freq. 1 [Hz] - - - - - 2425

3rd Notch Damp 1 [-] - - - - - 0.1

3rd Notch Freq. 2 [Hz] - - - - - 2600

3rd Notch Damp 2 [-] - - - - - 0.1

tice that the lower triangular off-diagonal terms appear to have significant amplitudes.

However, since the upper triangular terms are significantly smaller, it is clear that this

can be balanced using an appropriate scaling matrix — attesting for no interaction

issues in the MIMO system, as also demonstrated by the RGA (see Figure C.5).

Next, stability, robustness margins and MIMO analyses can be evaluated via the

Nyquist and characteristic loci plots shown in Figure C.11 and Figure C.12. Closed-

loop MIMO stability is proven via the characteristic loci plots, by leaving the point

(-1,0) at the left of the eigenvalues λ of the MIMO open-loop [13]. Then, although not

strictly rigorous, the Nyquist plots of the SISO systems can provide an estimate of the

robustness margins given their agreement with the MIMO eigenvalues.

To conclude, it is worth highlighting that the conservatism in the loopshaping de-

sign work and the bandwidth values is partially due the FRD uncertainty coming from

the system identification data, especially above 300 Hz — even after post-processing

with local parametric methods. Indeed, the resulting uncertainty in the magnitude

and phase of the plant significantly limits a more precise definition of the margins
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Figure C.7: Discrete-domain (20 kHz) open-loop Bode plot for the crystal cage of the HD-

DCM Unit 1, installed at the MANACÁ beamline at Sirius. The diagonal controller

design for GAP, PTC and RLL simultaneously considered plant variations over the

multiple Bragg angles for robustness and stability.
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Figure C.8: Discrete-domain (20 kHz) sensitivity Bode plot for the crystal cage of the HD-

DCM Unit 1, installed at the MANACÁ beamline at Sirius. The diagonal controller

design for GAP, PTC and RLL simultaneously considered plant variations over the

multiple Bragg angles for robustness and stability.
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Figure C.9: Discrete-domain (20 kHz) open-loop Bode plot for the crystal cage of the HD-

DCM Unit 2, installed at the EMA beamline at Sirius. The diagonal controller design

for GAP, PTC and RLL simultaneously considered plant variations over the multiple

Bragg angles for robustness and stability.
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Figure C.10: Discrete-domain (20 kHz) sensitivity Bode plot for the crystal cage of the

HD-DCM Unit 2, installed at the EMA beamline at Sirius. The diagonal controller

design for GAP, PTC and RLL simultaneously considered plant variations over the

multiple Bragg angles for robustness and stability.
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Figure C.11: Nyquist diagram of the SISO systems and characteristic loci of the MIMO

system for the crystal cage of the HD-DCM Unit 1 at multiple Bragg angles. The

agreement between the Nyquist plot for the decoupled degrees of freedom GAP, PTC

and RLL (above) and the eigenvalues of the characteristic loci (below) allows for an

estimate of the robustness margins.
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Figure C.12: Nyquist diagram of the SISO systems and characteristic loci of the MIMO

system for the crystal cage of the HD-DCM Unit 2 at multiple Bragg angles. The

agreement between the Nyquist plot for the decoupled degrees of freedom GAP, PTC

and RLL (above) and the eigenvalues of the characteristic loci (below) allows for an

estimate of the robustness margins.
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(see, for instance, the modulus margin in Figure C.11 and Figure C.12), practically

forcing a reduction in the bandwidth and partly compromising a finer comparison of

the position-dependent variations in higher frequency range. Thus, the ongoing im-

provements in the system identification toolboxes at the LNLS will be indeed essential

for more ambitious perspectives of with the HD-DCM in terms of control alternatives,

including, for example, active damping of the high-frequency dynamics and control

optimization.
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